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Book I: Edison Weaver Lights Out 
 
One 
It makes me wonder if he ever tried to come home, cause Mr. Panties says 
that it is mad heroic and all that shit.  I figure my pops was busy drinking and 
piping, and never once thought of us. So I grew up in the bar and everyone in 
Ithaca thinks my mom is the town ho, and I sometimes just sit in class like a 
porkupine saying I’ma fuck you up at nobody in particular cuz I am just sick of all 
that shit. What if she was the biggest hooker in town?  What of it? Maybe she 
could use some cuz all I ever seen her do is try to stay in business running Süter’s 
Bar, when every motherfucker in town wants to get a free drink or sweet talk his 
way upstairs, and all she ever does is try to keep them from fucking up the 
fucking place and I’m just sick of all this fucking shit. And she doesn’t say it, but 
I know that she keeps waiting for my father to come back from someplace on the 
other side of the world and he ain’t never coming back because he was just 
another sonovabitch who wanted a good time and to move on.
1
 
                                                 
1 Listen, dimwit.  Look for your father.  Like Telemachus looking for Odysseus, you have to seek him out, or 
he doesn’t mean anything.  If he were sitting in front of the screen like an overfed eunuch, he would not be 
inspiring.  Heroes live in your imagination, not in your living room.  You can’t have him hanging around, 
because then you become another beer swilling nothing and don’t ever have a chance of becoming someone.  
Telemachus realizes that he has to go out into the world to find his father, but it is a fake realization set up by 
the goddess Athene so that the boy will go off and find himself.   Are you really going to find the hero in 
your didgieBoxx® fighting through level after level in your shooter?  It is an unrequited dream wherein the 
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Sometimes when I was little she would talk about how smart Alex was 
and how I was just like him, and I would grow up and do something great just like 
he did, which means I will probably start screwing one of the barmaids and run 
off with her just like my daddy did. 
My Mom ain’t no chickenhead, but she ain’t a fucking genius neither.  
These fucktards walk all over her and she just puts up with it and smiles. And 
then she brags about me to some drunken creep about how I’m her genius boy 
who’s gonna go to college and make a name for himself. And the loser slobbers 
and says some incomprehensible shit like “Greaaashit!  C’mere boy. Lemme look 
at a fuckin geniusshhh.”  And I wanna smack the shit outta his fucking beer-
slobber face and I wanna smack the shit out all of the other barflies who keep 
barfing all over the floor for me to clean up.   
There are too many of them of course and I’m just a little skinny teenage 
kid and we need the business and I can’t kick them out if we are gonna keep 
eating. But that doesn’t mean I can’t imagine going Columbine on the place and 
cleaning it up with a couple of Sphinx 3000’s. 
And Mom looks at me with those mom eyes that accuse and beg.  So I tell 
Bemis that the sound system is ready and I’m going upstairs to do my homework.  
Bemis is on the riser, warming up, and I tell him  I can’t fuckin’ stand Mondays at 
Süter’s Bar.  He laughs and cues the band, singing:  
The silicon chip inside her head  
                                                                                                                                     
satisfaction of achieving a new level is accompanied by the frustration of knowing that the next level is a 
variation of the first, and so on ad infinitum until you get tired of watching the corridor created by the facing 
mirrors recede into an ever diminishing distance, get off your duff and do something. The search for the hero 
is the search for self.  
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Gets switched to overload 
And nobody’s gonna go to school today 
She’s gonna make them stay at home…2 
“Twerp!” growls Anthony.  “You can’t leave!  You’re supposed to be 
busing tables.” 
“I’m supposed to be getting ready for the bus, asshole.” 
“You gotta get the bottles out of the urinal,” he insists.  “And there’s puke 
in the stall.” 
“You seem to know where it is.”  I sass. “Go get it …” 
I kick through the sawdust, spit and peanut shells, push through the door 
and brave a January windburst, getting flash-frozen on my way to the door 
leading up to my apartment. 
 
* * * 
“He’s doing it again.” 
“Yes dear.” 
“I mean really.  Doing it.” 
“Yes dear.” 
“Anthony is ripping us off and treating me like the restroom slave.” 
“Yes dear.” 
                                                 
2
 Bemis has a point, you know.  Shoot the Süter’s suitors with a song. In Ithaca today, the 
LCB would shut the place down if they didn’t go home at 1:00, so you can encourage them to 
drive really fast to make last call in midtown Manhattan, or a violent metal sculpture in the middle 
of I-81.  
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“Juddo doesn’t bounce anyone, just sleeps like a blob in the corner, 
Anthony gives out free drinks and pockets the money from the register.” 
“Yes dear.” 
“The house is on fire.” 
“Yes dear.” 
“Hey. Have you seen Callie lately?  She cleared out a couple days ago and 
went to live with her undead friends in that commune down in the Swamp.” 
“Edison, dear sweet boy.   I love California just as much as I love you. But 
it has been difficult for her ever since your father left.  I can’t keep her.” 
“But if you got rid of Anthony…” 
“It wouldn’t bring your father back, would it?  Would it get rid of your 
sister’s pain?  Would it get rid of your anger? I don’t think so.  You sweet sweet 
boy.  I need help to stay in business. I can’t be there all day and all night.  I would 
like a nicer manager too, but he is who I have.” 
“But I..” 
“But you are seventeen and shouldn’t even be thinking about working in a 
bar.  You will graduate, and go to Cornell, and will think about history and 
literature, and stars and computers.  You will get a degree. You will be somebody.  
You will go far away from here and will do something great.  In the meantime, I 
will keep running the bar, to keep you in books, to help Callie if she wants, and I 
will take a night off each week to unwind, doing my craft project.” 
“I know you work too hard, Mom.” 
“No.” 
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That’s why I’m going to take a year off… 
Hunh! 
“And work with you…” 
“Out of the question.” 
“…to clear out the deadweight and start fresh.” 
“No.” 
“I have been in Süter’s all my life.” 
“Yes.” 
“..and I know how to run it.” 
“Maybe.” 
“So let me do it…. Let me be a man.”  
“A college man.” 
“I can take classes part time at the community college.” 
“or at Cornell.” 
“Why can’t you see?” 
“Why can’t you?  Oh, my darling boy.  I want you to be so much more 
than a bartender.  You don’t like Anthony.  I understand.  He is…” 
“An Asshole” 
“Edison?” 
“Sorry.” 
Anthony is abrasive.  I’ll grant you that.  He isn’t likable, but he has been 
in your life a long time.  If you don’t want him around, don’t become a 
bartender.”   
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“No, that’s not what I meant.  I mean I’ll run the place…” 
“And become just like him. Don’t be him Edison.  Be something more. Be 
anything.” 
 
 
Two 
I’m going back into the big box, and it looks like a coffin, and the lockers 
are like line of steel traps.  The steel doors slam shut and kids walk down the hall 
without hands.  Ambrosia Johnson and Wendi Yuan are giggling soap bubbles, 
poufy pompoms at the ends of their stumps.  They twist their matchings and 
sparkle.   
“Wimbeldon” twinkles Ambrosia 
“Sandbox.” teases Wendi. 
 Oh to caress the layers of rayon, the buttered skin, the cotton pantied 
secret of Ambrosia Johnson!  Catch a current of her ever flowing stream— .  
Follow for three steps, look preoccupied with Chemistry and hope for the 
miracle of lab partnership.  But if Ambrosia is unattainable, one might adjust to 
Wendi, the milky phosphorescence and smell of kelp.  
Looking. Turn away. 
Stinky Stevie is being crammed into his locker by the Shavehead 
Rednecks.  Greasy pimple-hair popped into a can. 
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“Murphy Soap!” he whines, stretching a hand. 
“Barnswallow!” bleats Lineman, crunching it down. 
“Yeah.  Beanie-beanie-barney!” snorts Nose Tackle twisting and stuffing 
the flapping appendages. 
Lineman knees Stevie’s thorax while Nose scrapes the whiner’s big ear on 
the ridge of the door frame, making a smear of blood. 
“Pie hole!”  laughs Line. 
“Yeah!  PUNKin Pie Hole!”  emphasizes Nose.  
The door crunches shut and Stevie is encased.   
“For the love!”  he cries. 
Smoke fingers tickle my nose, not forbidden like Ambrosia, but familiar 
and comforting. Enticing but achievable, the sweet and sour of Hawaiian Blue 
rolls down the hall like a winter blanket. 
“Dude!”  I acknowledge.   
“Rastafar – I” answers Norris.  He floats on a python of prime weed. 
Lineman’s ears burn red. 
“NO SMOKING!” Line shouts, pausing in his effort to snap shut the lock 
on Stevie.  His attention is snarled and his neck pulls him after the vapor trail. 
“I SAID!” punctuates Nose and they bull-crash the hallway, spinning 
freshmen and pawing Ambrosia’s skirt on their way to chasing Norris, attempting 
to stanch the unquenchable fire. 
Norris wears an Army-Navy jacket that says Sanders on the pocket, and 
clumpy wannabe dreads.  He sublimates through the wall and is gone. Stevie 
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encased, Norris escaped, Ambrosia spitting curses, Line pitbulls, gnashing 
motion.  I can’t get past, and can’t go back, and know that I should be motionless, 
but it is as if Ambrosia walked in on me fingering a pimple. I have nowhere to go. 
The bell throbs, but I hold my ground.  Line makes to charge, but Security 
appears at the corner of the hallway.  Roaring like a startled Bruce Banner,  Line 
hurls Stevie’s backpack at my head, but hits the exit sign, making it spark and 
spit, while Stevie’s papers spray. Line and Nose, carom like Shavehead tweedle-
dumbs, cursing around the bend, failing to notice that the guard is more interested 
in the vending machine than in whatever they are breaking at this moment.   
The lock hasp on number F-013 hangs like a barrel-of-monkeys monkey.  
“Stevie”  I call.  There is no answer. 
I sniff at the vent. 
If one can’t get close enough for a whiff of Ambrosia Johnson, Stinky 
Stevie is a reliable sub.  If she is in scent on the bus, she can be sure to have 
sprayed her wrists, rubbed them behind her ears, then sprayed once into each of 
Stevie’s elephants.  She finds satisfaction in his flinch in a similar way to what the 
Shaveheads experience in locker-cramming him. They are, after all, of a team, 
and she a cheerleader. 
I look at the lock hanging from the trigger-latch. 
“No deal, Stink.” I my-bad him.  “My Band don’t play no emo.  I’m just 
here for Ambrosia Johnson.  You gotta wait for a humanitarian.” 
“For the love..?” laments the locker. 
I take a deep sniff, then slouch to class. 
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Math is an eraser battle until Yoder gets out of the faculty crapper, and 
gives us a worksheet on logarithms.  Line powders my shirt, but I old-man his 
hair severely and there is no fucking thing that he can do, because Yoder walks in 
just as I retreat. 
Chemistry is spitball until Nose manages to chair creep next to Norris, 
then shoves him into the glass of the encyclopedia cabinet. Mr. Lipp turns around 
and on his hearing aid, but Norris holds still, glass on his shoulders like tinsel.  
Lipp talks.  Lipp periodic tables us.  Lipp develops a little gob of spit at the corner 
of his mouth that won’t dry or drain away.  Lipp turns to resume his hieroglyphs 
and Nose chews a wad of  looseleaf to hurl, splatting guano right in the middle of 
the formula for sodium hydroxide on the board.  Norris freezes until the end of 
class when he rises in a blocky hailstorm of windshield chunks. 
My sister lurks in the vampire corner,  muttering some mad fem-pain-shit 
about menstruation and the moon. Shiny boots and skulls. Leather straps. Metal 
studs. Ripped lace and fishnets and workboots.  I can’t really hear, but don’t need 
to. She sees me and scowls, pushing out the pins in her lip.
3
 
                                                 
3
 How did she get here? Heroes don’t have sisters. Does Telemacus have a sister?  Does 
Bruce Wayne? Sure, sure, you are going to tell me about Ctimene, the sister of Odysseus who 
grew up with the goatherd Eumaeus and went off to get married somewhere.  That would do it.  
Nice and tidy and she is out of the way. She is a woman after all, and her place in the mega-mall 
of life is assured.  Women have a visible place in the order of things; life emerges from them.  
Remember when we had clearly defined roles?  Women brought life into the world and men took 
it out.  Men had the hero myth so they could go out and find something to kill in order to justify 
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“Let me deal.” she snarls at a pink-hair-in-black-lace, and turns toward me 
in fury. 
“Slut.” I greet. 
“French kiss my sphincter.” she spits. She bobbles her tongue stud. 
“Good girl.” I counter. 
“Castrato in training.”  
“That woman…” I open. 
Callie turns her horrorshow mascara toward the sparking exit sign. 
“That woman at the bar…” 
“She looks past me and shouts in Ambrosia’s direction. “Hey cupcake!  
My brother moans your name in the bathroom when he’s pulling on his little…” 
I push her against the locker.  “Shut up and listen to me. You really gotta 
help Penny.” 
“Don’t ever touch me again.” she warns. I cringe in pain as her hand 
shoots out and twists my testicles.  What in the stinking wreckage of the world 
would Mummy dearest want with me?” 
“…wants you to come home.” I cough. 
“Let me tell you something Eddiemamma’s boy.” Her black lips flame.  
“Go trade your little soybean balls for some real ones and stop being a slave.  
                                                                                                                                     
their existence.  However, in the twilight of the patriarchy, more and more hero myths get coopted 
by buff females who insist on playing with swords and guns as well as any man, and they achieve 
greatness, and they take over the world, and they decorate it and they still contain the miracle of 
gestation. 
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Penelope Weaver doesn’t own me.  Those brungy scarfers at Süter’s have pawed 
at me for the last time. Is mummy gonna ground me cuz I don’t  wipe her tables 
and let some barslug grab my ass?  You and an army of stonerdorks gonna drag 
me home?”  Her metal studs lift like hackles.  Her eyelashes are thorns. 
“…but Anthony…” I try to explain. She releases me and I try to breathe. 
“Don’t you even talk to me about that sleazy toadpole. ANTHONY!  Did 
Scrotumlips DO her yet?  He fucking DO YOU yet?  Shittle asshair always trying 
to brush my nips.  Always after hers and her money.” 
“CALLIE!” I raise my voice in desperation.  “That’s what I’m trying to 
TELL you!  It’s frikken Anthony.” 
“He did do you?  Eddie?  Did he do you? I’ma cut it off and do HIM with 
it,” She reaches in her jacket for her goth-knife. 
“Tread water,” I soothe.  “I want him out. I want him to stop sucking on 
us. I want him to stop trying to make Mom.  But I don’t want you taking him out.  
Not like that.  I need your help,”  I know that she wants him dead, but I hope that 
she’ll stop at out. 
“Conemelt,” she rounds her mascara in mock pity.  “You need to get her 
to want him out.”  She pokes at the wall with her blade, making an eye in the 
plaster. “Get her to want him out. Then she can help me to cut and flush him.”  
Callie widens the hole, then snaps shut her blade and looks at me like a sister. 
“Eddie!  Get out!   You should come work down at Ache with me.  They pay!  I 
get tips. They like style!  They don’t let slobby fratboys drool on me.  We could 
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spike and pretty you and get you in.  She studies my hair.  I could make you over 
nastacular.” 
“I don’t wanna be a club-kid gothboy princess---or whatever you want to 
dress me up,” I’m pleading now.  “I got no problem with your style, but I just 
wanna clear out Anthony and get Mom a break… Get US a break.  Why can’t we 
make Süter’s work?  It belongs to us.  Mom doesn’t pay out to us cause she’s 
trying to keep it going.  She doesn’t see Anthony drawer-dipping.  He keeps it 
from her, and makes her think that business is bad and it is her own fault.  Come 
back.  Help me get proof on him.” 
“You populate the sad, Eddie,” she measures. “You are a leaky ultra-thin 
pantyliner.” 
“Blown synapse,”  I reply, trying to deny the pain in my privates.  I want 
to reach inside my Sin-ister’s face and pull up a feeling. “Ache uses more waiters 
and hair product, but it isn’t your fight.  Süter’s is.  It’s our heritage.”  
“Heritage, my muffin. You are mad annoying. Grow away!  It’s too late to 
sit around the table talking about our feelings like an afterschool special you little 
sperm-drop. This family conference was over years ago!”  Callie pushes past me 
to crash the door and makes the exit sign wires spark afresh. 
*** 
On my way to Pantilide’s class I pass F-013.  The lock is gone and so is 
Stevie when I open the door to discover him. Too late to be a hero. I’m no fucking 
hero.  Somebody is a fucking hero, but not me. I’m the fatherless son of the whore 
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in the bar, with a pincushion sister and a crappy video games, who picks up after 
drunks when I’m not trying to avoid becoming a scapegoat like Stinky Steve. 
The essence of Ambrosia Johnson  is still in the locker, but she’s mixed 
with Stevie’s unwashed gym bag, so my gesture is unsatisfying on all levels.  
Pantilides is at the door, his bald head shining like a fender.   I could see 
right over him, if his chrome eyes didn’t bring me down to his level. When he 
talks, my brain hurts and my mouth feels twisted all the way around.  
P: I’m disappointed that you are the last. 
Your presence in the discussion would be missed. 
No need to go back now to get a pass, 
I hope you were able to work things out with your sister.  
 
E: Mistah.  You could see that I was coming; 
I just had to give her a note from my mom. 
Lately my big sister has been living  
with her friends instead of coming home. 
 
P: Had you come to the aid of your classmate, 
buried alive in a locker, perfumed, shamed, 
I would have been proud; I wouldn’t hesitate 
to accept your excuse; but the two are not the same.  
E: I’ve got some problems at home… 
P: Thats not enough 
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to justify the time spent goofing off. 
I take my seat next to Norris, whose eyes are bleeding.  “Rosie fingered 
Dawn!”  he gasps.  “Dis ‘ere  a LESBIAN book.  Dem A nuh fi wi fault!”   
There are titters until Mr. Panties hypnotizes us with his slicing eyes, and 
raises an arched hand halfway as if to shoot out power-rays from his fingertips.   I 
leaf through the Odyssey that I was supposed to read, required reading for all 
Ithaca students. Panties gets that faraway look in his eyes like he’s going back in 
time and all those Greeks are doing freaky shit with each other running around 
naked for sports and battles.   
“I understand your fear,” he says to me. 
You’re neither first nor last to find it strange  
that love in battle was nobility  
heroic warriors praised in a Golden age… 
  
Think if you will of a people who strive toward   
greatness and want to be all that destiny  offers 
the strongest of heart. Men, yearning to go to the  
depths of the deep sea rather than risk an offense  
to the gods.  Living gods! a virile force  
guiding the course of each life lived.  
You can relate to the hopes of brave men  
 hating loving killed and dying in darkness. 
chasing illusions no less petty than yours.  
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All of their  passions live in you!
4
 
Then he breathes all the way through his short body and seems to grow 
taller. 
Of that versatile man, O Muse, tell me the story, 
How he wandered both long and far after sacking 
The city of holy Troy. Many were the towns He saw 
And many were the woes his stout heart suffered at sea 
As he fought to return alive with living comrades. 
5
 
“Yo! Yo! Mistah!” I shout.  “What are you talking about?  You buggin’ 
with your big words again.  I don’t understand!” 
                                                 
4
 If you were an ancient Greek you would WANT to hear this story in Dactylic 
Hexameter, and you would think that there was no better way to tell it.  The problem with teachers 
who love their subject is that they fall in love with the words and the way that they are said. Take 
Athene. She shows up to Telemachus as the original drag king, Mentor.  She gives him all kinds of 
advice, but she has to work at getting him to understand anything because the boy is a brain-dead 
teenager with his head full of goat cheese, and the more carefully she words it, the less carefully 
he pays attention. 
5
 The Odyssey of Homer, Translated by Ennis Rees p. 3 May the gods shower their 
bounty on Ennis Rees, who isn’t reprinted often enough, and did a whole verse translation of the 
Odyssey in Dactylic Hexameter.  If you aren’t going to take the time to learn Greek, it might at 
least be worth your time to read a few lines of Ennis’ translation just for the rhythm, and then you 
can hear the oars of that trireme hauling through the water. 
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He says nothing, but nods and looks sad and he turns down the corners of 
his mouth.  He cocks his head to the side like he is listening to someone who isn’t 
there. 
Suddenly, Pantilides darts his eyes around the room as if he were some 
crazy killer.  He jumps to the desk, pulls out a plastic “Masters of the Universe” 
sword, and charges the doorway.  Pantilides crashes the sword down onto the 
light switch and plunges the classroom into darkness. 
“Hey! What the fukkkya doing Mr. Panties?  It’s dark! I can’t see!”  
A light switches on under Pantilides chin, making creepy shadows on his 
face like a movie villain.  He opens his mouth as if to scream, and the class falls 
to silence, moving restlessly as he prolongs the contortion.  The shadows on his 
face twist and his face looks like fire. The plastic sword drums on the wall like an 
execution. 
Thump thump thump thump.  
Thump thump thump thump 
They call him the crafty one. 
For tricks he’s their best gun 
Achaeans getting serious 
look for Odysseus. 
He’s the Mac-Daddy the original hustla 
The waviest playa ever to come outta Ithaca. 
He was the one who came up with the horse 
that got them all the way into Troy without force. 
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He talked em into getting locked up in a box 
With nothing to do but smell each other’s socks 
cramped in a locker like your classmate this morning 
Worried that someone would give out a warning 
locked in a coffin, shaped like a toy 
Hopin that the Trojans would take the decoy 
Dreaming of the bling and the concubines they’d earn 
assuming they got in and didn’t get  burned 
But O got  game. 
The Trojans were lame 
They penetrated Troy and it was never the same 
Three thousand years later they sing the refrain 
And y’all about to hear it again 
All the ladies say 
O, O 
Odysseus 
O, O. 
Come be with us. 
O, O, 
Outrageous 
He’s the dopest hustla evah come from Ithaca. 
Tupac he ain’t, but for a teacher patronizing us by trying to be all young 
and shit, he doesn’t sound too bad. Some of the girls scream and wave their hands 
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in the air. I get a glimpse of Ambrosia’s caramel armpit and want to see Rosie 
fingering Dawn. 
Pantilides snaps on the light and says, “Write it down.  500 words on the 
difference between victory and honor.  Fill the page and you pass.” 
I’m not sure about the honor part, probably something inconvenient like 
helping Stevie or talking to my sister, but I know that victory has something to do 
with impressing Ambrosia Johnson. I write about Helen of Troy until the bell 
turns me out into the hallway mosh-pit. 
Three 
Don't you 
know the crime rate 
is going up, up, up, 
up, up. To live in 
this town you must 
be tough, tough, 
tough, tough, tough.  
- The Rolling 
Stones, Shattered 
 
One day Ithaca will finish breaking open and all the guns and the hippies 
and the rednecks and the fakes will spill down into a waterfall of fire. But I ain’t 
gonna be here. I’ma go to NYC, sell my beats and get made.  Meanwhile I gotta 
get myself up and down these f-ked wino windy roads.  Mr. Panties had a name 
for the guy pushin the Stones. 
My phone leg buzzes, and I pull it out of my pocket to read the text. 
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“ura ltl fkin fk I wt 4 u bg sh”6 
“I m ur ho”7 I reply, and I head toward the factory, and Norris and 
Sensimilla.  “nII 2 shr”8  I add. 
I’m circling to the break the fence, I’m reaching for Ambrosia but the 
screech is pure Anthony; There is Ambrosia, satiny arms multiplying and 
weaving, but then they vanish, replaced with greasy burn-out rockstar wannabe 
bartender head-mop, telling me 
You should be grateful to have a Jesus F. Christ father figure to wipe your 
babyass, punk.  If your mother wasn’t so worried about what a loser you are, she 
might give in to a guy and have some laughs instead of turning into some cat-
lady. 
“What ---can--- I---say--- in --- WORDS—for YOU to under--- STAND?” 
I reply to the bar- in-thief chief, yapping out of snow clods, stray dogs and 
leafless trees. “Owning a bar don’t make my moms no junky-wench- ho like the 
dope up you need to drop your ugly enough to get laid. 
In my headsation, Anthony points me a stack of twenties out the drawer, 
then flies some bullshit about my lucky him keeping on keeping Süter’s in 
business. Eat the bills Anthony. His face is one big fukungry cash-sucking pocket.  
The break in the fence smells like stale piss; which makes sense—it is 
hard to crawl through with beer sloshing through your gut, and if you spray it on 
                                                 
6
 “You are a little F—ing F---.  I’m waiting for you with a bag of sh--.” 
7
 “I am your whore.” 
8
 “Nice to share.” 
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the ground before stepping through the puddle, it feels less humiliating than 
peeing your pants as you try to pour through the breach.   
The gun factory was crumbling to rubble before I was born, because it was 
full of all kinds of toxic shit like asbestos lead and god knows what else.  They 
didn’t want the businessmen to get sick so they moved them out to Ohio or 
something, leaving the rest of the pollution for us kids to sneak in and play in.  
Probably enough lead paint chips to fill the 7-11 snack rack, and populate all of 
the local schools with retards. 
The factory is the best hangout in town as long as you don’t bring down a 
wall on yourself or get so high that you can’t find your way out.  Over in the 
conference room, Norris painted Wendi straddling a hookah.  It was a pretty good 
likeness, I thought at the time, and he offered to do one of Ambrosia too, but I 
didn’t want to see her that way.  I told him to spray her on a cloud with an extra 
pair of arms, like the bodhisattva in the textbook, and he called me puussy-wool, 
threatening to paint me as a court eunuch with snakes in all my orifices. 
“Yu luv it maan! Yuh nuh yuh waan luuv it batty buoy!” 
The old smokestack looks like an enormous gun barrel pointed at the sky 
to shoot down god if he comes too close.  I look up at the cold clear sky and 
wonder whether Smith and Baker ever stood here when the pipe was belching 
smoke, wondering if they could punch a hole in the atmosphere, puncture heaven 
and bring down a flock of angels. 
Norris will be in the old conference room where there are still a couple of 
chairs that you can sit in and a couple of windows that still need to be shot out.  
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He will most likely be topping off his buzz and refreshing his tags on the walls.  
The place is one big canvas for artists like Norris, who have made the place into 
one big mural of American despair and decline.  Whether it is the old factory floor 
or the rusting burnt out car, it is a vision of what my generation has inherited from 
all of the industrial promises.  The Smiths cashed out, and all I got was this 
superfund site.  Why do townies want to mobilize?  For fear that China will take 
the gun factories?  Somewhere in America we still make guns—just not in Ithaca 
anymore, where we are left with lead shot and polluted water and the redneck 
army rises from the shit that the factory dumped into the water.  I walk through 
decorated corridors.  A safety-pin-nippled Buddha, a portal to the night-lit 
Manhattan skyline, a toilet swirling with screaming bodies of the damned.  
I hear debris shifting and move through the devastation of zinc sheeting, 
dislodged bricks, old condoms, shattered bottles, redcaps and leadpipes and 
broken windowpanes toward the sound, which must be Norris climbing over 
debris in the CR— either him or a big rat chewing through a picnic left by the last 
group stopping by for a cheap party venue.  Wendi’s portrait is there, her word 
balloon, posture and pipe invite me to “Smoke this!” I blow her a steam cloud of 
breath, and wonder if the real Wendi would look sexy, naked in the cold wintry 
rustheap, then notice that someone, maybe Norris, has repainted her hand with a 
new Ithaca 1911 pointed at the window, a tag hanging from the trigger-guard.  I 
lean to verify Norris’ “brane-ded  baby” on the tag, there is a crunch of rubble and 
I am thrown face first into Wendi’s concrete armpit. 
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 “I’ll cut you into little pieces and drop your fingers over the falls” snarls a 
wannabe rock star voice that sounds pure bar-thief. I’m pinned against the wall 
with my arm twisted behind me. 
“Holy F*** Anthony, you scared the shit out of me.  Let up!” 
“Let up,” he says.  “Let fucking up.”  He laughs his ugly barjoke laugh. 
My face is pancaking the uneven paint. My tears are gonna smear Wendi’s nipple. 
 “You are the stupidest little shithead in Ithaca.” 
“An- you’re the biggest…Unnh!” I slam. 
“Get the fuck offa me,”  I protest. 
“YOU get the fuck offa ME,” he echoes. You’ve been lying about me.   
“I didn’t!” 
“You been talking shit about me ripping off the bar.” 
“Truth hurts. OWw!”  He bounces my head against Concrete Wendi. I see 
a tag on the warped wood paneling behind the rotten desk. “I’m a Fucking CEO.”  
says the spraypaint.  I laugh and spray blood. 
“You and your little faggot friend, and your slut-sister. You got no respect.  
I’m your fucking father for Christsake.” 
“You’re WHAT?” 
“Well the only father YOU ever had you little ingrate.” 
“That’s why you’re sneaking up and shoving me around and OWW let go 
of my arm.” 
“I’ve been good to you.” 
“You’re hurting me.” 
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“You don’t remember.” 
“Let me go and I’ll remember.” 
“You’re trying to get me kicked out.  I was running Süter’s before you 
were born.” 
“That’s why it always sucked… Oww,” my arm pulls up. 
“And taking care of you and your sister,”  I stamp on his foot, elbow his 
stomach,  his grip relaxes and I pull out of my coat.   
“My sister told me what you did to her,” I shout, kicking a broken chair 
between us.  “...and I know where the bar profits go.”   
“Shut it you little fucker.,”  he snarls.   
I throw a brick.  He dodges, but trips over a pipe.   
“Stay away from my Mom, freak!” I leap over some loose flooring, 
scooping up a board to fend him off.   
“Penny loves me,” he tries to grab the board from me.  “What makes you 
think she believes a little bad ass twerp like you?” 
The board connects with his shoulder. 
Over a fallen wall I balance on pellets, glass or gravel that hurls into 
Anthony’s face and he howls better than he ever sang. 
Find the way out, circle around into one of the shop buildings, scramble 
over the rubble and crawl under a section of fallen ceiling.  Try to stop breathing, 
but the cold is freezing my lungs. 
“You owe me Eddie! I raised you!” 
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“Like Cinderfuckinella,” my chest shouts, but my mouth holds it in. I can 
feel the rubber gloves on my hands and smell the beer bottles in the urinal.  (How 
many times has the argument ended with me cleaning the piss bottles out of the 
urinal?)  I can hear him trying to make his voice friendly. 
“Eddie! I have an idea…  Come out! We can work it out.” 
His voice comes from the doorway. I’m breathing into my hands so he 
won’t see my breath steam. 
 “Let’s go down to Purity and talk.” 
“You—” I nearly blow it. Does he think he can buy me off like he did 
when I was seven and he got me to shut up about him running off to blow bar 
money at Tioga Downs? 
“Eddie!  I’m losing patience.  You don’t want a war with me.” 
I hold my silence. My bones are starting to clatter like a bag of stolen 
spoons. 
“Eddie.  You gotta come home. You gotta sleep. Eddie!  Eddie?  
EDDiiiieeee…” 
His voice drifts off to the other end of the complex and I slip out the other 
path toward the top of the falls.   
*** 
The Falls are frozen into a hundred thousand knives of ice, I can’t get 
Anthony out of my head, and I’m freezing. I’ll die of the cold, or Anthony will 
kill me. I can’t go home.  Mom thinks I’m a delinquent. Won’t believe me. Why 
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would she start now.  She thinks I’m rebelling like Callie, like a kid without a 
father who hates everyone. 
I huddle into the shelter, and try to curl a ball, get small. 
Then I hear the voice of Mr. Panties. Mr. Panties with wars and gods and 
frikkin’ enormous creatures that swallow you up and spit out your soul, and you 
think that is what Ithaca is for you, your Charybdis, a vortex you can’t escape, 
sucking you down like your whole family, and Scylla as Anthony, trying to bite 
off your head. 
9
 
I see him flailing his way down to the bottom. The knives are pointing the 
wrong way.  They should be sticking up from the bottom of the falls so that he 
can land on them and get kabobbed.  Maybe he freezes in the air and then breaks 
like glass on impact, maybe he opens an artery and turns the basin into a giant 
blood-slushy.   
But then again, that isn’t how it works at all.  Nobody throws anyone else 
over.  This is where they come to think about offing themselves, and I’m trying to 
live.  Only a moron would jump without a clean drop to the bottom— only a 
moron would try that.  The serious suicides find their way off Stewart, where they 
dive straight, watching icicle retractions as they hurtle past.  Maybe it’s just a 
good place to throw off homework, or cans or a “We’re concerned about your 
                                                 
9
 Not exactly a rock and a hard place, but worse, Charybdis is the vortex and Scylla is the 
six headed monster. Sail too close to Scylla and you lose six men. Avoid Scylla and everyone goes 
down.  For Odysseus it is simple.  Sacrifice six men by sailing close to Scylla. Why would anyone 
pick Charybdis? Is there peace in knowing that the story is over? 
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child’s progress.” notice that they intercepted in the mail.  They leave some note, 
trying to tell people not to feel bad, but really wanting them to feel bad.  They  
tiptoe out onto Stewart Avenue Bridge, wanting someone to care and love and 
come to talk them out of it, promising happiness.   
Maybe it’s Ambrosia, who finally realizes that you have no idea what to 
say to her, but you can have her if she can get you off of the bridge.  
Of course it wouldn’t be her.  She doesn’t know you exist. And then 
there’s the imaginary father, barwench mom, psycho sister, murdering bartender.  
Won’t go to Cornell.  Won’t go to USC.  Won’t go to NYU.  Will end dead or a 
stupid townie slaving for Anthony in a bar that you’re supposed to inherit.   
You would jump like Stevie, whimpering and slinking and trying to claw 
your way back onto the bridge having changed your mind just after you stepped 
off, and caroming like a mushy cueball off the sides, breaking an arm and a few 
ribs, dying of frostbite while hanging off a ledge as the mountain rescue squad 
tried to answer your prayers and rappelled down to you to find you a sack-sickle. 
Real jumpers don’t want to come back.  They don’t want some ledge to catch 
them. 
Anthony would have me freezing slowly, bones broken, half way down, 
knowing that the rescuers were rappelling  just a bit too late. Then Anthony would 
snag mom at the funeral.  “Such a troubled child.  I wish he had let me be a father 
to him.”  That’s it.  Make it look like a suicide, so that he can marry the bar and 
screw mom. He sits at the bar fartling lies about him and Alex fighting the fight in 
the good Eye-Rak war, Judd and the other fat-bottom-boys humming along while 
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he pours Mom’s beer down their throats, until the bank man comes to take the 
place away. I guess that happens regardless of what happens to me. 
The phone throbs in my pocket like a pacemaker.  My shoulder hurts and 
I’m cold, but my thumbs aren’t completely frozen, and Norris has remembered to 
remember. 
N: WR R U GF? 
10
 
E:  NO FGF CM 2 WF.
11
 
N: GF! SENSEI! A1
12
 
E: WF WF GF UNSF
13
 
N: U R A LTL B
14
 
E:  FU CM WF LST CT BRNG XTRA
15
 
I don’t know where to go, but Norris and his drugstore will help me figure 
it out if Anthony doesn’t find me first. 
  
                                                 
10
 Norris:  Where are you? Gun Factory? 
11
 Edison: I’m ot your fucking girlfriend.  Come to waterfall. 
12
 Norris: Gun Factory!  Sensemillia USDA Grade A1 
13
 Edison: “Waterfall!  Waterfall! The Gunfactory is unsafe!” 
14
 Norris:  You are a little Bi--- 
15
 Edison: F—you.  Come to the Waterfall. I lost my coat.  Bring an extra.” 
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Four  
“Yo Norris, wheres the redbarn?”  Norris’ face looks like his asshole is 
slicing carrots- ain’t saying. 
“C’mon Admiral? duckies? piggies? peeps?  I don’t see..” but then I do 
see, cuz he pulls the Towncar over the rise and I see meat pasture all the way to 
rosy fingered Dawn.  It’s like wind rippling wheat-meat.  Amber waves of steer. 
More burger than the king can shake in his bobble-head.  Burger carpet.  This 
ain’t no Happyland Acres. I’ve smelled country air before, but ain’t nothing like 
the stinkentration rising off of this Uppin Sinkler hell. 
“Home.” 
“You live with cows?” 
“Yu facety bumba-claat…Look deh.”  He points a dread. I see a castle of 
bones. Dat’s mi fadda crib.” 
“Some fucking baby.” I see hips. vertebrae skulls jawbones, clavicles.  
Bones, varnished, painted with streaks of rust, tied together in a creature made of 
pain— it’s my sister’s dream house. She could be unhappy here. 
I’m trying to read a pattern, or order, or just figure out whether all of the 
bones are animal.  Most of them seem like they could be cow skeletons, but every 
once in a while it looks like a human tibia got thrown into the mix, although I 
coulda made it up, ‘cuz I was never a great bio student. 
Downhill from the house the feedlot is still heaving and churning.  Acres 
of beef stretching out to the next county, a living tangle continuing into the dead 
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one here.  Cattle, wedged into their pens and pushing in to gorge themselves at the 
feed-hopper so they can get stripped and primed and added to the new wing.  
They look like a scabby quilt, brown and stained with chaw-juice, while this looks 
like a demonic catacomb that no longer has to hide the fascination with death. 
I stand in silent awe of the pulsating ocean of cattle when a souped up 
Mustang comes barreling down the dirt road, hurtling toward the house like a 
suicide bomber.  I try to dive out of the way, but the car swerves and spins, 
throwing a cloud of dust over the front stoop, the town car, Norris and me.   
I whip around to see what Norris knows about this car, but he is 
disappearing around the boneshack.  
“’smypop.” he shrugs and vanishes, leaving me to face a cowboy in a 
jumpsuit climbing out of the car. 
“Good brakes.”  he snorts wiping dust from the fender with a rag.  “Could 
use a bit more pickup though. Ya like watchin‘em steers?”  He pulls off his 
driving glasses and squints at me and I can see a bit of Norris in him even though 
he looks white. 
“Steers?  Yeah…  Nice cows you got too.” 
“Steers, son.  Beef cattle.  ‘em ain’t no cows.  Got ‘em out ‘ere in the 
upper pasture toward the dairy barns.  “Ese here gonna end up in the 
supermarket.” 
“Right.  Steers.  I knew that was .. I mean well.. I got a bit mixed up just 
cuz Norris…” 
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“I done tol’ that boy ta bring you round here afore.  Glad to see he finally 
got clear enough o that loco weed ta do what I said fer once.” 
“I’ve never been to a race, Mr. Nestor, but I hear...” 
“Ain’t got nothin’ on Richard Petty, but I can hold my turns some.  I’m 
too damn old to do any real driving.  Shoulda been racing when I was yer age 
‘steada messing around in Humvees over in Eye-raq.  Din’t get no speed but we 
sure took some terrain.  Jist a hobby driver now I’m afraid.  Beef’s my business 
these days.” 
“You got a lot of it.”  
“Good ter knowwhatcha eating son. Yew want to know what’s on yer 
plate, then all of a sudden yer petting zoo turns into a feedlot.  Yew start 
butchering then allofa sudden yew gotcherself a house built a bones.” 
“Yeah.  I’ve never seen anything like it…” 
“Ain’t nothing you got,” says the wiry old soldier. “…ain’t built on the 
death of some living creature.  Yew build them pretty glass buildings on a 
skillenton of steelworkers what got burnded up or crushed, or broken down sure 
as shit.” Or them redmen what builded their wigwams outta animal skins and 
white scalps, til they was forcded to move into coward houses what pretended that 
the ony thing kilt was aluminum siding. I SEEN THEM ACID LAKES IN 
JAMAICA SON!  Aluminum kilt forests sures lumberjacks, er scalpin’ war 
parties. You follow me boy?” He opens a squinty eye wide, and I see a black pool 
with a swimming skull.  A white bug hair points at me from his dark eyebrow.   
Norris’ father adjusts his Stetson and spits without dropping his gaze. 
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I summon a nod. “Yessir. Death sir.” 
“Like my young son Norris, done ripped his ma open from the insides on 
his way into this ranch. Had high hopes for my boy ‘s no doubt Alex had fer 
yew.” 
“You knew my father?”  
He scowls and tests a bone. 
“Name’s Nestor, son. Ain’t Norris told yer?  Wayne Nestor!”16 
“Whoa. Wayne Nestor.  Whoa.” Maybe he’s the psycho kind of cowboy 
that shoots up the whole town for not knowing his frikkin name. 
“Yep! Nestor. That’s me.  Me an yer pa had some times boy.  We had 
some times me and him.” 
Nod. Smile. I need a place to sleep tonight.  Can’t go home with Anthony 
on my ass. 
“You should ha knowed him, I tell ya boy, ya shoulda knowed the kinda 
man Alex Weaver was— is somewheres.  Betcha he is over there in China and 
                                                 
16
 There was that other Nestor in the Iliad, who gave all sorts of wise advice until one 
stops to think that the smart things are a mere stating of the obvious.  Achilles and Agamemnon 
shouldn’t mess up a perfectly good war fighting over slave girls who are virtually identical.  
Briseus and Chryseus?  Who’s who and who cares?  Nestor seems smart.  If the nincompoops had 
only followed his advice, they could have avoided a lot of grief leading up to the part where 
Achilles drags Hector around the city walls.  But then again, if the old geezer had any idea of the 
kind of men he was running with, he would have shut his mouth and tried to find more subtlety. 
Egos that big are never going to be appeased.  If he had really been such a genius, he would have 
taken a boat and gotten away  
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that’s why them Chinese is taking over the whole god-damned world, trying to 
come evictioning Americans with them barcodes them Democratics helped ‘em 
put on all the stop signs and such.  That’s an Alex Weaver trick if I ever heard 
one. He’d be the one’d come up with that, sure as shit.”  He studies me like he’s 
buying me at a cattle auction. “He done squirted a bit o himself inta yew, cuz yew 
shur es anything favor yer old man.” 
“Yo,  Mr. Nestor, I just want to say…” 
“‘d I ever tell you… Course not. But Norris oughta have told y’ins bout 
how yer pap went inta the Eye-Raq war.  Not the recent one, mind you, I’m talkin 
bout the good one. When he went up to HQ, talked his way in and told ta Mr. 
Norman Sheizkopf, Genereal, hisself. I know cuz it was my idea and he done 
followed it  ‘First yew gotta cut it off, then kill it.’ Mr. Colonoscopy run off with 
thet one.  Sheizkopf done had yer pap thrown headlong outta there and nearly 
outta the US Army, but yer daddy done persisticated and got hisself up ta Mr. 
Colon Cancer, Genereally, and that was how we won that war— the TV one 
anyways.  The Genereal done said it, and it was on T-shirts in Noo YORk City 
later on the next day and them boys was just lining up to sign up to fight.  I told 
him to do it and he done it.  He was a god-damned hero, and shoulda been 
discharged honorable for feedin them a line like that alone.  Don’t matter much if 
y’ins ‘re  liberating stereo equipment from the terrorists now do it? For the hero 
that came up with the line that won the war?  Now you having trouble with some 
general, or that fella giving you trouble, you go right up like your daddy did and 
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tell it all cuz he weren’t never afraid to get his ass kicked to make sure the good 
guys won.” 
“I just wanted to say thanks…” but that is all I can get out, and he is going 
off again.” 
He nods, and does not seem to need to breathe. “Yep,  just wanted to say 
that all the time they do.  Local boy, Patrick Claus—No relational to Santa, heh 
heh, heh, heh, heh, yep, he done writ me a letter thanking me for convincing him 
to go fight for his country.  Proud young man.  Wore that uniform proud.  Damn 
shame. 
“What happened to him?” I  
“Sniper took his head off.  They wou’n’t let us take any pictures of the 
coffins, but his momma got to see them autopsy pitchers and them insurgents sure 
gave him an Injun haircut.  Took off half his brain.  But his buddy, Killy, (y’know 
them boys was real friendly like.) He done chased down thet insurgent, tore him a 
new mouth and dragged him all around the village,” he spits.  “Yew hungry boy?  
Delilah?  “Yew done used up all that hot water yet?  She’s outta the shower boy, 
Let’s wash up.” 
Wayne Nestor  kicks the door to the bathroom, swinging it open, and I 
catch a full frontal babe flash.  Gleaming shower dripping fruit, trickling triangle, 
but a face kind of twisted. Sweet and Sour arsenic dipped in caramel. 
“Girl, yew gotta put on some clothes, says Nestor.” 
“You gotta.” she shrieks. “You gotta put clothes!” 
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He pulls a towel from the rack and tries to get it around the girl.  I step 
back, but can’t help watching the old man trying to wrestle the girl into wearing 
the towel. 
Delilah breaks away from Nestor but stops in front of me, looks me in the 
eye and says, “You are.  YOU are.”  she throws off the towel and runs down the 
hall.  
“Don’t mind her.” says Nestor, “She’s got ways.  She’ll greet ya proper 
later,” He turns to the sink and begins to scrub his hands vigorously.  “C’mon 
now boy. You c’n fit.  There’s room for lots a piggies at the trough.”  I 
hesitate,and he insists. “C’mon now boy.  You can’t help me with the fixin of 
dinner lessen you wash up first.  He continues to scrub his hands with a brush as if 
he were trying to polish the bones beneath the skin.  I timidly place my hands 
above his under the tap, expecting him to grab them or bite them, or push my 
fingers down the drain, but he just keeps scrubbing.  I rinse and try to pull out, 
and he sucks his teeth.  “You need the brush, doncha.  Here you go, son.  I’ll just 
soak until you’ve had a turn.” 
I take a few weak strokes with the brush and wonder where but not why 
Norris took off, leaving me with his hand-washing father.  Wearing my borrowed  
coat an borrowed clothes, and very sporty finger grip gloves, I follow Nestor to 
the den, where he opens the cabinet and pulls out the sculpture of a rifle. “What is 
it Mister Nestor?”  I ask.  “Is it a real gun?” 
“Heh hehhehheh.Yer not allowed to buy these in New York, but this’n was 
a Christmas present and I AM a US Army veteran.  We were out there in the sand 
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with weapons less reliable than this, and we din’t even get to fire em off, cuz the 
enemy combatants was just lifting their hands up as fast as we could handcuffem.   
Look at her.  Ain’t she a beauty? She’s an AA 12. You can fit a 20 or if 
you need more, you can put in a larger magazine.  Now, whoops, don’t point her 
at anyone, cuz she’s loaded with Frag 12’s— Sorta like light grenades.  Suckers 
will make you a new mouth in the middle of your chest.  I’ll show ya what we 
mean when we get out in the yard.  Where’s Norris?  Boy ought to be hospitable 
to his guest. Pretty good shot and sings in the Sunday choir too.    Delilah?  You 
ready yet? Come out and shoot with Alexson.” 
“Ed—” I start to correct him, but think better of it and follow meekly. 
“See that joint compound bucket over there? He points and squeezes three 
rounds into it. 
Paf pafpaf. Large holes rip through the bucket as it dances in the hail.   
“G’head your turn. Fire it” I put the stock against my shoulder and 
squeeze the trigger. Pafpafpafpafpafpaf.” The bucket is ripped in half with the last 
two shots after the first four make openings in the fence.  I get a wash of euphoria 
and a burning appetite as if I have never eaten before. 
“Whoa solider.” says Nestor.  You got spunk, boy, and you gotta make 
sure you use it for Jesus Christ. You gonna get you one of these and take that 
fellow down who is messing with you.  Might need one.  Now you still got some 
rounds in there. Hander over and we’ll see what the Lord will provide. 
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He turns toward the pasture.  A steer, trying to reach a stalk on the other 
side of the fence, can’t fit his head through the corral.  That’nll do.  Delilah! 
We’re fixin t’have supper. 
“I hear the mumble of the girl’s voice, but she doesn’t emerge from the 
house. 
Yep. We took prisoners, the Eye-rakkies were fighting to surrender. They 
couldn’t throw up their hands fast enough. There was a handcuff shortage.    
I am reminded of Pantilides telling about the Achaeans wandering from 
island to island looking for a sign from the gods that would ensure victory in 
Troy. “It doesn’t sound like glory.”  
Nestor holds the ornamental gun to his shoulder. 
Whoosh BLAM! 
Half of the steer’s head disappears.  The body teeters, then falls to the 
ground kicking and twitching.. 
“That’s a grassy knoll job, that one.  Now stand back, son.  I believe I 
got’im clean, but you don’t want to be around them feet until he decides he’s 
done.” 
The animal continues to pitch wildly, flailing it’s feet. 
“Brain don’t do much for the animal. Got no balls neither.” 
Does it feel a lot of pain?” 
“You some veggee-tarian, boy?  Course it feels pain.  I just blew a hole in 
it….  Don’t last long though.  The better you drop ‘em, the better they die.  
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Thisun thrashing around is feelin’ pain, but he don’t know he’s feelin it.  There’s 
something to be said about killing it quick, same as chopping off their balls…” 
I am afraid to blink.  I heard that if you get attacked by a bear or a lunatic, 
you gotta stand your ground and look them in the eye. 
“You know, some folk think they’re being humane by banding ‘em. 
“Banding them sir?” 
“Banding, you know… Son, you ever took a rubber band and wrapped it 
around yer testicles?” 
“Umm.. ”  I see an image of my sister, Callie. 
“You gotta squeeze the blood flow long enough to makem drop off.  You 
put a big ‘ol gumband around his bull-nuggets and wither them away.  Takes 
weeks.  If you jest cut ‘em, he don’t know he’s missing ‘em in a month when the 
banded one is still wondering if’n they might blow back up and make him a bull.  
‘Sides, it keeps em’ fresh.”   
“Uh hunh…”   I feel the squint and try to make my wide eyes copy 
Nestor’s. The animal twitches. 
“Same as war killing.  We didn’t drop many towel heads over there in 
Eye-rack, but if’n I had, I would a done ‘em just like I done this here steer.  Fast 
and easy, and stay outta the way of them thrashing legs.” 
Delilah arrives in a stained parka with a basin and a long gleaming knife.  
Her hair is smoothed down pulled into a tight pigtail on one side.  She presents 
the blade to her father, and fits the basin under destroyed head of the animal.    
She turns to me and hisses, “Condensed milk!”  Nestor slices the steer’s throat, 
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and she adjusts the pan to catch the blood. She hums while it drains into the pan 
like a leaky wineskin and steams like a cauldron.  “What’s in you?  Syrup? I’ll 
drain you too.”  
“Not today, Honey,” says Nestor.   
Delilah runs her hand along her pink tongue, picks up the pan of blood and 
walks away. 
Nestor turns to the waiting hired hands. “Hang him and peel him.” I jump. 
The hired hands get a chain around the throat of the still twitching steer and haul 
it up on the frame. Nestor slits the belly and pulls out a greenish brown sack.  
Norris appears, grave, sober, and carrying a chainsaw.   
“Where you been son?” asks Nestor, “You know we got company.  You 
ain’t ashamed of a little harvesting?” 
Norris grunts.  He tenses his shoulder, pulls the cord on the chainsaw and 
sets to work cutting through the chest of the carcass. 
“Whoa Norris!” I gasp.  “You never told me about doing THIS on the 
weekend!” Had he shown this hardware in highschool, the shaveheads would 
have been running from us!  My best friend is a stranger. He turns strange un-red 
eyes toward me and says, “vegee- tarian.” 
“Boy’s a darn good carver.” says Nestor with pride.  “He’ll have it 
stripped and packed for the grocery store in no time. And the best of it is, he don’t 
hardly eat nothing.  Eats bird-seed mostly.” 
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I watch the chainsaw carve through the bone,  and all that Iliad stuff races 
through my head.  Spears through eye sockets, severed limbs, infected wounds, 
cracking skulls to splinters, disembowelment, gangrene. 
 
“Pantilides” I murmur. 
“Yeah,”  says Norris. “Everywhere is war. Pantilides know it.” 
“Pantilides?” asks Nestor.  “You know Minerva Pantilides?” 
“Not Minerva.”  I answer.  “Mentor Pantilides. He’s our English teacher.” 
“That’s right.”  says Nestor. “Mentor.  That’s what she started callin’ 
herself when she started dressin like a fella. She was always a bit too smart for 
us.”  
Norris ignores his father and keeps sawing ribs from the carcass. 
Nestor nods in approval at the butchery. “I tried to get Minerva to go to 
the prom with me.”  He grunts, reaching into the carcass.  “She seemed more 
interested in your dad, but didn’t go to the prom or graduation.  Just vanished.  I 
heard that she went off to Smith College, and we didn’t hear from her much.  She 
turned up back in town with all her hair cut off, a ghost of a mustache, and a 
husky voice. Guess I haven’t been down to the school but heard she he it is still a 
real smartie.  She always was a know-it all. 
“I had an aunt Minerva that I never met, but...Mr. Nestor, I’m talking 
about my high school English teacher…” 
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“You simple, boy? You ain’t listenin… She come back to Ithaca, all 
mannish and such.  Like to have killed anyone who called her Minerva after that.  
She just runs you through with them steel-grey eyes and you can’t say nothing.” 
The reedy face and the ageless skin suddenly makes sense.  I had never 
known that Mr. Panties was a trans-man, but now that Nestor says it, I can see it.  
And those stories Pantilides always told in class have made it impossible for me 
to see this operation without thinking of half-naked men with spears carving each 
other. 
What I want to know is whether Norris knew any of this.  What else does 
Norris know?  Here he is, gutting a huge animal, passing the stinking bag of 
intestines to the hand, passing the heart to his sister. No wonder he cut bio class 
on the day when we dissected the fetal pig. Best class of the year for most of us, 
winging eyeballs and snouts at each other, violating and playing, while Norris 
went out to get high in the stairwell.  I thought he was wussing at the blood, but 
when I see him carving the steer, I know that it isn’t that.   
Fetch us dinner, boy,” orders Nestor. 
Reaching both hands and the knife deep inside the carcass, Norris detaches 
a long snakelike tenderloin from the spine. 
“War. Minerva…” I sputter, but Nestor interrupts. 
“You’d best not call ‘er that, son.  She’ll take you back ten years and re-
flunk you.  The man calls himself Mentor.  You’d best abide by that.” 
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And then Pantilides is there.  In the chaos of the blood and the meat, I can 
hear him shouting lines of poetry, waving a toy sword while Achilles and Hector 
carve through armies toward their inevitable showdown.  
Four 
“Mi cyaan stay.” says Norris offering me the pipe.  “Buckra mash down 
we.” 
“He’s your pops, smokestack, not mine, but he’s just a friendly old dude.” 
I look at the ember and pass it back. “Who are you, dude?  Dudus Coke or John 
Kramer?”   
“W’happen?” He pulls the spliff out of his mouth.  “Why you hating on 
me?” 
“…I mean, when you cut up cows you aren’t all DJ Dancehall-Marley-
Mon.” 
“You nuh talk round yu fadda same weh,”  he pulls back on the pipe and 
holds the smoke. 
“I got no pops.” 
“Yeah-mon,” he blows in my face.  “But yu chat up Nestor like he perfick 
payaka pickney.” 
“I have no idea what you are saying. Norris.  We go to school all these 
years and you tell me shit about how you are Bob Marley’s grandson…” 
“It fe true.” 
“Your dad is a squinty eyed cowboy!” 
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“Yu racist.” 
 
“And you talk about Jamaica this and Jamaica that and downpression and 
Irie, but I don’t really know that you have this chatty old hillbilly father, weird 
sister, and you chainsaw your meat for dinner. How come I don’t know any of 
that? Who are you?” 
He taps out the ashes from the chalice.  “I high school I.  I know nothing, I 
do nothing I.  Yu is de same ting yno!” 
*** 
In the dream, Ambrosia is spreading  oil over my chest with warm hands .  
The circle of candles light her like an Arizona sunset on the desert.  She liquefies 
and I drink.  I feel a weight on my legs and smooth hands rubbing my chest.  The 
movement rolls like the tide, as the palms spread.  The fingernails pinch and 
scrape and tease as the hands pull back.  My eyes laze open and I become aware 
of the woman straddling me.  She stretches her arms and caresses my torso, 
feeling my outline as she travels from my waist to my shoulders to my fingers. 
Her face lowers and rises with the rhythm and I become aware of a murmur 
coming from the twist in the lips of Delilah, bedeviled sister of Norris Nestor.  
“fff, ffff, ffff, Shh!  vvv vvv vvv vwaah  Shh!”  
The scented oil is real.  The room is lit by a single candle; and I think I see 
the ember of a spliff in a dark corner of the room. Oil and candles mingle with the 
scent of sensimilla. As I drift off to sleep I imagine that I hear voices. 
“Irie” says Norris. 
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“Ee come fum good stock.” says Nestor. “I knowed his pedigree. I done 
tol’ yew bout his pappy in Eye-raq?  There was this time out in the desert…” 
 
Five 
I wake suddenly, thinking that it is all a crazy dream, something produced 
by adulterated weed, but there are other smells in the air and the bed, and the 
mixture of oil and Delilah on my flesh make me self-conscious and naked.  
Pulling on my clothes I find my way to a stainless steel kitchen through a hallway 
full of Stock car posters framed in bones.   
I look through the glass of the table and see that the legs are made of 
horns, twisting upward from the floor like rope made of arms.  The boiling fat 
sizzles as Delilah, humming, dips the meat in batter and drops it in the pan.  I dare 
not look up at Nestor, and wonder where and when I will get Norris alone to 
explain it all to me.  
“Yew eat up son.” says Nestor.  “Rancher breakfast’ll give yer strength.”  
Delilah places a plate of fritters in front of me and I try to catch her eye, 
but she is looking through the wall.  
“Thank you….Delilah,” I code, wondering if the swivel of her hip is a 
secret communication or if the vacancy of her stare is a rejection. 
“You just eat on up son,” says Nestor, pushing back the brim of his hat. 
“She’s a fine girl, but not given much to speech.  You just eat on up ifn yew want 
to show some appreciation.” 
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He watches as I cut and chew the rubbery battered meat. 
“Sgood.  I assure him, reaching for the ketchup bottle  “What izzit?” 
“Calf fries.” says Nestor. 
“Calfreyes calfrEYEs” sings Delilah. 
“Like veal, right?” I ask. 
“Yep.” Nestor greedily tears into his plate. “Fresh.” 
“Calffffeye-eye-eye-eye-eye!” 
“And Norris doesn’t eat breakfast?” 
“Nah.  Boy ain’t got no balls,” says Nestor, then throws his head back and 
laughs as if he’s gargling beer. 
“What are they—eyes?” 
“EyeEYEeyeyeyeyeEYE!” 
“Yew simple boy?  Ese here are fresh home-grown calf balls, fried in 
Delilah’s special batter.  Thell make yew strong. Eat up!” 
“Ballsballsballsballs!” shrieks the girl. She begins to spin, flinging batter 
with the whisk in one hand and grease with the fry ladle in the other. 
“Settle girl SETTLE.” orders Nestor. “young fella was jest saying how 
much he appreciates yer cooking.” He gives me a stern glance.  “Weren’t you 
son.” 
“Mmm. Good balls Delilah.  Youmff.  Luuk ‘m eatin.”   
 She stops. She drops her utensils. She reaches toward my face.  Her eyes 
are pools of amber.  She caresses my cheek, then scratches with her nails and 
dives onto me pushing me from my chair. 
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“Settle!  Settle.  SETTLE!” I can’t tell if it is an embrace or an attack, but 
Nestor pulls her up.  She tears from his grip and disappears from the kitchen. 
“She got strange ways, son.  But she responds to you positive.  You got a 
good way with her spiritedness.” 
* * * 
The steers stare, their mouths comment silently as I walk up the hill from 
Nestor’s, as if I snitched and had to exit through the cafeteria.  Walking away 
from a barn full of sports cars may be shameful, but I don’t understand this lunatic 
family of Norris’.  He always had my back when we were in school, but it’s not 
worth hanging out and waiting to see which gesture his sister is serious about.  I 
guess I’ll walk back to Ithaca. I’ll settle with Anthony.  I’ll try to act grateful that 
he is skimming profits of my mom’s bar.  
I’m almost to the end of the corral when the black town car comes 
barreling toward me.  Norris screeches to a halt, leans over and throws open the 
passenger door. 
“Git in de car” he orders. 
“I been done did that!”  I keep walking and the car follows like an overfed 
turkey vulture with a broken wing trying to pick a carcass on the side of route 84.  
I stride faster.  Norris stops the car, and stands out. 
“Edison!  C’mon!  Mi leavin too.  Yu gwaan need fi ride. It long weh fum 
here.” 
“Oh yeah?” I turn on him. “What the f&#* do you know about where I’m 
going?” 
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 “Mi kno it far fum here.” He lifts his shades and grins.  For the first time I 
can remember Norris Nestor isn’t stoned. (no second, cuz the first was when he 
was fetching dinner with a chainsaw.)  “Mi kno it far fum here and yu mus go far 
to get weh fum here.” 
“Whatta YOU know about my father?” I demand. “and why you watching 
your crazy sister do me?” 
He puts on his sunglasses walks to the car, slams his door, puts it in gear 
and rolls slowly pulling far left to bring the flapping passenger door alongside.  
“Yu fadda a punk. and Whatchoo tink you doin’ wit mi sistah?” 
We roll past the cattle pens and on to the state road.  I can’t get the smell 
of beef dung out of my nose. 
“Nestor nah batty-mon, says Norris.  Mi seen him waan punaany, like any 
man, but if him got nuh batty-mon tendency, him got it fuh yu fadda.  Alex 
Weaver ‘im seh… an; when we wuz in de war, and AlexAlexSmartolAlex.” 
“So what do I care.  He can have the bastard.  He left when I was a baby. I 
never knew him.”   
“But yu waan fe know. Mi see yu cling pon him words.” He glances at me 
over the rim of  his glasses and his dreads are snakes. “Yu know yu waan fe 
know.” 
“You’re just a freak!  You put something in my food so you could watch 
me with Delilah.”   
“Yu mi friend Ed.  Mi nah nuh if mi have nother.  Not mi not Nestor mek 
yu do nothing yu don’t waan do wit mi sistah.  Yu waan her fi she sexy. Yu waan 
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her fi she deanjah.  Mi jes waan mek sure she don’ mix yu wit dem steers she 
fixin fe breakfast.” 
“Shit me not!” 
“Yu seen she.  Yu got some strange shaving.”   
He nods at me and I feel the sting of the cuts from Delilah’s fingernails. 
“And your father?”   
“Mi family have problem with separation. Dem work wit cows all day.  
Mi faddah wan’ breed him cows wit good stock.  Cyaan’ find better den wit di 
son of Alex Alex Alex Weaver.” 
“So so so he’s breeding me with her?” 
“Nuh worry mi bredren.  Yu pregnate she, she nuh come fi nuh child 
support. Yu wan go fi more she deh.”  
“And you watch?... to see me do her?” 
“Nestor waan fi yu do her.  Mi wan fi her to not castreate yu.” 
“Bbbut Delilah. What does she want?” 
“She wan do you AND castrate yu.” 
“So you were watching… her?” 
“Mi sistah got duppy in her. No obeah strong enough to cast im out.  Mi 
faddah tink breeding her gwan calm her like a heifer. Mi tink im foolish.  Mi cyan 
believe nuttin gwan cast dem spirit outta mi sistah. Cept you mebbe.  She like yu.  
Yu seem fi’ like her.  Yu wan go back yu tell me, but yu cyaan’ have her without 
supervision.  It nah safe.  No way it fe safe.” 
“You think I.. You think she..” 
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“What.  Yu wan know if yu pregnate she?  Mi fadda glad fi it.  ‘im waan fi 
yu come back fi more pum-pum until it fe sure.”   
“…and you?” 
“Mi waan happiness.  Mi waan peace. Mi nah waan to be in de cattle 
bizness.” 
I feel the shock subside and the anger rise. “And nobody asked what I 
wanted?  You just thought I was hard up enough to sleep with your retarded…” 
Norris slams on the brakes.  
“Yu don’t talk dat weh bout mi sistah!  Yu have her, den respect due. She 
nah normal no weh.  But when yu come fi mi fadda house, yu tell me “Noooooris!  
Gotta hot sistah.  Nooriss!  She fine.  Deelilah delightful.  Nooriss, yu got sistah 
like an action movie!  Tell mi yu nah she dat?” 
“I…” I shut my stupid mouth.   
We ride in silence.  The fields end and the roads begin to rise. 
“You’re taking me back to Süter’s.” 
He nods, starts to say something then catches himself and adjusts his 
posture in his seat, drumming his fingers on the wheel, scratching his ear, fiddling 
with the radio, while I try not to look at him, watching fences turn into sidewalks, 
but then Norris breathes a deep sigh and whispers, “unless…” 
“Unless?  I prompt him.  “unless?   unless?” 
“Unless yu wan fi find out more about yu faddah.” 
“My father.  You know more about my father.” 
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“Mi nah no nuttin… but him and Nestor.  Dem have more war buddies, yu 
nuh.” 
“And you know who they are.” 
“Mi faddah seh yu must kno dem Atreus bruddahs.” 
“Atreus brothers? Who are they?” 
“Dem friends wit mi faddah.  Dem friends wit yu faddah.  Dem all goh 
back to Iraq” 
“And you are sure this isn’t part of your father’s scheme to get me with 
Delilah?”  
“Nuh man… im seh im wan yu fi stay, an learn we bizness.” 
“And?” 
“And ‘im seh if yu leave, mi suppose to tell you about Atreus, but not 
unless yu leave. It not ‘im wish, but ‘im obligation.  Yu see ‘im got phone call.” 
“From my mom?  From Anthony?” 
“Nah… ‘im getta call tellin’ im ee cyan keep yu.  Yu mus find yu faddah.  
Yu mus know yu heritage, and ‘im seh he cyan stop yu.” 
“He can’t stop me?  Shit Norris, Your father bought out the gun factory.  
He’s better armed than Israel.  There’s no way in hell he couldn’t keep me there if 
he wanted to.” 
“Fe true fe true, but ‘im weapons got no potency ‘gainst dem phone call 
‘im get from M. Pantilides.” Norris pulls up.  We are a block from Süter’s bar. 
“Pantilides?  Pantilides called… and said…?” 
Norris nods. 
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“So where we gotta go?” 
“Mi nah have to go nowhere.   Mi mus go back and butcher beef.”   
“Yeah yeah.  Look man, I’m sorry… you know about what I said.” 
“But yu not sorry fi yu do rub-a- dub wit mi sistah?” 
“Well…She is fine, real fine… and dangerous.  and wicked dangerous.  
Thanks for not letting her fry my balls.” 
Norris starts the car.  “And what my chance to get wit yu sistah?” 
“Son, you are out of your mind.  You think your sister is fierce? My sister 
is the Terminator and the pinhead man put together in a bayonet skirt.  You 
couldn’t protect us both from her.” 
“She sound fine.” 
“Your funeral.” Norris begins driving back down the hill. “Hey? I ask.  
“Where we going anyway?” 
“Where yu wan fi go?” 
“I guess we’re going to meet some family friends?” 
Norris smiles.  “Yeah mon.  Yu nah seen nuttin.” 
* * * * 
Turning up an unmarked driveway and through a stand of trees, Norris 
pulls up the car a half a mile along a driveway lined with cars that range from 
Plymouth to Porsche, rust to rich.  We get out and walk along the gravel path 
toward the MacMansion, pretentious without ornament,  pieces of smaller 
uninteresting box houses sucked into the sides of a larger box to create a 
monumental jumble of architecture.  At the house, the gravel drive and the line of 
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parked cars ends at a paved loop that circles in front of the house.   Out of the 
booth, emerge life-sized human forms, like stripped  mannequins in a spring 
display of  bubblegum chrome designs:  a slick hot pink male with broad 
shoulders and a blonde Effie-Jean wig, a dark sparkling blue  female with a 
smooth featureless head, breath steaming in the cold air from the place where the 
mouth should be, humanoid yet alien in their thorough lycra envelopes.   The 
female form holds out a hand toward me in an officious gesture. 
“No problem we.” assures Norris.  “Mi on de list.” 
The male, steps forward and plants one hand on his hip and raises the 
other in a question. 
Blue flicks her fingertips, causing a ripple that waves down her arm and 
across her breasts, nipples erect, their outline visible through the fabric.  
Norris hands her two scraps of stretchy fabric, one orange with blue 
polkadots, the other yellow with red crosshatch.   
Blue takes the orange and places it over the divot of her throat, while Pink 
places the yellow where is navel should be. Together, they lift ballet arms that 
snap turn into a gesture that directs us toward an entrance where another male 
figure in lavender brings hands together, then spreads them in welcome.  
“What now??” I ask. 
“Not mi friend.” says Norris. “But Mistah Atreus one a dem Mi-T-Waryuz 
like yu fadda and mine. ‘dem like fraternity dem.  Dem liv dem life in ee war and 
dem get permanent connection.” 
“Yeah but what about the frikkin mimes?  I don’t get it.” 
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“Mi seh it a party.  Mi nah seh nuttin ‘bout what kind a party. ‘Dem seh 
nuttin ‘bout what kinda party ‘dem have.” 
We walk past a van with a brightly painted green-eyed cat person peering 
out through effusive gothic fringe.  “Lace-Demon”   reads the stylized logo. 
“Costumes for all occasions.” 
Lavender leads Norris and me through a side door, down a hallway and 
into an enormous walk-in closet, like a dressing room that grew and swallowed 
the store.   
“Zentai,”  says Norris, as we walk through the door and are greeted by a 
female figure whose full-body skin-suit matches the yellow and red crosshatch 
Norris gave as our entry, along with a male figure embodying the Orange and 
blue swatch.  Their arms swirl as if exchanging elbows before opening out into a 
beckoning posture.  A disembodied female voice, at once musical and 
dispassionate speaks from the racks that encircle the room.   
“Do you know who you are?” 
“I’m Edison W—”  Crosshatch glides to me and stops my mouth with a 
textured hand. 
“Your skin defines you.” purrs the voice.  “Change it …You are not 
YOU.” 
“Zentai?” I ask, but the hand strokes my mouth in a seductive silencing. 
Dots stands ready to prevent any reply that Norris might make.  
Norris grins, shrugs his shoulders and drops his pants. 
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Crosshatch and Dots dance along the rack of  costumes, the hangers 
sliding against the bar like the ringing of bells. 
“Do you know who you are?” 
 “You are not YOU. 
“Your skin defines you “Change it.” 
 “You are about to be born.” 
Crosshatch offers Norris a costume with jagged insect-like appendages 
then darts aside while Dots offers him a ninja.   
“Do you know who you are?” 
Norris accepts a shiny river of fabric that spills out of the like the hands of 
our guide like liquid mercury. 
The mimes turn their attention to me. 
“Your skin defines you “Change it.” 
“You are not YOU.” 
Norris begins to wriggle into the outfit and his feet sink into metal. 
“You are about to be born.” 
“Step into a new world of light.” says the voice, as Norris pulls the head-
stocking over his face, erasing his features.  Dots shifts hangers.  I glance at 
Crosshatch, who remains frozen, then look back for Norris, but he and Dots have 
disappeared.  I look all the way around the room, but can find no exit.  All sides 
are bound by costume racks. 
“Your skin defines you. Change it.” 
“Your skin defines you.  Change it.” 
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“Your skin defines you. Change it.” 
“Your skin defines you. Change it.” 
Reluctantly I remove my shirt, offering it to Crosshatch. She doesn’t flex a 
muscle, does not even seem to breathe.  My shirt falls to the floor.  I look to see 
the spot where I think I saw Norris undress, but the floor is bare except for a 
strange rubbery carpet of worms.   
“Your skin defines you. Change it.” 
I pull off my shoes and look for my shirt, but can no longer find it. 
“Your skin defines you. Change it.” 
As each article of clothing drops out of my sight it vanishes. I can see no 
hand or opening by which it might be taken.   
I step among the worms unshod.  They wriggle as if alive, crawling 
between and over my toes, brushing my ankles, squirming over the tops of my 
feet.  
Finally stripped down to my boxers, I shiver, less from cold than form 
exposure. 
“Your skin defines you. Change it.” 
Crosshatch remains unmoved. 
“Your skin defines you. Change it.” 
With a gasp and a swallow I give in, relinquishing shorts. 
“You are not YOU.” 
Crosshatch dances into motion like a silent clockworks unblocked. She 
reaches into a rack and pulls a padded girl’s jumper with a ribboned wig of 
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straight black hair, a sort of Japanese schoolgirl uniform, along with the regular 
full-body and face leotard.  She holds it before me, perching the wig on one hand 
while draping the skirt across the other. 
“You are not YOU.” 
She waits. 
“You are not YOU.” 
“No”  I shake my head, beginning to speak, but catching on and catching 
myself. 
She offers me a black suit with a lightning bolt across the face. 
I shake my head again. 
“You are not YOU.” 
A lacy lord, earthtone stripes, tiger stripes, a comic book superhero, a 
Mexican wrestler, a Manga girl with a cartoon face, Victorian wallpaper. 
“You are not YOU.” urges the voice.  “Put on a different skin and be 
someone new. Be someone else.” 
I agree to chartreuse with a feathery fringe. Crosshatch poses with one 
hand on her hip and the other in a department store gesture.   I feel her watching 
me, but can’t see an expression on her featureless face, so straighten my posture, 
suck in my stomach, tense my pecs, and start to pull on the suit.   
“You are about to be born,” soothes the voice. 
I feel neutered, as if Delilah has gotten me with her butcher knife or my 
sister, Callie, is dressing me up in her clothes to be her doll.  I can feel myself 
blush as I force my feet into the tights, pretending not to know how to roll them 
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onto my legs, but Blue doesn’t move, so I take them back off and roll them on, 
pausing only to note that there is a sleeve between the legs. Already far beyond 
my limits of adventurousness, I tuck the sleeve in and under, but in doing so, 
realize a broader meaning in the idea that one size fits all. The suits are 
androgynous and form-fit as closely as the wearer will let them.  
“Step into a new world of light.” urges the voice.  
I am dressed, and Crosshatch leads me through a thicket of costumes and a 
wall that opens into a stairway. She motions for me to descend, and closes the 
wall behind me. 
I am naked in someone else’s skin.  Every slight movement is a new 
discovery of a  pore or a follicle.  I don’t expect to see through the mask, but see 
as though through a screened porch.  I look for Norris, but cannot find him in the 
golds and chromes, the harlequins and heroes, the animals and objects, the 
completely covered and the transparently cocooned, dancing and posing, 
embracing and lounging receptacles of multicolored light beams. 
The music is like Europop synth, but with odd discordant tones.  The 
rhythm is a thunder, but then it is my heartbeat and I can only dance among the 
flashes of light that dart across my vision from above and below like glowing 
arrows in a city on fire.  Bodies move against and around, and each touch is 
electric.  The bodies are androgynous and there are bulges that suggest gender, 
but it soon makes little difference, for there are no faces to show desire or disdain.   
Silver and midnight reflect light, the Japanese schoolgirl gyrates as a 
horned demon lifts the pleats of her skirt to rub-a-dub, matching her movements 
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as closely as one may get save a few thin layers of lycra. On the platform there is 
a thick-waisted male form in purple paisley wearing a golden crown that beams 
blue and gold and green as he lumbers opposite a supple writhing blood-red figure 
in Marie Antoinette hair.  
“Helen! Helen! Helen!” cries the king, and the tangle of bodies opens 
invisible mouths that echo, “Helen! Helen! Helen! 
She moves in ways that are not possible for a human body to move.  Her 
limbs betray no joints as they liquefy motion. Her breasts bounce, but so does her 
package. She is erotic and sensual, and so is he.  Is she real in both senses, or is 
one or the other partificial?  Is reality the repressed thin skinned people in the 
world above?  Or is there something more authentic in the silvery chrome forms 
that reflect rays of life I can taste?  
Then I am on the platform.  Someone grabs my shoulders and throws me 
to my knees in front of Helen, who reaches for my throat.  She pulls me toward 
her hips and slips the mask up over the top of my mouth. As I begin to resist, she 
drops to my level, her blank face a stare more piercing than any eyes could effect. 
She raises a clawed red glove between our faces, and presents a pill, balanced on 
a long red fingernail.  The colors of the flashing lights make it look like a living 
thing, like a salamander rolled into a disk, yet breathing and pulsating as it lifts 
toward my lips. 
Soon I can feel the lights as warmth rather than heat, and the scent in the 
air changes from sweaty polyester to a strange perfume as if unseen ventilators 
are disinfecting the passengers before arrival from a distant land.  And the whole 
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dance floor is like a jet with all of the seats removed, and we are dancing a 
thousand miles above a warm ocean, with feet that brush the waves out of artifice 
rather than gravity.   
The bodies are a kaleidoscope of palpitation, spiders and butterflies that 
light on my chest, trickle over my shoulder, caress my waist, thighs, sleeve. My 
limbs move of their own accord, as my polyester skin melds with that of 
superheroes, amazons, colors, patterns, solids and abstractions. 
And once more I am on the platform, moving against Helen, my body 
dropping its form, new limbs sprouting from chest, back, armpits and orifices as 
the old limbs fall upward into the light. 
Helen embraces and releases, absorbs and reveals whipping her powdered curls 
like tentacles that entwine every nerve.  Something from my center uncoils and 
stretches toward her veil to draw with precious stones on that vacant canvas.  And 
my appendages are finding softer tissue, searching pink beneath the folds of red as 
her being becomes mine.  
Then I am flying through the air and landing on the floor and a purple foot 
is taking away the light, reminding me of teeth and ribs and vulnerability. 
“Parrot!  PARROTS!  There will be NO PARROTS!”  howls the form of 
the purple king in mournful fury.  “I gave STRICT orders. NO BIRDS OF ANY 
KIND!”   
A blur of forms pull me away I glimpse the asterisk at my side, and allow 
Norris to lead me upstairs as Helen writhes between the Japanese schoolgirl and 
the spider, with the Purple King desperately striving to force his body in between. 
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* * * 
I find myself in a bed, with a window looking out into darkness. A cloud 
shifts and I can see a long snow covered slope that leads to a dark river. I have 
been stripped of my costume and have nothing but a sheet with which I may cover 
myself.  I open the closet and find it empty, so I wrap myself in the bed-sheet like 
a makeshift toga, and wander down the hallway, which is decorated like a 
museum with inset cases lit up to display fragments of pottery and sculpture.  I 
glance into another room where a figure in an American flag outfit rises and falls 
atop another in an outfit of Pan-African colors.  The reds whites blues golds 
greens and blacks jangle, and the figure on the bottom moans in ecstasy and pain 
while the one on top merely grunts. It could be consensual, it could be rape, but I 
am a naked boy wrapped in a bed-sheet and it is none of my business, so I tiptoe 
away from the door. 
I feel my ribs with each step as I descend a stairway.  The flicker of a fire 
draws me into the den, a high-ceilinged room with a bank of mirrors, or are they 
windows that reflect the light of the enclosed glass fireplace.  I look like a cloud 
in the glass, but feel a draft, and so draw the sheet around my shoulder and make 
for edge of the hearth, where I can feel the warmth without burning.  My ribs are 
bruised, but nothing is broken, my jaw is sore, but no teeth knocked out.   
As I take stock of my injuries, I become aware of movement on the 
loveseat facing the fire, a form that resolves into the image of the Purple King, 
staring at the glowing screen of his smartphone. I start at the recognition but the 
soreness in my ribs, causes me to wince and fall back.  He raises his hands in an 
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attitude of peace and reaches up to remove his mask, revealing a balding man 
fringed in brown and grey, jowly and soft-looking in the flickering light.   
“So sorry,” he apologizes “I got carried away.  I must admit to having a bit 
of a bad history with birds—parrots in particular.  Did you bring that Zentai?  or 
select it from the costumer.”   
“Not…not mine.” I answer warily. 
“The costumer then.”  He rubs his thin whisper of a grey beard. “I will 
make sure that they are more careful in the selection.  You of course did not 
know. I did not expect to meet the son of my old friend in this way.” 
“Ih It was some party.”  My tongue is thick where it caught in my teeth 
during the fight. “Like being in a different world.” 
“Some think of Zentai as a way of life, the true skin that you were denied 
at birth.   It does take you out of yourself. For me it seems a way to replay old 
sorrows.”  He shifts in his chair, and laughs bitterly.  But I am a very lucky man.  
I lack for nothing.” 
“Yeh.  You’ve got a nice place here…Wh’appened to Norris?” 
“You mean the young Nestor boy?  Oh, he has rejoined the carnival. I 
don’t know if you or he have gone Zentai before, but you both seemed to take to it 
quite well.  I hope you enjoyed the festivities until things got carried away,” He 
doesn’t look to see if I respond, but keeps talking as if my presence is enough to 
excuse his sucker punching me off-guard under the disco lights. 
“Nestor said that you were the image of your old man,” he continues, and I 
can see that he is right.  The boy brought you here safely, and we will return you 
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nearly the same.  Perhaps I can give you something to make up for the pain.  He 
reaches for a bottle and pours two drinks. 
The liquor burns my throat, but gives me a burst of warmth. 
“We were the My-T-Waryuz. It was a stupid name, but my brother 
thought it was important that we had a bond stronger than the army, stronger than 
family, a pact that was sacred.  Crazy old Klopstock tried to take it and make us 
into a movie, but Gammon, my brother, made sure that it didn’t go anywhere.  
Gammon has always been the meanest. Nobody ever stands up to.  But then, you 
probably don’t know all of the stories.  You aren’t in touch with your father, are 
you? 
I shake my head. “You knew him too I guess.” 
“Alex Weaver was the brains of our unit.  The man with the plan.  I 
wouldn’t be living well today without him.  He is the smartest man I know. You 
ought to get to know him better. He always talks about you.” 
“Talks about me?” I gasp. “My father? I don’t know what you’re talking 
about.  I never had a father.  Asshole left my moms when I was a baby.” 
“Now don’t be hard on him, Edison.  There were wars to fight, and 
businesses to build.  We all had trouble coming back.  He’s just taken longer than 
the rest of us.  Claus didn’t make it.  Neither did Killy, who was the best soldier 
of all of us.  Jackson nearly did us all, but ended up just doing himself.  Klopstock 
came straight and lost it, had to move in with his sister when he blinded himself.  
Your dad’s been working his way home, just scheming to come the right way.  
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He’ll make you a king, if you give him time.  I owe all this to him. I bet he has an 
even bigger scheme for you.” 
“So he’s alive.” This kind of crazy talk makes the colored costumes seem 
real.  
“Sure!  He’s still down there in the islands with Nestor’s ex-, waiting for 
her to make a bio-tech breakthrough.  He sounds tired of her, but he keeps saying 
that she is onto the secret of immortality.  
“You talk to him.” 
“Not really, but once in a while he checks in with the social media.” His 
fingers swipe across the screen of his device. “You don’t need any shape-shifting 
fortune teller when you have the interwebs.  You go on there and it takes ten 
minutes to find just about everyone you ever knew, almost.  But you’re young.  
You know all about that stuff.  
“I never thought of looking for my father on social media.” 
“Nope probably won’t find him there.  He’s on the other one for 
professional contacts and such.  You give me your email and I’ll send you an 
invite.  Alex won’t go on.  He likes his social up close and personal and won’t 
leave it to media.  He does some business networking though.”  
“What kind of man is he?  I mean besides a deadbeat dad that left us all 
twenty years ago?” 
Atreus pours us each another drink.   
“Let me tell you.  It was Alex Weaver that made some of us rich, made 
everyone in our unit heroes, saved us all from court-martial and saved the United 
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States of America a ton of money.  You see they were setting the oil on fire, and 
we were sent to stop it. Killy went off when Patrick bought it. Jackson couldn’t 
handle it.  He went over the edge and started shooting up a village and then 
himself.  Gammon made sure that we didn’t leave any witnesses, but Alex came 
up with the story, arranged the bodies and made them look like insurgents. We 
went on, secured oil wells and went home heroes.  Alex was the one who knew 
what those old relics were worth, got us some connections we moved some pots, 
and built a nice stake to get started with once we got home.  Gammon and I took 
it and made that stake into one of the biggest hedge funds on Wall Street, and we 
sold off our derivatives to Lehman brothers a year before it all fell apart. 
Klopstock fell apart, so we cut him out, but Nestor took his stake and went into 
beef.  Your father was advising the Saudis and the Syrians and went back as a 
private contractor in the second tour of Iraq. He probably did better than all of us. 
We all have done pretty well.” 
The man’s is like animated Zentai; his face in the firelight shifts from 
stripes to blobs to blotches of light and darkness, and all I can do is think about is 
my mother and Süter’s, the fratboys and Anthony.  Surely if a man like Atreus 
can interfere with the destiny of nations and carve up the global economy, 
someone like me can solve little local problems like mine. 
Helen strides into the room as if it were the runway at fashion week.  She 
has removed the Marie Antoinette and revealed a cloud of shiny black curls. Her 
face is flawless like an Ethiopian model, her lips are blood, her body is Beyoncé 
except for her Mike Tyson.  
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Emanuel Atreus watches her entrance, glances at me and says, 
“Perfection.”   
I nod in appreciation, as she slides into his lap, while displaying her long 
legs like a Vogue fashion shoot.  She looks deeply into his eyes, nips at his lip 
with her teeth, and says, “Baby-Mann” in a voice that is a chorus of low Motown.  
“Babeee-MannnEEEE” she repeats, “I WAAAAANNNT!” 
“Helen thy beauty is to me.  Like those Nicean barks of yore.” 
He tries to kiss her, but she lays a long red spandex finger across his lips. 
“I AYayI ayI” she sings.  “I will be the Helen you want to see especially if 
you give it to meEEeeEEee!.... I mean the Muneeee!” 
“Anything.  Anything…” he promises,  “…the perfect knight before the 
perfect Queen.” 
“Wellll then Boo,” she says with a glittering wink,  “Maybe too I will give 
it to you! OhhOhhOhhOhh!” 
“Sweet Helen make me immortal with a kiss.” 
“Oh yes dear, Yes yes YESSS! You get that and more more more. But I 
want somethingthingthing.” 
“I’ll buy out the club.” 
“No Baybee.”  She pushes him back into the chair.  “We been through 
that.  Killy-Zee is the goddess of the Dragapalooza without a Daddy to buy it for 
me. I’m the real deal can you feel my crayZee boddEEE want meeeee!’ 
“Helen I think will master it, though I will not.”  
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She strokes his chest with her long red nails. “Baby, I want the bird-boy. I 
want him for the act.” 
“What!” He leaps to his feet and drops her to the floor.  She clutches at his 
leg. 
“No Baybee-Mann. I don’t want him.  I want him for the show. Just don’t 
destroy the costume.  Marvay can play you, and we’ll get some young dancer for 
the parrot. 
At the mention of the parrot, Atreus begins to rise.  Helen caresses his 
face. 
“Easy Baby,  I am YOUR Helen I am YOUR Juliet.  I am YOUR Nicki 
Minaj. ANY time, I’m anyone for Daah-Dee. But for the Dragapalooza at the 
Paris, I have to have some real drama to go up against Hecta Troy. She’s the only 
real competition.” 
“Let me buy the club.  You love the Paris better than you love me.” He 
glances down at his smartphone and makes a couple of swipes with a finger. 
“Sweet-Meat, THEE Paris is just a place. You want to buy me?  Buy me 
the Cih-Tayyy-ay-ay-ay.  Buy me Monmartre and some art you old fart!” 
They laugh and kiss. Helen puts her hand over the screen of the 
smartphone and asks, “Did you take your Lipitor today?” 
Atreus looks sheepish. “I took that other pill you gave me.” 
“You can’t forget to take that.  You eat too much meat.” 
“Not as much as Nestor.” He pulls the phone out of her hand. 
She slaps him.  “I’m going to have to feed it to you.” 
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He grins.  “Did you take your shots today.” 
“You know I did.” 
“I could help you with it. I could even give you a bit extra, ‘cause you’re a 
bit aggressive today”  He slaps her bottom. 
“Psst Psst!”  The asterisk appears in the archway.  “Edison come ya nuh 
man.” 
“Norris?  What up?” 
“Come YA nuh man. Manny Traydees waan see dis too.” 
“Okay okay.” I try to hold the sheet around me so that it doesn’t fall off.   
We follow Norris into an office space with a glowing computer screen. He 
clicks the triangle and camera shows a reporter standing in front of a driveway 
roped off  with police tape.  
“The Onondoga County Sheriff’s office is conducting a Woman-hunt as 
they search for a person of interest in a grisly murder in Mycenae.” 
Manny Atreus gasps, “My brother!” 
“…investment banker, Agamemnon Atreus in a bizarre murder.  The 
victim was reported discovered yesterday in the bathtub of his country home, 
throat slit and testicles removed.” 
I gasp as a picture of my sister flashes across the screen. 
“… police are searching for this woman, who was seen arguing with the 
victim at a popular  restaurant in Syracuse near the estimated time of the murder.”   
“My sister!” I croak, looking helplessly from Manny Atreus to the screen. 
The scene cuts to an image of the sheriff, surrounded by microphones. 
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“Ain’t a robbery.” He adjusts his hat. “We found his wallet;  we just ain’t 
found his balls yet.” 
Norris gasps.  “MY sistah.” 
The camera cuts back to the newscaster, “Any individuals having 
information as to the whereabouts of the person of interest, the crime or the 
missing testicles should contact the Onondoga Sherriff’s office or they may call or 
text the Crimestompers hotline at 1-800-###-####.  Text TESTES and then 
Tip789, or visit Crimebeaters.com. 
 “Lotta people woulda wanted to have done that to Gammon.” says 
Emanuel Atreus. 
“Biiiigg Dick,” nods Helen. 
“Norris, we gotta go,”  I order.  “I gotta get home.”   
“Yeah mon,” says Norris.  “Soon as yu cheange yu toga and mi mus call 
mi faddah.” 
As we collect our clothes and the car and drive down the road, I am back 
in high school, afraid of my sister, my head ringing with the voice of  Mr. 
Pantilides. 
Odysseus, a man who had sworn brave oaths to protect his  
wife but before he had married had sworn to  his friends that they  
were important beyond commitments he ever could make. 
He himself had arranged for the pact by making the game by 
which they tried to settle who would marry Helen of Troy. 
Helen would not have been pleased to learn that 
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she, the most beauteous woman on Earth was gambled  
away by goddesses bribing a shepherd on one hand 
Gamed for as well by  the men who pursued her. 
There’s been a war for ten long years 
and everyone wants to go home 
The men were mostly fighting for girls 
got them then left them alone. 
And that’s what I see out in the hall 
when you are cutting class 
to get attention from each other 
and maybe a piece of gum. 
The leader was Agamemnon 
the meanest king in town 
Who cut his daughter’s silky throat 
a sacrifice for renown. 
Bold Agamemnon wanted  to defeat 
the great kingdom of Troy  
to beat it down but not to keep, 
to crush it like a toy. 
Maybe you can imagine it 
being your sister. You oughta… 
What might a maniac father want 
enough to kill his daughter. 
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For Agamemnon it was clear 
he had to kill the girl 
to get the goddess off his back 
and try to rule the world. 
He wanted to win, collect the glory  
but mostly because of pride. 
When he got home at last from war 
His wife got revenge and he died. 
He came home like a beam from a star  
with gold and women too. 
He thought that she would worship him 
But his wife was noone’s fool. 
She kissed him and welcomed him home, 
Offered to draw him a bath, 
knowing that he had a girl outside, 
she carefully hid her wrath 
till he got nice and comfortable 
with his rubber duck. 
Then Clytemnestra brought him a drink 
and he ran out of luck. 
He sat there like a bloated fish 
crossed with an angry goat 
She pulled a net right over his face, 
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and smiling, slit his throat. 
She said, “You’ve got your glory now 
As well as all your whores 
But my little Iphigenia should 
have lived for many years more. 
You promised me that she would wed 
the rock star of our time 
You lied and said Achilles was quitting  
the war to take her home  
And she got pretty, did her hair 
but, when you meeting her at the boat 
you took her to the altar  
just to cut her pretty throat. 
And now you know just how it feels 
to gurgle without a voice 
I hope you’re scared and know for real 
that this was all your choice. 
 
END BOOK ONE 
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Book II:  Penny and the Loafers 
In the tapestry, there is a hero.  His muscles ripple, but like the thoughtful 
lapping of a lake rather than the fierce crashing of the shore.  The griffin is reared 
back on its lion paws.  Perhaps it is fear, of the hero, whose armor shines like 
confidence so much that his head is turned away from the beast’s warning gesture, 
and his hand casually encircles the handle of the spear as if it were a hot casserole 
dish that has to come out of the oven.  
He made me a Weaver, and I guess that is what I must be.  He had that 
smile, that look of confidence that broadened when he was least confident.  The 
air of nonchalance that said everything was going to be alright especially when it 
wasn’t. 
The laundry was folded carefully and stacked in the basket.  Socks rolled 
into smiles, underwear folded in thirds with the panel in the front like the nose on 
a camel.  Shirts folded down to flat rectangular packages just a hair beyond 
square.  All of the clothes on the bottom, the dish towels on the top, for I would 
stack all of the laundry gently into the drawers stating in the kitchen and then 
sneaking past the slumber of the children in order to straighten their drawers. A 
well-organized house is a well-organized life.  I thought that was what I had, and 
even though my husband has left, I must persist and overcome the threat of 
disorder if not for myself, at least for the sake of the children.  I must be a weaver 
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in the truest sense of the world.  Not just a woman who makes a few extra dollars 
by selling her work at the farmer’s market, (which I really hope to do someday,)  
but one who ties in the loose ends of family, who makes fatherless children feel 
that their life is not one of emptiness and abandonment.   
I am going to take a trip to the container store so I can think. I will fold his 
clothes neatly and separate the shirts from the underwear so that when he comes 
back it will all be organized and we can be happy. 
I don’t know if Alex will ever return.  On the night when he left, I begged 
him not to go.  We don’t need this,” I argued, but it wasn’t really about what we 
needed.  There was a faraway look in his eyes that told me he was already in some 
distant place, where family couldn’t follow. 
I had seen it coming.  His laughing eyes were different from the distant 
ones. When he was flirting with me, or the checkout girl or my cousin, his eyes 
were aqua.  When they were distant they were steel.  How I loved those eyes.  I 
felt that if I could swim into them, I could find his center, and we could truly be as 
one.  I know that he wanted something else; in the slate that came between steel 
and aqua, there was an uncertainty, a need.  It was as if there was this tiny 
opening. A moment when he could let me see his humanity, and it was then that 
we would speak in whispers. It was then that he would be tender and gentle, and 
his pupils would widen like portals. Then in the stillness of the early morning, he 
would tell me of his fears of not making the grade, of not being a good enough 
husband, of being unsuccessful at business, at being a father.  Although the 
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sparkle of his flirtation made my cheeks flush with self-conscious admiration, it 
was in the rustle of his confidence that I gave myself to him. 
There must have been others. I have no doubt. Maybe Lola.  Others 
succumbed to the inching of his brow, the quizzical fullness of his lips, when he 
made up some outrageous but endearing flattery; I knew when I met him that I 
would have to share. But those moments in the morning, when he would awaken 
me before the dawn to tell me that he was adrift at sea and that I was the only 
home he would ever know, when he would tell me of drowning in my tears and 
drifting down into a maelstrom, and would cling to me; that Alex I wish to keep 
for myself.  I hope that wherever he may be, and with whomever his latest fancy 
has taken, that he has saved his uncertainties. When I reach out to him in sleep, 
just before the starlings begin to call for the day,  his dreams must return to me 
and Ithaca.  I must still have that from him. 
He gave me two beautiful children, although I am sure that he does not 
really remember having two.  It was not until Edison came that he began to relish 
the idea of being a father, started to brag about the man that his son would 
become.  When Callie came, he felt displaced.  He resented her for not being a 
boy.  Maybe that is why he insisted in naming her after his dead friend Clyde 
Dunsoon from high school.  When Edison came,  he seemed satisfied for a while, 
but I was replaced in his sense of future.  The more that he felt he was needed, the 
larger and further away his aspirations grew. 
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Every mother knows, I could no longer follow his dreams when those of 
the children intervened.  He left, and I allowed him to go. A girl belongs to her 
lover, and a mother to her child.   
“We will see the world,” he promised. 
“We must make them a world,” I asserted. 
“They can be a part of the adventure,” he cajoled. 
“They are the adventure.” I countered. 
“We can have it all,” he pleaded. 
“We already do.” I observed. 
“I will make it work,” he vowed 
“We must make it work,” I averred. 
“I have to go,” he apologized 
“We have to stay,” I differed. 
“What is it that you are saying?” he queried in steel. 
“You need to go,” I said in slate. 
Edison was sleeping in his crib, but Callie was tossing in the throes of a 
nightmare.  I traced patterns through her hair and down her back and murmured 
motherly lies and reassurances as I guided her back toward happier dreams of 
sunny days on the lake, her daddy’s paddle spraying tears and beads of silver as 
he steered the canoe toward the reeds where the heron fished.   
“The heron sees us but is not afraid, because she knows that we are not 
there to harm her, just to see her look for a fish. The reeds are like pipes waiting 
to be gathered into an instrument that will play music of a faraway land that will 
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be sad but peaceful.  We will hear the Andean musicians play on such an 
instrument and it will lift us out of the boat and into the air, where we will fly 
above the lake and upward until it is as small as a glass of the coolest water that 
we will drink to make our mouths sing. 
When I returned to the bedroom, Alex and his dufflebag were gone.    
In the morning, I lay in bed tangled in a twisted sheet, my nightgown 
drenched, even though there had been an October chill. I wasn’t old enough for 
menopause. 
“Alex,” I cried, “How can you leave me in the cold, Alex? You have two 
children, Alex.  It isn’t fair, Alex. I need you Alex. We need you Alex.” 
“Owwix”  stated a cherubic voice matter of factly.  I  turned my head and 
looked over the empty side of the bed to find myself eye to eye with Edison.  He 
held up his little man.  I looked at him and forced myself to stretch my facial 
expression into the approximation of a smile.   The baby returned my gaze with 
his father’s seriousness.  
“Wubba bubba ga Owwix. Gugga Boo, Owwix.  Owwie Owwix.”  
He dropped out of sight. 
“Owwix wuh wuh baah” 
I rolled over, pulling myself to the side of the bed to where my son’s curls 
had disappeared. 
“Owwix goh baah,” said Edison.  Seated next to the bed in plastic pants 
that threatened to leak onto the rug, the baby was looking at his toy, deep in an 
earnest conversation that only he could understand.  Had I been speaking in my 
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sleep?  Was he trying to repeat what he had heard me thinking out loud?   I dug 
my nails into my palms.  What could I do to tell him of my failure to keep Alex 
home?  How could this child grow up without a father?   How could I tell the 
children that Alex was gone and might come back… someday…:? 
I kicked my legs around, pulled the hem of my nightie down around me 
and scooped up our son. 
“Daddy went bye bye.” I said as I powdered his bottom and fitted the cloth 
around his hips. 
“Dada bye-bye,” he parroted, then held up his toy as I pinned him with the 
smiling blue bear.  “Wook mama, Owwix.”  He waved the toy as if offering it as 
if a plastic figure of a man were a substitute for a husband. 
I put the soiled diaper in the pail and wondered where Alex had stowed the 
little potty when Callie had graduated to the big-girl potty.  I remember 
specifically telling him where it was to go in the attic, but chances were that he 
had ignored my instructions, and that it would be crammed into  a pile somewhere 
up there or out in the garage.  Now that he was gone, I would have to organize all 
of the piles that he had left, both in the house and down at the bar. 
“It’ll be a snap,” he had said.  “Nuss can run the day to day, and the 
accountant is set to come and check the books.  The place will run itself.  I will 
make enough money that when I come back, we can add a kitchen and a dining 
room.  It won’t be a bar anymore.  It’ll be a palace.” Don’t you see how great this 
is going to be for us?  It will make us. That is how he always won me and let me 
down.  When he built fairy castles in the air I could see myself in a long taffeta 
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gown presiding over court.  When we tried to live in them, I always found myself 
back at the hearth sweeping up the ashes of those dreams. 
I went back into the bedroom.  The bed lay before me like a contour map 
missing a mountain.  Usually in the morning I would leave Alex snoring as he 
slept off the last night’s bartending.     
I needed to get breakfast for the children, but took a moment to deal with 
the unmade bed, which cried out in evidence of my domestic failure.  I couldn’t 
go on with the morning leaving it undone.  I untwisted the sheet from the blanket, 
and entertained a brief thought of getting out fresh ones but as I gathered them up, 
they smelled like him. I wanted to heap them on the bed, crawl under the pile and 
cry, but instead, I stretched them out, evened the sides and attempted to smooth 
out the wrinkles before turning tight hospital corners like a chambermaid. 
Edison was happily engaged in in farm set so I slipped quietly into 
Callie’s room.  The morning light illuminated the pink curtains like closed eyelids 
in the sun.    She slept on unaware, nestled in her pink Effie-Jean print sheets. Her 
breathing was shallow like wind in grain.  Her hair sprayed behind her delicate 
neck and her fingers curled in a question mark. 
Callie stirred and turned away from the light.  I eased her over in the bed 
and crawled in next to her.  Callie  yawned  and stretched like a cat, then relaxed 
and molded her body to mine. 
 “She will be okay.” I thought.  “Girls are different.  They can last without 
fathers. I can be there for her, and she will be okay. I don’t know how to do 
baseball and cars, but I know who to be for my girl. I am not the one who left.” 
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“Daddy,” she murmured, and drifted back to sleep. 
I lay there spooning her, protecting her from the shadows and the curtains.  
I wrapped my arm around her delicate frame, feeling the delicate sparrow 
fluctuations of her ribs and had an image of my mother. 
In the end, Mama had been a cage of ribs. She hadn’t been recognizable as 
a woman.  Hairless and purple.  Her breasts had become scars just as mine had 
begun to grow.  When I examined myself in the mirror I willed them to stop 
growing, but couldn’t prevent the gradual growth that drained life from her into 
me.  At nights when Ike had been on duty at the prison, Mama had called weakly 
for water or her medicine, or for me to hold her like I held my daughter now. She 
collapsed into dust, and I filled out and became the mother. 
Daddy came through the door one morning as I was changing Mama’s 
diaper.   
“You get breakfast yet?” He demanded.  And as Mama’s words coursed 
through me I realized that he wasn’t Daddy anymore, nor was I a girl. 
“Get it yourself, Ike.”  I snapped.  Daddy and girl died as mother withered.  
He would never be Daddy again.  My words were in me somewhere, but my 
mother’s voice had taken me.   
“Penny—” he started, but then stopped,  and looked down my half-turned 
body to my diapering hands.   The irritability of his end-of-shift cracked, and he 
disappeared to rattle metal in the kitchen. 
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Mama’s body evaporated like a summer shower, leaving me with her 
duties and her voice.  I waited on Ike, fed him each morning after the night shift 
and went to school, pretending to be a teenager, but never really feeling it.  
“Mama! tusty.”  I felt Edison tugging at my nightie.   I untangled my arm 
from Callie which made her grunt in indignation.   I threw Edison up onto my hip 
and tiptoed to the kitchen. 
There truly are wonders in the world, and they come in the smallest 
packages.  When Callie was a baby, I had still used glass bottles, but now the 
scientists in some lab had come up with unbreakable plastic ones.  Callie had 
watched many a bottle shatter on the kitchen floor.  She seemed fascinated by the 
way the shards went ricocheting in all directions, and even more so by the lengths 
I took to clean them up.  I wonder if Edison was just an easier baby, or the fact 
that the plastic bottle bounced just wasn’t as interesting. 
I filled a saucepan with water and put it on the stove.  The gas jets hissed 
and the flame lit with a thump.   I filled the sippy cup from the milk bottle and put 
it into the pan to warm.  I couldn’t help marvelling at the wonder in a plastic 
bottle full of milk.  In a way, it meant that Alex and I were right for each other. 
Alex had taken on the management of  Süter’s Dive Inn at a  young age.  It 
seemed a job that required little more than that which was required to keep Edison 
satisfied. Men are overgrown babies who need attention and a bottle.  Alex was 
good at paying attention.  He had a way of looking at you as if you were the only 
person in the world, even while his mind was thousands of miles away.    He 
could put the bottle in front of the customer and listen to their problems then 
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conjure up some fanciful tale that would make them forget about them. In a 
different life, he might have been a leader.  A politician or something. 
I don’t really know who Süter was.  Alex liked to brag to me that his 
father had won the bar from Süter in a card game.  Süter had been too 
embarrassed to back out of it and had signed over the title without protest.  Larry 
Weaver, had been a strong bully of a man, who was known for cheating at cards 
and throwing his weight around in an argument.   
Alex had inherited the bar and the ability with cards, but not the temper.  
He had always been quite gentle if not always attentive.  From time to time I get 
the feeling that he won me from my father in the same way that Larry won the bar 
from Süter. 
As I poured out Cheerios for Edison, I tried to put Alex’s  departure into 
perspective.   I don’t think that he was unhappy with me as a wife.  We didn’t 
fight much.  I did ask him to try to put his dirty laundry in the basket, and pick up 
things that he left lying around the house, but he usually did these things without 
complaint.   
Perhaps it was that neither of us had gone to college.  He had been 
managing the bar, and I had been tending to my father.  But neither of us were 
stupid.  We tried to better ourselves.  I read novels and instructions.  He read 
management books and adventure stories.  Before the children came, we tried to 
spend a part of each day studying something. We had books in the house. 
Had mother lived, I would have learned the art of cooking Spanish food, 
but when she died, I learned how to cook from the packages of  hamburger helper 
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and Ike’s complaints.  I should have known how to make things with rice and 
beans, or how to speak Spanish, but we were American, and Ike had no use for 
things we left behind in another country in another lifetime. Maybe that would be 
the way that Alex would think of me when he was off running nightclubs for the 
Seaman’s services.   
I had come home from school and was working on the loom, Ike came in 
from his run, and with him was the curly haired boy with the voice of a cello.  Ike 
ignored me on his way to the sink, but Alex stopped in the doorway and my heart.  
He kept talking to Ike, but looked through me.   I don’t remember anything that he 
said, but his music melted the walls. 
He had come to Sing Sing to visit a convict and stole from the prison 
guard.  Ike never let a prisoner escape, except me.  Once I met Alex, I wasn’t 
content to keep house for my father anymore.  All I could dream of was keeping 
house for him. 
Now I have his house, his children and his bar, and I have to wonder 
whether I was keeping it all for him, and if I will keep on keeping it.  He can run 
off to god knows where, but I have a toddler who is throwing his cheerios on the 
floor and a five year old who will hate me for sending you away. 
Callie comes yawning into the kitchen and crawls into my lap.  She leans 
into my bosom and tries to make me into a bed.  I watch Edison slurp at his sippy 
cup, a dribble at the corner of his mouth. 
“Daddy has gone off to see the world,” I think.  “Daddy loves adventure 
more than family… Daddy is bored with Mommy and wants to find a younger 
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woman without stretch marks.  Daddy is just an overgrown boy who has no sense 
of responsibility.  Daddy only cares about himself.” 
Callie stirs.  “Mommy?” she asks.  
“Daddy had to leave,”  I try to say it without  feeling.  “It’s business.” 
“He’s in the bar?” 
“No.  He’s looking into another bar.” 
“A better one?” 
“I don’t know love, maybe.” 
*** 
I never went downstairs.  But Alex seemed to be so sure that it would 
work out.  That morning after he left I avoided it.  I took care of the children.  I 
ignored the telephone.  The pounding on the door started and I wanted it to stop.  
Bu I didn’t want to answer.  I knew that I would be taken down into that dank 
cave.   
I wanted to sit at a loom and weave.   
In the tapestry there is a queen who kisses the sun.  You can see her 
turning to gold as she does.  She is floating off of the ground  and the animals are 
trying to hold her back. The bear is grasping toward her sandal with its massive 
arms.  The birds fly at her face as if to turn her back from a sky that is not her 
rightful domain. 
But Alex had been so sure that it would work out.  It was going to be great 
for us.  The United Seaman Service would send him to Guam, he could manage 
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the club there and raise the money for expansion.  Anthony would do most of the 
work, I would just have to go down to check up on him.   
We would turn Süter’s into a restaurant, a respectable place where I 
wouldn’t be afraid to go.  Maybe even a place where we could take the children. 
“Mama, he’s knocking again,”  said Callie 
I cautiously opened the door to find Anthony, his smile at me and his eyes 
past me into the room. 
“Where is he?” he demanded without  bothering to greet me.  He thought 
he was Jim Morrison, but he was more Joey Ramone. 
“Guam, I think.” I replied.  “didn’t he tell you?” 
“Yeah,” he said, squeezing his Peruvian cuff bracelet.  “But he is a shitter, 
Penny.  He probably made it up.” 
“sssitter,”  said Edison at my knees, “ssssitter.  Ssitter.”  
“We’re short…” said Anthony. 
“I don’t understand.” I replied. 
“Lola quit too,” he clarified.  “She walked out last night.” 
“And?”  I asked.  “What do you want from me?” 
Anthony grinned and tossed his head sot that the hair out over his left eye 
fell over his right. 
“Alex is gone.  You’re the boss. What do you want from me?” 
“I…I guess I’ll have to get a sitter.” I said. “I’ll work the shift.” 
“You. You’ll work the shift?” 
“Sssitter.  Ssssitter,” said Edison. “ssift.” 
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“Okay.  You’ll work the shift,” said Anthony.  “Who’s going to open?” 
“Didn’t Alex leave a schedule?”  I asked. 
“Alex never wrote a schedule,” said Anthony.  He kept it all in his head. 
“But don’t you usually open?” I asked. 
“If that’s what you want…” he smirked. “…Boss.” 
He left and I got the children out of the apartment before he could come 
back.  I bumped the stroller down the stairs went back up for the children, and the 
baby bag then strapped Edison in and headed toward Campus.  The saucer 
magnolias would be in bloom and I wanted some beauty.  It made me nervous just 
to walk across the bridge.  The waterfall is beautiful, but the height of the bridge 
above the gorge was seductive on that day, and I forced myself to focus on the 
children to keep me moving across. Just as we crossed Stewart, I saw a figure at 
the edge of the gorge, a young man holding a stone tablet.  He looked like Moses, 
or Charlton Heston, bringing the ten commandments down from the mountain.  
But rather than lifting them up to God, he heaved them into the gorge, and stood 
there panting and laughing like an athlete finishing a marathon.  I thought that he 
would jump after the stone, and indeed he remained there panting and looking 
down. Instead of turning to the campus we turned into the he cemetery.  I don’t 
know what I would have done had I found the boy, but I didn’t see any sign of 
him, and I didn’t want to take the children anywhere near the edge of the gorge.  
There is a kind of peace among the gravestones.  Callie ran and Edison 
toddled after her.    To them it was a playground full of  funny boulders.  I looked 
among the Ackleys and Yaples, for, I don’t know what.  I almost hoped to find a 
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big grey stone with a freshly carved “Weaver,  Alexander Ulysses” born died, and 
then my name beside his.  Alex, dead and in the ground, waiting for me to join 
him instead of me waiting for him in a beer soaked cavern in Ithaca.   
I followed the children past a stone that said Beers. 
That bar would be my living tomb.  I don’t even drink. 
Edison stopped on a grave and started pulling up the grass.  The stone said 
Guinnip Norris one yr three mo. fifteen d.  Next a stone for Mary Guinnip 11 mo. 
13 days, and a Mary F. Guinnip aged 2 y 7m. 13 d. 1839,1840, 1844.   
Callie emerged from behind a tree and presented me with a lily. 
“Look, Mama,” She declared triumphantly.  “I found a flower.” 
I yanked Edison from the grave, with an irrational fear as if the grave 
could somehow devour children.  I put my son into the stroller, where he cried 
and fussed and arched his back, as if struggling to rejoin the children from whom 
I had pulled him; children who had sat on this lawn in tiny wooden boxes waiting 
to be put into the ground.  His face was red with effort, but was very much alive, 
his tiny fist was squeezing the ink from the clump of grass that remained in his 
hand. 
I looked around their lonely graves but couldn’t find evidence of a parent.  
Three infant deaths.  In those days they had more children.  Did they?  After 
losing three children, perhaps they had left Ithaca. Were one to lose a husband, 
would that be excuse enough? 
A large polished stone said LOVELESS. 
My throat tightened, my eyes watered, and Edison howled.   
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Strains of harp-like music filtered through the trees toward me, but I 
couldn’t seek them out. 
“Come, Callie.  We have to go.”   I went to push the stroller, but the lily 
was still in my hand.  I went back and laid it in front of LOVELESS.  Then I 
pushed the stroller and hurried home to put Edison down for his nap. 
*** 
The tapestry shows a young mother with a baby, and an old woman stands 
protectively over her offering her hand in a gesture of helpfulness.  There is a 
border of lilies and ivy.  The mother is dressed in deep blues and the old woman 
in lavender.  Harsh grey stones like broken bones lie behind them. 
*** 
If I had to work at the bar I would need help, and Leah Urich was my only 
hope.  Leah was the closest person to a grandma that the children had.  When 
Callie had been born, a relative of Alex had written. I only knew Aunt Minerva 
from Christmas cards.    
“My Dear Penelope, 
Although my dear nephew is quite bright and has a great deal of potential, 
he often falls short in critical areas, and I anticipate that the hazards of coping 
with offspring will fall outside the range of his particular brand of brilliance. 
Although there is much to love about him, he is likely to be quite helpless in 
assisting you with such tasks as feeding and diapering.  Therefore, my gift to you 
and your new baby shall be the services of one Mrs. Urich, Leah, a doula of 
considerable value who will assist you in your role as a new mother.” 
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Sure enough, when I came home from Cayuga Medical Center, Leah was 
there as if she had lived with us for years.   She bought groceries and cooked. She 
showed me how to keep the baby clean.  She showed me how to wrap the baby 
like a papoose.  She took turns rocking the baby back to sleep when she was 
colicky.  She even got Alex to do a load of laundry.  She tried to make it look as 
though he had thought of it by himself, but I knew him far too well to be fooled 
into thinking that he would flirt in that way.  
Although I was much better prepared to take on the challenges of 
motherhood with Edison, Leah was there again to help. From then on, the woman 
had an uncanny knack of being around just when she was needed. 
“Dear girl,” she consoled.  “Don’t trouble yourself.  I will make sure that 
the children are fed diapered and read to before they go to bed. You have plenty 
of other concerns” 
“Why are you always so good to me? I’m not even your daughter.” 
“I can’t speak for her nephew, but Minerva matched us up, and she was 
right.” 
“But I don’t give you anything in return.” 
  “Don’t be too sure of that.” 
“You won’t even let me pay you.” 
“There are better things than money.  Do you know what a gift it is to 
have a little person look into your eyes with love? Treasure it. They will grow up 
and go away before you know it.” 
“Why did he leave me, Leah?” 
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“Men are different creatures, Penelope. They follow an idea, not a 
relationship.   
“But the children…” 
“It is enough for him that they are in the world.  For him they are a mark 
that he makes.  He has to be reminded that it is the relationship that is important 
and not the fact of their existence.” 
“But how can I do that if he is off in Guam?  I don’t even know where 
Guam is!” 
“I don’t know the answer to that, dear.”  She shook her head.  “We can 
only influence the ones that we can touch… and he is pretty far out of touch.  
Maybe we can only help influence men for someone else.  If we do something to 
train them, then some other woman will benefit.  For you, there are the boys 
downstairs.  Help them learn to be good men.” 
We embraced.  She smelled of lavender and mothballs.  Her skin against 
my cheek was the texture of the camel-skin ottoman that Ike bought during his 
service in the Merchant Marines, soft and weathered from years of feet resting on 
it.    I drew back and looked in her wise grey eyes.  “So I am babysitting 
drunkards because I can’t fix my husband?” 
“If it helps to think of it that way.  Else you’ll have to make up something 
else.” 
We laughed and parted.  Edison was pulling at the hem of her dress and 
Callie was on the floor reciting Go Dog Go from memory as she turned the pages.  
I searched through my purse for my lipstick. 
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“You will be fine dear.  Just pour their drinks and remind them to be 
respectful.” 
I blotted on a tissue and looked in the mirror by the door to make sure I 
didn’t have a smear on my teeth. 
“Thank you, Leah, you always know what to say.” 
I descended the stairs toward the bar that I hated, with its smell of beer and 
badly groomed men.  Leah was lying, but if I focused on the lie, then I wouldn’t 
have to face the truth:  I was an abandoned woman, another single mother, whose 
husband had found that freedom was more enticing than coming home to a 
family.  Now I would be the one too tired to enter into the children’s games.  I 
would be the one worrying about how to pay the rent, and how to build up the 
business.  Would I forget my babies?  Would I want to drop it all and go as far off 
as I could?   
No.  Walking down the stairs, knowing that I might never put the children 
to bed again felt like stitches in my abdominal wall after the c-section, when the 
anaesthetic had begun to wear off.  I wanted to hit him, but Alex was on his way 
to Guam. 
“This is not my kingdom, Alex.  I didn’t want this.  I wanted to take care 
of babies and make pretty things with thread and fabric.  I didn’t want to take care 
of men.  Now I’m going to be ordering cases of whiskey from the wholesaler, and 
trying to hire another bartender to close so I can go to sleep and get up with the 
children.” 
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I hoped that Alex, on his way to some new adventure could hear me, or 
feel my pain, but perhaps he was incapable of such sensation.   
The door creaked as I entered the bar. 
* * * 
I suppressed my gag reflex as I was hit with a wave of stale beer with 
vague hints of vomit and urine.  My pumps caught on a piece of debris and I 
caught myself on the rough edge of a table that gave me a splinter.  Looking for 
the source of my near disaster, I noticed that the floor was strewn with peanut 
shells and sawdust.  Could this be the palace that Alex had dreamed of 
expanding?  I had been in there before, but had never notice the decrepit décor, 
the smells the wood shavings, the old license plates on the walls the obscene 
words carved into the tables.   
I regained my posture and picked my way past a Hulk of a man who was 
coughing at his feet.  I had never been here without Alex, and never when it was 
in operation.  During the daytime it had been lighter and more welcoming.  Alex 
had called attention away from upleasantness and had radiated dreams of how the 
bar was our meal-ticket—the cash cow that would lead us to greater things.   
“About time you got here,” snarled Anthony, “I could use some help. You 
look real pretty, but it’s starting to pick up and we’re gonna need some drinks.”   
“Where are the aprons?” I asked.  I’m ready to get started.” 
“Aprons!” snorted Anthony.  “I don’t know what kind of fern bar you 
think you fell into.” He held two beer glasses aslant under the tap with one hand.   
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“You want to keep your pretty clothes nice, you better get back upstairs and 
change, but before you do, would you mix up a pitcher of Long Island Iced Tea?”  
“Iced tea?” I asked. 
“It’s the Friday special.  Don’t you know?” 
Anthony shook his long stringy hair in disbelief.  He didn’t say anything, 
but I could tell what he was thinking.    “How can you own a bar and not know 
anything?  How could you be the wife of Alex Weaver, the wise guy?  Crafty 
Alex, Smart Alex.  Can you be the wife of a bartender and not know anything 
about drinks?   
I knew the smell of alcohol.  Late at night, Alex came in reeking of it.  He 
would shower after closing the bar, but it would vent through his pores no matter 
how hard he scrubbed. 
“Look,” snapped Anthony, his voice taut with exasperation.  “Just pour 
some beers.  You can do that, right?” 
I nodded. I turned toward a waiting customer. 
“Gimme a Kamikaze.” 
“I beg your pardon? What’s that?” 
Just gimme a Miller, draft. 
 I got a glass, put it under the tap pulled the lever forward.  The 
nozzle spit foam . 
“Anthony?” 
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I worked slowly, but tried to smile as the patrons told me how to make the 
drinks.  Anthony intervened periodically to tell me that I was giving away 
expensive drinks too cheaply.   
Draft and bottle beer seemed straightforward, and most of the mixed 
drinks I was able to hand off to Anthony, and I had no trouble washing glasses. 
I didn’t know how much ice to put into the glass, how much liquor to put 
in, or what to charge the customers.  I was like Edison struggling to speak.   
At the end of the night, there was an inch deep layer of peanut shells on 
the floor,  the urinal trough in the men’s room was full of long neck bottles that in 
turn were full of urine.  The large man, Jud the bouncer, was snoring in his own 
vomit, and my feet felt as though they were being cut by shards of glass.  
“You gotta hire someone,” said Anthony.   
I nodded my head. 
* * * 
In the tapestry there are a tangle of bodies, pierced by arrows.  Beer 
streams from their wounds.  In their hands are broken glasses, and their mouths 
spew peanut shells.  The fabric is thin as silk and rough as burlap.  The border is 
made of sawdust. 
*** 
I bought Playboy’s Host and Bar Book at the Bookery. I studied drinks.  I 
studied the drink recipes in the hemlock green drink box.  I found a love note to 
Alex from Lola in it that I discarded.  I sent away for a correspondence course in 
Bar management.    I studied the hastily scrawled records that Alex had left in the 
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ledger.  I tried to spend my waking hours with the children. Yoomis the 
accountant, with his comb over and voice that sounded like loose dentures told me 
that I needed to pay my tax bill and cut expenses.  He complimented me by saying 
that there was nothing better than a bar manager who didn’t drink.  I made an 
appointment to meet with him about the taxes.   Alex was out there somewhere in 
the world, but I never got so much as a postcard. 
Sometimes when I walked through the cemetery, I heard a woman’s voice, 
singing in a language I didn’t understand, but when I walked toward it the sound 
drifted away, and was drowned out by the laughter of young male voices.  Then I 
would bring the children back to the bar and pour them soda.   
Some Saturday mornings I drove the children down to Purity for an ice 
cream, and went to the Farmer’s market, where I watched a woman weaving on a 
loom until the children pulled me away.   I wanted  a loom, to tell a story in 
thread, but then it would be time to hand over the children to Leah, or on lucky 
nights, put them to bed myself before going downstairs to serve the frat boys who 
came across the gorge to drink. I didn’t wear makeup or fancy clothes to the bar 
anymore.   There seemed to be little point.  When I dressed up, the boys at the bar 
flirted with me.  When I dressed down, they flirted even more.   
There were the regulars of course, the three grad students who came in 
debating metaphysics—the cynical boy with the glasses who looked like an 
Amish boy on his year of freedom, the blue eyed clean cut boy with the tenor 
voice, and the golden haired philosopher, who seemed to find meaning in every 
glass of beer and a world contained in every shelled peanut.   
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“Penny my love!” this pretty faced youth called.  “I crave a Bud.”   
“I can’t hear you, until you find some money to put in my drawer.” 
“Do you hear that, men?  She wants something in her drawer.” 
“I want your cash on the table or no drink.” 
“She wants it on the table.”  He grinned at his friends who burst out 
laughing. 
“Cash or Quit.” I insisted. 
“Charge it to Spaceman” he countered, indicating the man in the German 
helmet wrapped in tinfoil.  “You’ll cover me Space, right?” 
The man in the aluminum foil helmet glowered at him, took a sip from his 
glass and scribbled in his notebook.    
“Come on Penny,”  he oozed. “I’m not like the others.  I love you more.  
Besides, I am a regular.  Give me a tab, and I will pay you out of my scholarship.” 
 “I don’t run tabs.” I said edgily.”  I glanced over toward Jud in the corner, 
but he was asleep. 
The blonde boy suddenly vaulted over the bar and opened the tap, putting 
his face under the rushing suds. 
 “Get…get out of here!”  I slapped at the boy and pushed the tap closed. 
“Stop it, you!  You!”   
 “I am immortal!” he shouted, crowed like a rooster and strutted toward 
the door.  I glared at his friends.  Blue eyes slunk after him.  The Amish boy 
pulled a wrinkled dollar from his pocket. 
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“Do you think I could have…”  He paused, looking at me with soulful 
eyes. “Okay, I guess not.” He  stuffed the bill back into his pocket and followed 
the others. 
I looked down at the end of the bar where spaceman had been sitting.  He 
too was gone, but had left a five dollar tip. 
* * *  
“Mama, mama, mama, mama, mama, I want my rainbow socks rainbow 
socks rainbow socks.” 
I came out of my dream.  Alex had come into Süter’s and fought with the 
blond boy.   
“…rainbow rainbow rainbow.” 
“I struggled to wake up and hugged my daughter.” 
“My room is a mess, Mama,” Callie stated matter of factly.   
“I know honey.” I said. “I’m sorry.  It’s been a lot of late nights.”  
“Are you going to go away,” she asked.  
“Why no, love.”  I recoiled.  “I would never leave you.” 
“Daddy slept all morning and then he went away.” 
“Daddy got a job far away.  He’ll come back when he can.” 
“He’s not gonna come back.” 
“Don’t say that love.  You have to believe that he will.  We just have to be 
patient, that’s all.  We have to wait.”  And he would come back.  I made myself 
believe it, or tried to.  He would call if he could.  They probably didn’t have 
phones in Guam.  He could write a letter, but he had never been much of a writer.  
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It was all I could do to read the scrawl of numbers he had left in the ledger.  But I 
knew that even if he was lost somewhere out in the middle of the ocean, he would 
somehow find his way back to us. 
* * * 
“Boss! We’re almost out of Peanuts.” 
“I know.” 
“… and sawdust too.” 
“I didn’t order any.” 
“What?” 
“They just throw them on the floor.” 
“The shells, right. It’s part of what makes the place special.” 
“It is part of the reason no women ever come here. It makes the place look 
like a pig sty, and they are too expensive.” 
“But the sawdust.  You need that.  
“Yes, but I don’t need to pay for it. We have at least a half a dozen lumber 
yards around here that will give it to us.” 
“But if you are gonna keep getting sawdust, then why get all worked up 
about peanut shells.” 
“If we get peanuts we have to sell them, and we should get them with salt, 
so they drink more.  And if  we are going to give something away, it should be 
cheap and take up less space.  I bought the popcorn machine from the Strand.  The 
place is closing down and their popcorn machine is almost new.” 
“When did you do that?” 
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“Today.  I need you and a couple of the guys to go get it.” 
Anthony shook his head and muttered, “Fern bar..” 
Oh… and Anthony, We have to hire some cute guys to work behind the 
bar. No more Lolas.  I’ll take care of that.  But no more drinks for Juddo when 
he’s working, and I want them paid for when he’s not.  Everyone who drinks 
pays.” 
“Geez lady, what happened?  How come you’re changing everything?” 
“It’s my bar. And it has to work for me.”  I didn’t tell him that I was afraid 
that Alex would never come back.  I didn’t tell him I was taking a correspondence 
course in bar management. I had to keep some of the information to myself, so 
that there would be at least an illusion that I knew something.  Alex had always 
given just enough information to convince people that he was really smart.  The 
way to control the place was to play games my husband had always played on me.  
Men came to drink at a bar to make up for their inability to talk about their 
feelings.  I was going to figure them out, or I would be out on the street with the 
children waitressing at a diner belonging to someone else.  No matter what 
happened, I was going to avoid that. 
*** 
The man in the tinfoil helmet and the astronomer were at the end of the bar 
speaking with great ardor.  Their insistent tone caught  
“Worlds within worlds… parallel dimensions…” 
“Blood sucking space aliens fueling their ships with rendered human fat 
cells.” 
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“Travelling at the speed of light… Never aging as millions of years pass in 
the unmoving world…” 
“…evolution of germs that latch onto a meteorite and survive thrive and wipe 
out all life on the planet.” 
“What if it were possible to see between the dimensions and see the abundant 
possibilities presented by the expression of a single human life seen through a 
kaleidoscope of consequences derived from simple changes in direction?” 
“Do you retain consciousness if you are eaten by worms and by birds and by 
cats and by dogs and by Southeast Asians and by flesh-eating zombies?  Does that 
bit that was you remember its you-ness when it is pooped out and absorbed by the 
daisies?” 
“What if?” 
“Exactly.  What the flying if?” 
Why wasn’t Alex that kind of man?  Why couldn’t he use his intelligence to 
soothe the crazy instead of to provoke them?  Why didn’t he use his gifts to make 
others feel better?  Why couldn’t he engage their notions and then leave their 
dignity intact.  That wasn’t my husband.  He would have engaged the man with 
the same humble condescension, and then would have twisted it like a knife once 
he had found a way to profit from it.  The astronomer, however, restrains his 
mastery, celebrating our feeble attempts to wrestle with ideas that are to us, 
impossible blocks of stone, which to him are the simple building blocks of 
children.  Why couldn’t Alex have been like that? 
*** 
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Usually the man with the tinfoil helmet just came in and sat at the end of 
the bar without talking.  Sometimes he would study his autographed copy of 
Cosmos.  Other times he would scribble in a grubby notebook.  He came every 
Friday afternoon,  drank three  beers and left without saying a word.  I wondered 
about whether he was simple.  Jud was simple.  He liked loud music and shots of 
Tequila. But that Friday he came in with two boys, one of them very surly. 
“I’m sorry, miss, I don’t have a place to put them.  You see my sister…”   
“Look, Mr…(I wanted to call him spaceman, but I waited.) 
“Klopstock. Cyrus H. Klopstock.” 
“Mr. Klopstock,” I started. 
“You gotta help me.  My sister’s trying to get a job.  She left them with 
me and I don’t know what to do with ‘em.” 
“Mr. Klopstock, this is a bar.  I never bring my children down here.” 
“I got nowhere to takem.” 
“Yknow, they could watch tv upstairs with your kids.  Just for an hour or 
so?” 
A customer at the other end of the bar distracted me by waving a twenty 
dollar bill.  I turned my head for an instant.   In the flutter of a butterfly’s wings 
and I turned back, to find that Klopstock had disappeared.  The two boys, 
however, were still there.  The taller one had moved over and was watching a 
townie carve an obscene word into the table with a Bowie knife.  The other one 
appeared to be talking to a cigarette butt. 
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I told Anthony to cover me, and came around the bar, sweeping the 
children up the stairs to my apartment.  As I unlocked the door, I thought to ask 
their names, but the boy with the cigarettes did not hear my question, and the 
surly boy did not respond, but gave me an untrusting glance and began peeling 
paint disinterestedly from the metal bannister. 
“Oh I’m so glad that you’re early,” said Leah, I can still go with Minerva 
to the show. It is, let me see… Now darn it she told me.  “Waiting for … 
something…  I don’t remember”  It is a play they are putting on over at the Center 
for Performing Arts.  It is splendid that it all worked out.  She was going to stay 
home if I couldn’t go with her.  I hope they have nice songs.  Godot.  That’s it.  
Waiting for Godot.  It must be religious.  Maybe they’ll have a choir. 
I didn’t ask her to stay.  I couldn’t.  I took advantage of her so much, and 
she never complained.  Had I mentioned that I hadn’t planned to come home so 
soon, that I wasn’t entirely  comfortable  taking care of these children I didn’t 
know, that I had left Anthony short-handed downstairs…  I wished Leah a good 
time, introduced the boys to the children, and went for the phone to call in some 
help for Süter’s.  Matt wasn’t available.  He had band practice.  Jeff couldn’t 
come either; he had some problem with his landlord.  Finally I called Nicole, who 
told me how inconvenient it was, but that she could be at the bar in ten-fifteen 
minutes.  I called downstairs to Anthony, who was not pleased. 
“I know that you are the boss and all, but it is so very flaky of you to just 
run out with nobody to cover.  It’s busy down here. You know?” 
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“I’m sorry Anthony.  But I couldn’t just leave the children down there, 
could I?” 
“Who gives a shit about someone else’s kid’s Pen?  Who GIVES a SHIT! 
Besides.  I thought you had a babysitter.” 
“Yes, well, she…” 
“You didn’t send her home!” 
“No, not exactly… you see I…” 
“You sent the old biddy home. Thanks a F***ing lot.” 
“Wait.  Anthony.  I made some calls and Nicole…” 
Just then a scream came from Edison’s room.    
 “I have to call you back… Nicole will be there.” 
 I hung up and rushed back to find the children fighting over a doll.  
Callie had bitten one of the boys and left a mark on his arm. She was raging like a 
cornered bobcat.  Just then there was knocking and calling from the door. 
“Hello!  HEELLLOO!”   
I put my arm around the knife boy and looked at the teethmarks on his 
arm.  She hadn’t broken the skin. 
“HelOOOooooOO?” 
I stood up and left the boy to answer the door. I was met by a woman with 
a helmet of hair.  Her bob was so carefully coifed it looked as if it wasn’t real.  It 
reminded me how long it had been since I had been to the hair salon.  But as she 
opened her mouth, her look was spoiled by the yellow nicotine stains on her teeth.  
The hair was nice but the teeth were ugly. 
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“Are you Mrs. Weaver?” she asked. I reached out my hand. 
“MOMMM! “Owww!  Moommm!” complained Knife-boy.  “That girl bit 
me!  And I was playing nice just like I promised!”  
“Oh dear!” I apologized. “The children were fighting over a toy.” 
“And?” the woman  looked at me expecting further information. 
The boy cried louder.  “MOOOMMM!  She BIT me she BIT me.” 
“I don’t know what kind of babysitting service  you are running here, but 
you KNOW I’m gonna report you.  I can’t iMAGine what must have been going 
through my brother’s head when—He made it sound that he had dumped the 
children with some BAR floozy. I’m lucky that I found you at all with his garbled 
directions.” 
“Now wait a second ma’am…” 
Such a violent child really MUST have proper supervision.” 
“Yes, ma’am, but I don’t think it- I mean they were all fighting, and I’m 
not sure how it started…. But…” 
“You mean you weren’t watching!  I’ll have your license for this.” 
“Come here pumpkin she said to knife-boy” She buried the boy in her 
embrace.  “I won’t leave you with these people again… Say! where is your 
brother?  Do you have any idea where— OHHHHH!!! My baby! What has this – 
What have they done to you?!” 
Cigarette-butt boy was wearing shiny lip gloss and eye-shadow from 
Callie’s make-up kit. 
 “I can’t believe it! Perversions!”   
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The mother yanked her younger son by the arm so hard I could hear the 
shoulder pop. The mother produced a hanky and tried to wipe the lip gloss off of 
him. 
“Maaaaa!” the boy howled,  “My arm!  He was the one who was 
fighting.OOOWWWWW!” 
She turned and hissed at me. 
You are a menace to children.  “I’ll see that you are kept from ever 
harming another child. I’m calling the police.” 
Collecting her children, the woman disappeared out the door and slammed 
it behind her. 
I sat down heavily on the couch. Edison toddled up to me.   
“Mama…” 
“He broke her!” wailed Callie, “broke her head right off.” 
“Mama…” said Edison. 
“I’ll kill him,” Callie’s voice thickened. 
“Mama aa Owwix!”  Little Edison looked at me with mournful eyes 
welling with tears as big as the tropics. “OWWWix!”  he cried. 
I took him in my arms.  “ I know dearest boy.” I replied.  “I miss your 
father terribly and wish he were here right now. 
“OOOWWWIX!” he cried. I offered an arm to Callie, but she rejected my 
proffered embrace and turned toward the wall. 
“Alex,” I whispered, and Edison cried, “OWWWiXXXX!” 
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Book III: 
Owlix Waves In 
or  
“You’ve Got to Troy Harder!” 
In: 1. 
 “Hwo Owwix!”  
“I salute you young Edison.” 
I lived in his nursery in a modest ranch style house in Ithaca, NY.  It was a 
happy time.  I remember tending sheep and pigs and growing crops with the 
Happyland Acres farm playset.   
“Owwix pway Fama Fi!” 
A stubby-fingered hand stained green with mashed peas enslimed me, 
lifted me and swung me back and forth into the stupefied face of Farmer Fi, 
guardian of toy sheep and master of thickness. 
“Woooaaaaaah! Owlix, here I come!” Edison swung the aged weeble into 
my face. 
“Wooaaaaahhh! OOOwwwlix!  Here I goooooo!’’ Edison swung us apart. 
“Wooooaaaaahh! Owwwlix!  Here I coooome…” 
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How Farmer Fi could keep that dopey expression, I could never fathom.  
Edison could swing us together and apart like a pair of clackers all morning long 
if I didn’t intervene.  Athene knows that  Farmer Fi, wouldn’t say anything.  He 
seemed happy doing whatever suited Edison’ whim.  I was the more particular 
one, and the more articulate.  And Edison, because of his infancy, believed. And 
occasionally listened. 
“Young Prince!”  I called.  “Hey Edison!” 
“Eddie wuv Owwix! 
Fi swooped away, and I flew toward a slobby lip, encrusted with a snail 
trail of dried mucus. 
“Owwix wuv Fama Fi ?” 
“Look, Edison…” I try to reason 
“WhoOOooAAA Owlix” The Weeble flies at me like a rotten egg at a 
window. 
“Get away from me dimwit…MmEdison? How about boats?” 
“Boats?” 
“Yeah Lets play boats.  Get a boat.” 
“Wike bafftime?” 
“Yes!!! Bathtime!  Let’s play bathtime.” 
“Owwix dutty need baff?” 
“No, I mean like we are warriors and we’re in the boat going to the war, 
and…” 
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“Sweepy Owwix night night?” asked Edison, wiping his nose with Farmer 
Fi  
“WHooooaaaaah OWlix!...” called Fi. 
“Boats! Ships!  Triremes!” 
“Owwix want ducky?” asked Edison, shoving me toward the lemony 
rubber fowl. 
“Not ducky!” I cried. Edison dropped me to the carpet. 
“Eddie wan ducky.” said Edison, scooping up the bird.  “Fahma Fi feed 
Ducky!” 
“WhOOOOAaaah Ducky!” hallooed Farmer Fi” swooping toward the 
bird. 
“Cretin!  I shouted,” but nobody heard.  I, Owlix heroic adventurer, was 
passed over for a bath toy.  Forgotten by my boy, I lost my ability to move.  
Belief animates all things; it makes boats out of blocks of wood, and heroes out of 
plastic men.  Without it we are little other than crude materials that take up space.  
In: 2. 
I have known farms, but not willingly. The farm was all set up, and Edison 
had put me there with Farmer Fi. I passed the days coming up with ways to gain 
control of all of the sheep.  It wasn’t even that I wanted them.  It was just to see if 
the fool would catch on to the trick of knowing who was going to come into the 
room next.  
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If he hadn’t been such an ignorant hayseed, Fi might have paid attention to 
the weight of the approaching footsteps.  I could tell who was coming.  Edison 
sounded like a newborn colt, his sister Callie,  like a pony, the mother— the 
woman—She is a Freisian.  The stupid farmer kept betting that the father would 
come in the door, because there was supposed to be one, and he was the only one 
who hadn’t been in the room yet.   
Fi had called attention to the fact that there was no man in the house.  The 
problem began to bother me.  I thought of myself as that no-man.  I was the man 
of the house, but nobody was paying me proper respect— except the toddler, who 
mostly picked me up and drooled on my head before dropping me back into 
Happyland Acres. 
It didn’t take long for me to clean out the farmer.  He was terribly thick, 
but it was a fun way to shorten the idleness.   
Dirtmonkey!  Guess who’s coming? 
Uhhh, I dunno. I don’t got nothing left to bet Owlix. 
C’mon! Play!  I’ll stake you and you can pay me back with Christmas 
presents.  Who is coming?” 
I dunno, the father? 
No goatboy, try again. 
I dunno… the father? 
“You aren’t trying.  Listen to the footsteps? 
I dunno… the fa…. 
COME ON Cageliner!  Who else is in the family? 
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I dunno,  Owlix, umm… the … 
Never mind!!  It’s the woman!  Can’t you hear her footsteps?” 
“I don’t hear so well, Owlix.  I don’t got ears.” 
When this exercise got particularly frustrating, I would go into a fury and 
slaughter all of the animals, just to remind Farmer Fi who was boss.  I kept him 
around to amuse myself and to tend to the animals but it was  the woman who 
came in to clean the room who captivated me. 
Her name was Penny and she was mine.  She just looked at me like I was 
miles away.  She would come to me sometimes, when the kid wasn’t there.  I 
could tell that she wanted me.  There was something in the way that she folded 
clothes, straightened the covers on the bed, picked up the animals, that told me 
that she was waiting for me…  trying to see if I would make the first move.  I 
feigned indifference, but when I noticed her vulnerable expression, I relented.  In 
a sudden flurry of passion, she broke into tears.  She swept me up from the floor 
and held me with both hands in front of her face.   
“You wouldn’t ever leave me would you?” 
I fumbled for words. 
“But of course you would.  You will.  Because that is the way that all of 
you are…”   
“No!”  I tried to protest,  “I will return to you!” 
 “You’ll just go away again, and leave me with the kids.  How many 
others are there.  I bet you have one in every port. I bet you will only come back 
to me when you have exhausted all of the others.” 
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“Give me a chance! I cried.  “I will show you that I am worthy of you.     
She held me tightly against her ample bosom and shuddered—moved no 
doubt by the sacrifice of my fidelity.   
She released me from her talcumy sweater smell, and placed me on top of 
a pillow on the toddler bed.  Stumbling, she bent down to pick up something else 
from the floor.  She placed it on the bed beside me.  It was a plastic Duplo tree. 
“My dear sweet lady,” I whispered. “I understand.  This tree will grow for 
all the days of our marriage.  And when I leave and when I return, this place will 
be sacred to us—unless, of course you want to move me and the tree into the 
bigger bedroom.  I know that I will make you happy.” 
She was too overcome to speak any more at that moment, but I knew that 
she would come again and again, thinking of me in this chamber of our love. 
In: 3. 
You’ll need to help Edison with his toys, Callie,  and clean up your room.  
We are going to meet some new friends today.  
“I don’t  like them.” 
You haven’t met them yet.” Penny crouches down to look in Callie’s eyes.  
“You have to give them a chance.” 
“I don’t wanna givem nothing!’ 
“Anything, dear.  Don’t want to give them anything.” 
“Yeah.  You get some girls this time?” 
“Two boys.” 
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“Can’t you get girls?” 
“We have to take whoever we can get.” 
Penny puts a stack of neatly folded shirts into Edison’ drawer,  walks to 
the doorway and turns.  “I’m sorry sweetheart.  I really am.  We need the 
money…”   
Callie puts a couple of blocks into the toybox and then spots me, scoops 
me up and takes me to her room. 
“An’ yur gunna go with my doll Effie-Jean to the beauty parlor to watch 
her get her hair done.”  The girl was insistent.  She tucked a loose lock behind her 
ear and me into Effie-Jean’s  Dreamobile.   
“But..” 
“An’ yur gunna take her dancing.” She spoke with the authority of an 
oracle. Callie, sister of Edison, had liberated me from the farm, sending Fi into a 
spin, and tumbling over the animals.  Yet this was no freedom.   
“Listen girlie, I condescended, “I have responsibilities at Happyland 
Acres.” 
“You drive the car and be a good boyfriend for Effie-Jean!” she warned, 
“If Effie don’t have a good time, yur gunna be sorry.” 
“Why don’t I kill stuff for you, so dolly will be safe to drive herself to the 
beauty parlor?” 
“An’ you gunna get your nails done too. An’ you gunna be a boyfriend 
and you gunna bring flowers.  An you gunna get out before breakfast.” 
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“Yes, yes I see. Okay.  But Edison is going to be looking for me.  The 
animals need to be fed.  Let’s drive really fast to the beauty parlor, so we can get 
back in time. Farmer Fi is lost without me…” 
“I’mma put you in the garden.” 
“Don’t get me wrong, Callie, there is nothing I like better than a good 
facial, but I’ve got responsibilities… I gotta be somewhere…”  
She fails to see the urgency.  “Say hi to Effie!” she demands. 
“Hello Effie,” I conceded. 
“Let’s go shopping!” twinkled Effie-Jean with vacuous delight.   
I looked at Callie.  She narrowed her eyes. 
“How delightful!” I try to play along.  “I was JUST THINking of 
shopping.  Let’s go down to the fishing tackle shop.” 
“Look at my new dress!” gushes the simpleton.  “It sparkles!” 
“Then we could go down to the marine supply…” 
“NO!” interjected  Callie. “We are going to play dress-up.” 
“Of course!” I answer. “That is just what I was about to suggest.” 
In: 4. 
 “Ducky!”  said Edison.   
“Effie wants milk from the cow.” declared Callie. 
“Ducky swim!” Edison put the ducky in his mouth. 
“Effie wants eggs for breakfast.  Yummy!” 
“Ducky wan baff!!” 
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“Yes!  Effie wants a bath too, “agreed Callie, blandly nurturing.  “With 
lots of bubbles!”  She nonchalantly slipped the cow out of the barn. I loved that 
about Callie.  She was a girl who knew what she wanted.  She would become a 
fine amazon someday.  Small wonder that Edison would toddle around the room 
after such a sister. 
Effie was stripped for the bath. Although I had enjoyed watching her 
disrobe during “shopping trips,” I had never seen her cavorting with Mr. Bubbles.  
I knew that I had to find a way into that tub with that doll. 
“Edison!” I pleaded “Owlix wants a baff too!  C’mon little friend.” 
Edison paused.  I am sure that he heard me.  But just then, Fi the stupid 
Weeble interjected. 
“Owlix!’ 
“Shh!’ 
“OWlix!” 
“Shut it, Fi.” 
“Do you hear it Owlix?  Footsteps coming!” 
“Can I hear anything over your stammering? Shut up!  I’m busy.” 
“Whatsamatta Owlix.  Who’s coming now? 
“Quiet lambtripe, I don’t know what it is, but I gotta get in that baff.” 
The door swung open, the knob crashed through the sheetrock and a tiny 
cloud of plaster dust blew into the the doorway like a sandstorm. 
Hey you frikkin little kids!  
“Huh?,” Callie looked nervous.  
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“Mama?” asked Edison. 
The boy’s t-shirt was emblazoned: First to fight, last to leave. He wore a 
ballcap like a helmet,  and his eyes flashed collisions.  His voice rang like the 
crunch of weapons against armor.  His dissonance was strangely appealing like 
the twisted metal of a car accident.  Behind him, a younger boy peeked timidly 
into the room.  “This looks like the baby’s room Gammon.”   
“Yeah, Manny.  It’s perfect, cuz you’re a little crybaby.  You got your 
doll.” 
Manny clutched his Killy-Zee figure to his chest, fearful that his brother 
might snatch it away. 
“I ain’t gonna take your little dolly, crybaby.” Snapped the former.  
“Betcha gonna go whine to mama.” 
“No Gam.” The boy shook his head vigorously.  I’m not telling nothing to 
nobody.” 
Gammon lost interest in his brother. “Mom  says I gotta play with you 
little sh**s.”  he sneered Gammon, toward Callie.  “We’re gonna have a war.  He 
picked up a lamb from the farm set and flung it against the framed photo on the 
wall, the one of Callie and Edison, holding Effie-Jean and me next to Lake 
Cayuga.   
Edison had dropped me into the lake that day, but a stranger had fished me 
out.   Edison had been happy to have me back, Penny had been relieved to have 
Edison happy, although I could tell that she was secretly relieved  that I hadn’t 
gone off adventuring.   There we were on the wall, Callie with Effie-Jean; Edison 
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holding me.  I didn’t mind the family portrait, but I sure was sorry I hadn’t been 
able to explore. Oh for a sail and a lake!  Wind in my hair and an end to the 
domesticated life!   
The shy boy backed out of the room, eyeing his brother warily, then 
breathing a sigh, disappeared through the doorway. 
“Hey Manny!” Gammon smirked as he stooped to grab Farmer Fi, but 
then realizing that his brother had left. 
“Dis, Fama Fi,” said Edison, holding up the egg. “Dis Ducky.  Dis 
Owwix” 
“Owwix huh? Let me play with him.”  Gammon knocked over the farm set 
scattered the animals and swooped me out of Edison’ pudgy hand. 
I went with him.  It was all I could do to keep Edison from being plowed 
over. 
Edison began to cry. “Wan’ Owwix.  Pweese?” He opened and closed his 
hand, gesturing to Gammon to give me back. 
“Yeah, sure,” said Gammon.  “I’ll give him back as soon as I track down 
my brother.  We’re going to have a war.” 
“Owwwix?” Edison whimpered. 
“That’s my brother’s toy!” shouted Callie, “Gimme it!” She tore me from 
Gammon’s hands. 
Oh yeah?  You took my toy I’ma take yours!!  hyeaaah! He gorillaed both 
me and Effie out of Callie’s hands. 
“Give her back! Give her back!  
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“Shut up! Shut up!”  She’s gonna come with me, and she’s gonna marry 
my man, and she’s gonna make dinner for him all the time. 
“Stay with me, Effie-Jean.” I reassured her.  “I will protect you.” 
“I just adore my dress!” said Effie. 
“I hate you!  Givem back!” Callie threw the cow at Gammon.  She 
grabbed his arm and tried to wrench the two of us out of his grip, but he was too 
strong.  He held us just out of Callie’s reach.  He jumped on the toddler bed and 
bent the hollow frame. He kicked over the toybox and Fi rolled under the dresser. 
“OWWWWLiiiix!” Fi cried. 
“give back my brother’s Owlix!” insisted Callie. “An gimme my Effie!” 
“You want your Effing doll? You gonna eff her? I bet I can eff her up 
better’n you!” 
Callie grabbed at his shirt.  
“And she’s gonna live with the pigs cuz she’s like you… a little pig!  
Oink!  oink!” 
Callie bit him hard on the arm.   
“OWWWWW!” 
Gammon shoved  Callie against the dresser.   
Penny came bounding into the room.  “Is everything okay in here?” 
“Hey!  She bit me!” shrieked Gammon.  Look!  I think she broke the 
skin!”   
“He took Effie, Mama!” 
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“Now Callie,” reasoned Penny turning her hand over and back nervously 
on the dresser as if she couldn’t decide which way to flip the pancake. “There are 
lots of dolls. You’re going to have to share.” 
“But EFFIE, Mama!” Callie protested. 
“The boys are our guests,” pleaded Penny, “Please try to be nice.  And I 
think you owe Gammon an apology.” 
“MMphmph!” 
“Callie?” 
“Sorry.” She bowed her head and steamed.   
Gammon grinned from ear to ear.  “We promise to play nice, Miz Weaver.  
We was just starting a nice game.  We’re making friends.” 
“Thank you Gammon,” Penny picked up the still whimpering Edison and 
left the room. 
Just then, Manny returned from Callie’s room where he had outfitted HIS 
action figure in Effie Jean’s sparkling red evening dress, and had adorned himself 
with Callie’s glitter lipstick.  “Look Gammon!”  He held up his action figure.  
“I’m gonna call her Helen. Isn’t she pretty?” 
Gammon poked his brother in the arm.  “You are such a freaking wuss! 
He ain’t no Helen!” He poked at his brother’s narrow chest with my head. “Killy 
is the meanest rapping gangsta in the universe.”  
“Killy-Zee is a girl now!” Manny could have been giving the sunrise 
sermon on Easter Sunday. 
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“I’m a killa, a chilla and I look real hot,” chanted the doll, “C’mere and let 
me show you everything I got.”  His eyes were wild. 
I was locked in a rather pleasant embrace with Effie-Jean, who, though 
less interesting a conversationalist than Farmer Fi, had titanic bosoms and very 
very interesting feet.  I remember it as if it was yesterday, her long legs entwined 
with mine, her flaxen hair whirling about, the smoothness of her molding, the 
surprising sensuality of her rivets, and all while being whipped around like “Love 
Rollercoaster” by a hyperactive child.    Occasional fragmentary glimpses of 
Manny, and Callie slashed through my range of view, adding to my entertainment 
as they tried to stay out of Gammon’s way.  
 “You little shit!” Gammon lunged toward his brother, “Gimme Killy!” 
Callie tripped him causing him to drop us.  
Callie made a move toward Effie, but Gammon caught us up again. 
“Hey COW-LEE!” Gammon taunted, coming to his feet. 
He lifted us upright.  I gazed into Effie’s dull trusting eyes. “There has 
never been another like you.” I assured her. 
“Let’s go to the mall,” she purred. 
“Do that thing you do with your little feet.” I begged. 
Gammon turned us toward Callie, and tore us apart like tearing apart an 
Oreo. He clamped me under his arm, and my arms were pinned to my sides; else I 
might have interfered in the horror that followed. 
“Here’s a girlfriend for your faggy doll, Manny.”  He pulled back on 
Effie’s head until it snapped off then threw it like a beanball at Callie 
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Callie screamed. 
Gammon stomped out of the room, dropping Effie-Jean’s torso on the big 
foam playmat.    
We fought a glorious war that day, full of intrigue and deception.  Most of 
the trickery was aimed toward neutralizing Penny.  This caused me pangs of 
remorse, which I overcame only with the greatest struggles of amoral discipline.  
Oh Penny, I truly do remain faithful to you, on some level.  You will always be 
my home! 
Too soon, Mrs. Atreus returned. 
“Owww!  Moommm!” complained Gammon.  “That girl bit me!  And I 
was playing nice just like I promised!”  
“He broke Effie!  I want my Effie!” 
“Mrs. Atreus…” apologized Penny,”  
Such a violent child really MUST have proper supervision.” 
“Yes, Mrs. Atreus.” 
“Come here pumpkin.”  She buried the boy in her embrace.  “I won’t leave 
you with these people again… Say! where is Manny?  Do you have any idea 
where— OHHHHH!!! My baby! What has this – What have they done to you?!” 
 “I can’t believe it! Perversions!”   
Mrs. Atreus yanked her younger son by the arm hard enough to dislocate 
his shoulder, produced a hanky and tried to wipe the lip gloss off of him. 
“Maaaaa!” Manny howled, “My arm!  Gammon was the one who was 
fighting.” 
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Gammon concealed me in the sleeve of his coat.  I had no choice but to 
accompany him.  But I didn’t mind.  There was something exciting about the 
danger he represented. 
“Can’t even take care of her own children,” snorted Mrs. Atreus.  “Thanks 
for nothing! ” she hustled Manny toward the car and neglected to pay Penny for 
the sitting.  
As we pulled out of the driveway, I wondered if I would ever see Penny, 
Callie, Farmer Fi, or Edison ever again. I felt kind of bad about the boy.  I had 
been so busy farming, that I hadn’t been much of a father to him.  All the way to 
Troy, Gammon tried to get me to pick fights with Killy, but Manny insisted on 
calling him Helen, and Killy made little kissy sounds, threw me coy looks, and 
generally acted as though he was enjoying his emasculation.  Now tell me! 
Where’s the glory in that? 
In: 5. 
The living room was littered with TV dinner trays, chicken drums and old 
socks.  A snowy television bragged of new dining room sets and a jewelry 
collection. 
“This looks like hell, Killy doesn’t it?” 
“Rules, the tools of fools, wanna get me some jewels. It’s shitty I’m pretty 
and I wanna go live in the CITeeYAA-AA-ee-ee-ee!” 
There were times when I truly missed the gullibility of Farmer Fi; he at 
least had been  simple and straightforward. There was nothing simple about Killy.  
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From blue eye-shadow to biceps like a convict to his favorite sparkling evening 
dress, he was an exercise in contradictions.   
“I wanna fight all night in jeans that fit me too tight.  Let me go to war 
against the lawr ‘cuz I wanna go live in the CITeeYAA-AA-ee-ee-ee!” 
“And we’ll get glory.” I reassured him, “And then we’ll go back home.” 
“You F**ing with me, I can see I’m your bee, And you’re gonna be givin 
it to me ‘cuz I wanna go live in the CITeeYAA-AA-ee-ee-ee!” 
He lit up when Manny took him to play dress-up, making kissing noises at 
me as he left me sprawled on the floor among the chicken bones. 
“I’ma be your bee and then I’ma man you and unman you more than 
anyone can.” 
“You know I’m not like that, you manikin!” I’ve got principles. 
“That’s what they say ev’ry day in the toybox ‘bout you and your 
rocks…I’ma come back to you an show you bout living in the CITeeYAA-AA-
ee-ee-ee-AAAAyyyyy!” 
Manny, carried Killy toward the bedroom, cooing sweet Helens at him, 
and Killy, batting his lush lashes sang out and waved until it all came to a 
crashing halt with Gammon’s appearance on the stairs, blocking his brother’s 
escape, throwing him back, and knocking over the lamp. 
“Where the hell are you going?” demanded Gammon.  “Sneaking off to 
your room with the best fighter in the war?  You get your F***ing A** outside, 
and help me trash Brian.  Don’t let him get there first, punk, or the wedgie will be 
up around your ears.”  Gammon snatched Killy from Manny’s flailing grasp. 
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“I’m a killa a filla and I’m makem all equal short when they get gored 
with my sword!” 
“Helen!” whimpered Manny. 
“Come now fellows,” I interjected, we can work out some solution here.  
“Deck of cards?” 
“Hey, I almost forgot my Owlix!” said Gammon, sweeping me up. Got 
some killing to do. Ready boys?” 
I nodded at him gravely, struggling to contain a rising tide of lust and fury 
“I’m so into you,” Killy rolled his eyes.  “I’m gonna skin you, eat you and 
love you again!”   
Gammon scooped up more figures: snarling half-dinosaur Stegotron, Stoic 
Robot Blipmip, Fierce Fly-man, Aggressive A-Jack, and Baby faced Ben. With 
each additional recruit, the battle-fury heightened. Gammon’s hawk-gaze held us 
in its talons. 
When we hit the sandbox, we were blind with violence. Slashing clawing, 
carving with lasers, mutilating tearing, unleashing a flood of virtual viscera, we 
tore through anything we encountered: action figures, sand-pails, cat droppings, 
whatever stood in our way was destroyed mercilessly.  
In the next yard over, sitting on a porch swing, was Brian: the ultimate 
goal of our destruction.  There he was sitting on the lawn chaise, nose in book, red 
crested parrot on his shoulder.  Somewhere on the other side of the house, a 
lawnmower growled. 
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Gammon’s eyes flashed with hate.  “Brian!!” he howled.  My men are 
coming for you!” 
Brian unperturbed, turned the page. His wall was impenetrable.  But the 
parrot cocked its head to the side before leaping from Brian’s shoulder. 
“What?” exclaimed Gammon.  “What’s with the bird?” 
“Watch out!” I shouted. But my warning came too late.  Killy-Zee, locked 
in single combat with a stick failed to notice the parrot.  Mesmerized by the 
flashing sequins of Killy’s dress, the bird snatched at him with its talons, catching 
his heel and lifting him out of the game into the air. 
I heard the screen door of the Atreus house swing shut and a voice gasped, 
“Helen!” 
The growl of the lawnmower grew to a roar as it rounded the house. 
Manny stared forlornly after the bird, the red dress flashed in the sun.  
Killy slipped out of the fabric and fell out of sight somewhere on Brian’s lawn.  
The bird circled back and landed on Brian’s shoulder, the dress hanging from its 
talon like viscera. 
A manifestation of wrath I had never imagined twisted Manny’s habitually 
mournful visage, and he charged Brian knocking him over his lawn chair and 
pummeling his face. 
The lawnmower bayed like a three headed dog.  
Manny’s fist connected with Brian’s nose.   
There was a thud and a screech and the lawnmower ceased. 
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The parrot flew up to the light pole and scolded, “Friggin Pirate, friggin 
Pirate!  Shiver me timbers!” 
Manny turned his head and took a shot to the jaw from Brian. 
Gammon tensed to throw himself onto Brian. 
“Wait!” I urged. “Bide your time.  You want Brian, but not like this.” 
“I’ma rip him a new corn-hole” snarled Gammon. 
Manny untangled from Brian and retreated holding his jaw. 
“Patience. Patience!  Make a truce.” 
“Brian!  He shouted, paused, then changed his tone. “You alright?” 
“What the?” Brian complained, “Your psycho brother attacked me. 
Glancing askance, I noticed the landscaper, staring at the overturned lawn 
mower. 
“You stupid kids! cried eyepatched Klopstock, wiping the sweat from his 
brow.  “Keep your dolls out of the yard.  He threw something across the sandbox, 
A lump of twisted plastic in which one of the shapely legs of Killy-Zee could be 
discerned.  
“Hehhhhhlllleeeeeeehnnnnn!” wailed Manny, kneeling in the sand.  
Holding his aching jaw with one hand and the remains of his Helen in the other, 
he curled his body in on the sand like a fetus striving to find its way back to the 
womb. 
In: 6. 
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Gammon and I waited and watched Brian from behind the big oak tree in 
the backyard..  When we knew he was away, we crept over to his favorite lawn 
chair.  Gammon pulled out his camping knife and cut through the fibers, leaving 
just enough for the chair to remain a semblance of itself.  Running back behind 
the oak, we waited for Brian. 
Sure enough, he came out of the back door, holding a sandwich without 
crusts and a book with a swirly cover.  When he fell through the chair, Brian 
gritted his teeth with discomfort, but he didn’t make a sound.  He treated it like an 
inconvenience, rolling sideways to extricate himself. Gammon heart set on 
making Brian cry, was furious. 
“Frikkin Owlix.  Why’nt you come up with a better plan than that?  Look 
at the F&**er.  Just got up and took the chair inside.  What kind of p&ssy trick is 
that?  Cut his chair so he fall through?  Yer sposeta be a My-T-Warrior. Don’t 
that mean nothing?  Frikkin chair dint even cut him.  Shoulda put razorblades in 
that chair. Put some stripes on him and he woulda cried like a little girl. 
“You mean like your little brother.” 
“Nobody’s saying nothing ‘bout my brother.  You talkin bout my 
brother?” 
“Not me, I wouldn’t dream of it.” 
“Okay now we gotta get into the house.  You’re gonna get me in there and 
then I’ll do the rest. I know how I’m gonna get Brian –for Killy.” 
“For Killy.” I agreed. “It may take time.  You’ve got to get in there clean, 
without getting caught.  You’ve got to make it look like it was someone else.” 
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Brian stretched out on the grass to read.  We watched him all afternoon. 
In: 7. 
The break comes when Brian’s family goes to Jellystone Park for a week.  
We watch as Brian helps his dad to pack the family station wagon with the fake 
wood paneling.   Sleeping bags, a camp stove, little campfire sandwich makers, a 
spool of binder twine, a milk crate ful of kitchen utensils.  His sister brings three 
suitcases.  They look happy and it is all I can do to get Gammon to keep from 
attacking. 
“Slow down… wait… you are going to get your chance.  No point in 
attacking directly” 
We watch them go down the road, and hear the music blaring on the car 
stereo: 
“Let’s go get them now!” 
“No!” 
“Why not?!” 
“Just wait.  You’ll see.” 
Grudgingly Gammon drags his feet back into the Atreus house to look for 
a twinkie.  When he finds Manny stuffing in the last bit of the last one, he forces 
his brother to eat a teaspoon of pepper on a dirty spoon. 
The next morning I find the answer.  Horace the paperboy comes through 
the neighborhood carrying the morning edition of the Troy Record.  When he gets 
to Brian’s house, he disappears for a quarter of an hour, then remerges on the 
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other end of the house adjusting his shoulder bag and thumbing the papers he has 
yet to deliver. 
Later in the afternoon, while Gammon is busy burning Japanese beetles 
with his magnifying glass, Horace returns without the bag.  
“Gammon.  Quick.  Over at Brian’s house.  Now’s your chance to get in!” 
“Shut the f&^& up!  Doncha see I’m trying to work?”  Smoke rises from 
the beetle’s wings, where the pinpoint of light is focused.  The legs wriggle. 
“Horace.  The paperboy.  I think he is feeding the bird!” 
“The bird?” 
“The bird. Someone has to feed it while they are away.  I think it is 
Horace.” Now I have Gammon’s full attention.  He stuffs me in his back pocket 
and drops the magnifying glass on the sidewalk.  The beetle pushes itself in a 
staggered semicircle before pitching over on its back.   
We sneak across the lawn and flop down on the grass behind the blue 
spruce in the front yard.  In a moment, Horace emerges from the house, pulls the 
door closed, pockets the key, and heads back toward his house on another street. 
The minute Horace is out of sight, Gammon is at the door, twisting the 
knob ,but to no avail. 
“C’mon Gammon.  You aren’t getting in there today.  Patience.  I bet he’ll 
be back in the morning on his paper route.  We’ll try then.” 
But of course, the paper route is too early.  Gammon, who has been up late 
watching Chiller Theatre is drooling in his sleep, head resting on the DeFazio’s 
Pizza box he uses as a pillow.  I see Horace return, and call out to him, but there is 
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no response.  When he wakes up and realizes that I have failed to wake him, he 
dunks me repeatedly in the toilet, shouting “Swirly for Shirley! Surely swirly!” 
That afternoon, we sit in the backyard trying to pick off sparrows with a 
pellet gun. Gammon tries to adjust his aim, trying to shoot just ahead of them but 
the birds are too fast, and flit out of the cherry tree without a scratch. 
Finally, I see Horace whistling his way up the street, hands in his pockets, 
unaware that we are positioning ourselves behind the spruce.  This time we have 
dragged along Manny, who has been given stern instructions to “shut up unless 
someone comes.” Horace fumbles in his pocket for the key as if checking his 
equipment, then unlocks the door and goes in. Breathlessly and impatiently 
Gammon counts to 30, runs to the steps tiptoes up and across the porch, widens 
the opening in the front door and slips inside. 
In: 8. 
We slipped into the living room and hid behind a chair. Gammon held his 
breath until he heard Horace push in the lock mechanism and pull the door closed.  
Then we stepped out into the room.  We watched through the gauzy curtain at the 
picture window to make sure that the paperboy was not about to return, then got 
to work.  I must confess that it gave me no joy to sack Troy.  The intrigue of 
getting in has always been my specialty.  Mayhem belongs to others.  I would 
have taken something and used it to negotiate with Brian for some sort of gain. 
  The smiling school pictures of Brian and Hessie hanging over  the 
mantelpiece made smashed as they crashed in the fireplace.  Gammon used the 
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fireplace pokers to punch through Brian’s eye, then ran up the stairs, led by the 
squawks of the parrot. 
The door and the cage flew open and a whirl of green and red blurred 
Gammon’s fury. Escaping his grasp, the bird flew around the room looking for 
escape. Gammon pulled books from the desk and hurled them, but the bird 
dodged. The bird lit on the curtain rod and shrieked, “Cracker!  Cracker! 
Pollywanna cracker!” then launched a kamikaze hurtle toward Gammon’s head.  
Gammon flinched involuntarily and the bird cleared his head and got past him 
through the doorway.   
Gammon pursued the bird through the house, knocking over he ironing 
board, and a tray of jewelry.  He bounded over the bed in the master bedroom, 
leaving a muddy footprint in the middle of the bedspread.  He broke the dome 
light in the hallway when he missed a shot with a shoe.  The parrot screamed like 
a fire engine. 
Finally, in the pink room, with the posters of pretty-boys, he got the door 
closed and cornered the bird. 
“Cracker!” spat the parrot before Gammon laid hold of the bird’s leg.  He 
struggled to improve his grip, yet winced as the parrot pecked at his face. Finally, 
getting hold of the body with both hands, Gammon swung the bird down onto the 
hand-painted Victorian dollhouse and the body went limp. 
“Let’s go shopping!” said Effie-Jean.  How the doll could have followed 
us here from Ithaca, I had no idea.  But there she was, sunning herself on the 
porch of the Victorian. 
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“Are we going to the mall?”  she asked as Gammon whisked her off of the 
porch.  He carried the lifeless bird and the doll down the stairs to the living room.  
There, at the fireplace, he pulled out his cub scout knife, and sawed through the 
neck of the bird on the altar of the hearthstone, in front of the smashed photos of 
Brian and his sister.  Blood spurted from the artery onto Hessie’s face. 
“Look at my outfit!” exclaimed Effie Jean, but Gammon wasn’t listening.  
I had seen Effie-Jean mutilated before.  Now, for a second time, Gammon 
decapitated the doll.  This time he struggled to stuff the head of the parrot onto the 
Effie-Jean’s body.  I found the combination to be almost hypnotically attractive. I 
tried to slip out of Gammon’s pocket.  This was an Effie Jean that I could love. 
“Frikking Brian!” he snarled. Frikkin Parrots!”  He laid aside the doll, 
wiped the knife on his jeans and closed it.   Producing three M-80’s from his 
pocket, he put away the knife. He twisted the firecrackers together by the fuses 
and stuffed the cylinders into the neck of the bird.  Glancing about the room, 
Gammon spied the fake flower arrangement in the center of the coffee table, made 
a decision, then posed the bird among the plastic daisies.   
Returning to the fireplace, the boy pulled down the box of matches that 
rested on top of the mantelpiece, stooped down to pick up the doll, stooped again 
to pick up the parrot head and reset it atop of Effie-jean’s body, posing it in front 
of the vase. 
Somewhere on the floor, Effie Jean’s head called, “Don’t you just love my 
hair?” 
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Gammon struck a match and lit the fuse, then backed up to the hallway 
and watched as triple snakes sizzled down toward the explosives.   
In: 9. 
The walls of the living room are Jackson Pollocked with Parrot, and a 
cloud of feathers floats gracefully toward the floor. With a “Hmpf!” Gammon 
gets up and retraces his steps up the stairs. 
“That’s the idea, Gam.  Time to clean up.  Make sure we haven’t left any 
evidence.” 
“Hmph,” he answers, wedging me more tightly in his pocket.  We return 
to the Pink room.  Searching through the wreckage, Gammon finds a dufflebag 
with a pink bunny and a sneaker logo.  He wrenches the top off of the Victorian 
dollhouse and studies the contents, then zips open the bag, dumping ballet tights 
and shoes onto the floor. 
A stately dancer in an ornate Sari smiles sweetly and says, “          
 रह   17.” 
“And I’m delighted to meet you too!” I bow as deeply as I can from my 
cramped position.  
“आप  प            ए         ह   .”18 
                                                 
17
 You smell like death. 
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“The pleasure is all mine.  I hope that we get a chance to be alone.” Her 
sari is ornately decorated. Her bangles jingle.  Her bindi glows like a ruby.” 
“       आ  पर     इस  प    स ब    ए  .”19 Her 
delicate gesture looks as though she is showing me how short our time is. 
“I shall cherish every moment.” I promise, and then Gammon stuffs her 
into the bag. He selects a few other beautiful specimens of womankind, handfuls 
of clothing and accessories along with them, then creeps stealthily down the back 
stairs, and out the back door. We are halfway down the stairs to the basement, 
when I remember Manny. 
“Gammon!” I cry.  “We left him on lookout.” 
“Sh**! Little f&&&er will get us caught fer sure.” We run back across the 
lawn and find Manny weaving grass.  “c’mon peckerhead!” urges Gammon. We 
gotta go!”  
Manny obediently lopes along behind.  When we are safely back in the 
Atreus yard, Gammon turns to him and smiles a creepy sort of insincere grimace.  
“Hey bro!” he oozes, “I gotcha something.” 
 
IN: 10. 
                                                                                                                                     
18
 You will be a cockroach in your next life. 
19
 I will cast myself upon the fire to escape this indignity. 
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“Whap, whap whap,” says the ball against the wall.  Fragments of paint 
splinter and fall into the marigolds.  I want to follow. says I’m not fit for domestic 
life?  The dolls that Gammon brought to Manny were not Killy, but they filled a 
need.  Manny spent the next day setting us up in a beautiful and civilized tea 
party.   
“私は私の意志に対する囚人を取られた20,” says the geisha.   
“I am also very attracted to you.” I reply.  Perhaps we will both get an 
opportunity to know each other later, in the shoebox.” 
“Whap…” says the ball. 
“Flash” say the lights of the squad car. 
The ball falls to the grass.  The screen door swings shut. 
Manny pours tea for the Laplander. He spills onto the linen tablecloth that 
he borrowed from the house.  Behind us are the scattered bodies of the Waryuz, 
left in the rain from the last battle. 
“Would you like a little more?” asks Manny. 
Boots trample the lawn.  A shadow falls over the tablecloth like a 
Minotaur. Radio, handcuffs sidearm, club. 
“Son, we need to have a few words with you.” 
Manny is gone.  Dolls and action-figures, exotics and Waryuz are raked 
into a basket and carried across the lawn toward Brian’s house.  Later the women 
                                                 
20
 I have been taken prisoner against my will. 
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are separated from us, and my comrades and I are consigned to a cave-like garage.  
Tossed in the garage, like so much garbage.  
“Arrggh.” Says Stegotron. 
Book IIIb: 
 
Owlix Waves Out and Washes Up 
 
Out: 11. 
Squeak mouse; pipe up a ditty about great heroes diminished, 
miniaturized, reduced to the whisper of greatness; then tighten your furry muzzle 
toward the sky, reject the pathos of faithless men who go home on schedule; 
reject the apron-strings, the ties that bind, the bitter end of bowling night, stay out 
late and screech the name OWLIX to the forgotten oceans and nameless realms of 
faded magnificence.   
No namby-pamby is Owlix.  No way. No how.  No. no. 
Squeal about action heroes relegated to flea markets comic-cons and 
garage sales.  And if you are enamored of such mediocrity, peer within the 
domicile of tamed man, cowering in basements behind computer screens with tax 
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preparation software and heavy metal music. Whine about garages full of the 
flotsam and jetsam of frustrated masculine dreams. 
This garage smells like mildew and gasoline, rotting strips of carpet, and 
scrapwood, as if a forgotten fishing boat had been abandoned here to decay.   
There is comfort to be found in the damp mustiness of a garage; modern 
man has added this feature to his domicile as a protective cove, a safe haven for 
his land-ship.  Dank spaces are where domesticated man feels safe.  It is a fortress 
of solitude, a place where womenfolk fear to tread.  It is a place where one may 
put tools, store pesticides, hide girly magazines, sling camping gear, hang garden 
implements.  A man stores his sporting equipment in this sacred place, in 
preparation for that day when he will engage in earnest athletic competition.  It is 
where all projects come to fruition, if not through physical action, then at least in 
vision. Cars, are sheltered here, like boats in a drydock, like peas in a codpiece.  
Many a man has found the garage a haven from shrewish wives and domestic 
responsibility. Such safety does not interest me in the least.  Safety is for cowards. 
Only wussy apron-stringed steers are tethered to a house at all.  Real men 
are homeless.  They drift around the disk of the world seeking monsters to slay, 
women to woo, mysteries to solve, and kingdoms to conquer.  Once conquered, 
women or kingdoms, are of little interest.  It is in the action of the hunt that 
manhood is proven, the act of wooing that love is realized.  I should know.  I am 
the representation of a man. I am an idea of cleverness. I am what men wish that 
they might be.  I am Owlix.  Tremble at my name ye foul fiends. 
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You might think of me as an inert piece of plastic, an action figure.  Think 
what you like.  If you see me as a simple toy, that is what I am, but if you believe, 
as many have, that I am real and crafty and heroic, then I am that greatest of men, 
the one who outwits the strongest of foes, the one who needs not hide in a 
basement, the garage or the VFW hall.  I return home when I please, to claim my 
right, and abandon it again when kingship becomes tedious and relationship 
demands domesticity.  Right now, you may see me as a discarded toy, in a heap of 
other discarded toys, waiting for the gardener to punish me for his own 
inadequacies.  But if you believe…  If you can look at my plastic image and 
imbue me with life, then I can fight a host of crazed gardeners; I can strike them 
down with little more than my superior intellect. I can destroy them. 
And now, due to the whim of an angry god, or some thoughtless mother, I 
suffer the indignity, the shame, of being cast into an old laundry basket, like a 
dirty sock among stinky underpants, and thrown into the garage.  Is this the fate of 
the hero?  Has the human sense of adventure become so debased that we can cast 
off our icons like so much dirty laundry? 
The gasoline fumes in this stinking pit of sub-urbanity would be getting 
me high if I had lungs, but since I am plastic, they only make me feel slightly 
prone to melt. I can feel the others above and below me.  Our tangled limbs 
perspire like a bathhouse sauna.  A-Jack still, sore that I got the fancy bulletproof 
vest instead of him, is sticking his knee against my groin.  It doesn’t hurt.  My 
package is as smooth as a dashboard.  I wish that the manufacturer had at least 
given me a bulge.  But I am denied even that shred of dignity.  I wish that I had a 
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package.  I wish that it hurt when A-Jack kneed me in the groin.  I wish that I had 
lungs. And even though I still am a hero, I’m not even a man.  
“ARRRR!!!” growls Stegotron. 
Better yet, I wish that I could get out of this laundry basket, netting me 
like a fisherwoman, like a 40 year old woman without children.  She holds me 
captive. Perhaps the basket isn’t to blame.  She is just the receptacle. The gods 
throw us into such baskets to await our fate.  Perhaps our fate is to wait on and on 
until a whim or a garage sale comes along.  She waits like Penny waits. I strain to 
kiss the curve of her lattice.  She is cold, but not threatening. She holds me firmly, 
but she is not the menace.  Perhaps she wishes to keep me safe.   But the laundry 
basket’s thoughts are feminine mysteries—like bath salts and lavender and little 
poufy shag-rug man traps put on the tops of toilet seats. 
“GrrrAAAAAAHHH!”  Stegotron, most fearless of the dinosaur men, is 
somewhere above me in the pile.  His temper is fierce. I have seen him tear into 
squadrons with no other weapon than his razor sharp rubber teeth, back in the 
yard, back in the sandbox, back in the sandcastles of Troy.  What glorious times 
were those!  What feats of strength, what butchery, what infantile acts of 
senseless violence!  Would that there were some childish god to animate 
Stegotron now, along with the other My-T-Waryuz, for yet one more fearsome 
imaginary battle. 
A dim light shines over my head.  The rake and the shovel cast shadows 
on the wall, like weapons frozen in battle.  I see them and I am transported to 
remembered battles, troop movements, strategies.  I see the enemy’s walls eroding 
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like sandcastles.  Swords clatter, guns chatter, rayguns buzz, and there are 
explosions: landscape reshaping blasts that spew a glorious shower of sand and 
blood.  An advancing phalanx divides on the point of my wedge. The groans of 
the losers chant a counterpoint to the aria of victory.   
“ROHHHHHHGGGGAAAAAAAARRRGGGGH!”  I know what Steg is 
trying to say.  The shame of captivity only heightens the lust for the kill.  I feel 
your pain, Steg.  I too have appetites. 
 The basket contains life, treats even our debauched ones as sacred— such 
a womanly sentiment.  A-Jack laps the air at the smell of blood sweat and death.  
He wants to be the wedge.  I am content to have engineered it. Let others head the 
charge.  I will plan it. But to watch a battle plan work— to feel the power of a 
plan thrown into motion, that is what it means to be alive.   Vanquished moaning 
death whimpers at the foot of my genius. Penetrating an army is like penetrating a 
woman; it is man’s purpose. It is why we are placed upon this earth. 
And yet, I am here in the basket with A-Jack’s knee in my groin, waiting 
for the opportunity to escape.    I may be nothing more than a neutered action 
figure, but I am as much a man as the next action figure.  My razor wit will 
somehow get me out of this garage, and into the world.  
Rake, hoe, shovel.  Deflated swimming pool, imprinted with the image of 
a siren— she’s a hottie, but I haven’t the time to romance her now.  Trowel.  
Child’s Barbie bicycle. Lovely tassels on those grips!   Water softener pellets,  
garden fertilizer, rotenone dust, gas can.  A chipped wonder horse with jangling 
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springs.  dirty roller skates.  A disassembled loft: two-by fours standing on end.  
Rusty nails.    
Ca-chung!  There is a flash of light.   The garage door rattles and hums.  I 
am bathed in light. Silhouetted in the entrance is a fearsome mountain of a 
creature following behind a roaring beast of a lawn mower. I know that it is just 
Klopstock, the gardener, coming back from mowing the lawn, and I should think 
of it as an ordinary event, yet there is a fearsome aspect in his profile, a midnight 
horror-show intensity that shrieks violent creativity.   
Why does Cyrus H. Klopstock, the gardener, have such rage toward action 
figures? Is it because he is an unemployed adult doing a job that is better suited 
for a pimple-faced teenager?  Did he have troubled relationships with action 
figures when a lad?  Did he have an older brother who teased him for playing with 
boy-dolls?  Whatever his dysfunction, he is there in a fury, eye flickering like a 
five-alarm fire.   I can’t help but feel that his one un-bandaged unpitying eye is 
staring directly at me. 
His weapon, the Hector ®  mower is a fearsome automated scythe.   Rust-
oleum red, the mower is accented with gouges that reveal the underlying metal. 
The engine belches smoke, and roars its appetite for the souls of grass, sticks, 
unlucky rodents, dog turds, and stray action figures left on the lawn by careless 
children.  How many proud Waryuz have met their end in the maw of this— it 
growls, scrapes and rings as the crude blade grazes its housing. 
…inside the puppet head 
put your hand inside the puppet head…” 
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The giant attempts to sing, an invasive, atonal cacophony. 
“put your hand inside— 
put your hand inside— 
He pulls at the handle and upends the machine.  The blade complains, 
scraping louder.  As he attempts to look under the snarling machine, I can see his 
face: the worry lines on his brow, cut across with an angry red scar that looks like 
an eye.  One of the lenses of his glasses is blacked out with a patch that blends 
into his nerdy Buddy Holly frames. 
i—inside the puppet head… 
Unable to see under the mower, Klopstock lets the it back down, and scans 
the garage, before settling on the two-by four with the rusty nail. He lifts it in his 
girl hands and brandishes it like a quarterstaff, blocking an imaginary blow before 
plunging it through the center of the handle of the mower.  Again he lifts the 
mower, and this time secures the tilt by wedging the end of the board against the 
wall of the garage. 
…Message to myself… 
He peers under the machine.  The blade whirls like a drugged helicopter.   
“Dumbass!” A-Jack snorts. 
The creature’s shoulders flinch. 
…Do the dumb things … 
 “Look at shit-for-brains.  Gonna cut his own nose off.” 
Cy starts searching for the source of the voice. 
“Shut up!” I whisper.  “Jack!  I think he can hear you!” 
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“Yer a PUNK Owlix” 
“You’re monosyllabic,” I counter. 
The gardener approaches the basket.  A grass-stained hand pulls Stegotron 
out of the pile.   
“pup pup puppet HEAD— 
was buh buh busted iiiin— 
“Aaa…”Steg tries a battle cry, but never manages to verbalize it.  Oh 
Stegotron of the fierce breath!  How many times did we charge the enemy in the 
carnage that was the sandbox in Troy, NY.  How many times, was the battle 
nearly lost, then miraculously saved?  How many times did you save my neck or I 
yours?  How shameful to go from that triumph of reckless assault to this ignoble 
execution?    
With a sniff, Klopstock the mower of lawns tosses Stegotron like a toy 
into the whirling blades of the machine, where he shatters and sprinkles in shards 
of plastic across the floor of the garage. 
A-Jack is next.  I feel the pressure relieved, and smell the grass and gas, as 
the gardener tears him from our clumsy embrace. 
“Put your hand inside the PUH PETTT” 
A-Jack dives, grimly toward Ixion.  No complaint. Perhaps a grin.  With a 
sQUEE-RRRch  A-jack hits the blade and sticks.  A-Jack.  Grim warrior, crude 
clown, strangler of sheep, clings to the blade of the lawnmower like a spitball to a 
ceiling fan.  Hector struggles to cast him off. 
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The blade falters, thrown out of balance by the weight of my comrade.  
The scraping sound of the blade is joined by the friction of plastic.  Then the 
grassy hand encircles my torso.   
“Come! Come! My friend! Mr. Klopstock!  This is not the game for you!” 
“Pupp-pupp-pupp--  Huh?” 
“I  am nothing.  YOU are a person.  You have a life.  I can’t get (any) 
satisfaction, perhaps, but you are a man of great talent.  It will work out for you 
one day!” 
“Wh—What are you… You… talking?” 
“Not if you don’t want me to… I’m nothing.”’ 
“YOU talkin’ to me?” 
“Only if you want.” 
“But you’re a plastic doll!” 
“And I guess you can see life in things that don’t exist. It’s a gift!” 
He holds me to his good eye, and I see the ocean, or at least, Lake Cayuga.  
There is a swirl of  pain in his expression, and something like recognition. 
“THIS is what I’m reduced to,” he moans, “No job, no life, gotta cut the 
lawn for my sister and this, THIS, THIS TOY, is ALL I GET!” 
“Nothing,” I try to soothe.  “It’s nothing.” 
He groans and heaves, and I am flying toward the blade. But Cy’s 
momentary recognition of my existence has given me new reserves of flexibility.  
The blade is not moving so fast.  I catch onto the flailing arm of A-Jack—does he 
hold it out to me with a dying sense of comradeship? But it is enough.  The wheel 
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turns again, and again, and I time my release so that the arc of the curve sends me 
sailing toward the tool-hooks.    Ahhh!  There is glory in having Kung Fu grip.  I 
have enough momentum to knock loose the spade which cuts downward toward 
the  rollerskate, which rolls into the two-by-four, knocking it loose from the wall, 
dropping the mower onto the monster’s foot as the rusty nail end of the joist 
swings toward his one good eye… 
I hear the scream, as I leap to the horse, spring onto the button of the 
remote control and hurtle out of the garage as the door scrapes closed on Cy’s 
howls of pain.  I hear a voice call to him from somewhere inside the house. 
“You okay out there Cy?  Or you just playing around?” 
“NOTHING!  NOTHING!  NOTHING!!” he shrieks lunging after me as 
the garage door closes on his outstretched fingers. 
As I smell the cut grass of freedom, I remember the kid I left behind in 
Ithaca. 
Out: 12. 
Although Cyrus H. Klopstock’s edging is impeccable, it barely matters, 
because he can’t seem to remember to sweep the clippings from the driveway or 
rake them from the yard.  The straight crisp trench he cut with the edger is 
obscured by patches of dead grass like a badly done hair transplant. The buffoon 
can’t be bothered to attach a grassbag to Hector, a reverse feedbag, that would 
enable him to compost the petunia beds.   
If I were a gardener, I would think of that.   
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During my time in the garage, I have seen Klopstock come and go about 
his landscaping chores his brow collapsing into furrows, tugging at the handle of 
Hector as if he were going to drag the mower all the way around the house.  
Muttering as he sets out to shorten the lawn, snarling when he returns for the 
forgotten gas can, Klopstock appears to use the action of mowing the lawn as an 
anger warm-up, aimed at getting his wrath to the level he needs in order to 
dismember helpless plastic toys, whipping up his anger to match the spinning 
blades of Hector.   
And now I wait.   Face down along the edge, my toes melting in the heat 
of the afternoon sun on the driveway, my mouth clogged with a swatch of 
fermented clippings, fragrant favor, the thatch of an forest nymph.  I know what 
you are thinking,  that I am unfaithful, that I should be biding my time, waiting 
for seaweed, or my wife,  but it is a man’s duty to the gods, to make use of the 
gifts set before us, and if the feast lacks salt, then one must make the best of it.  
In the sun, the ants attack an apple core like the Myrmidons of Achilles, 
those great ant warriors who were able to dismantle entire cities in the course of a 
day.  In the rain, earthworms writhe on the pavement like drowning serpents. And 
all the while, blades of grass grow like the teeth of a dragon. 
Out: 13. 
The garage door clatters like an anchor chain as it is raised.  The scrape 
and flutter tells me that out of my line of vision, the cave has opened, and 
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Klopstock is coming for me.  As the motor catches and growls, the hot breath of 
Hector scorches my neck.   
I am not afraid to be dismembered.  Despite our differences, A-Jack 
sacrificed himself for me.  Had I been picked first, I would have done the same 
for him, or would have at least considered it.  But the grim mower gets us all in 
the end. No matter if Killy-Zee slew Hector once. No matter that I saw the mower 
a smoking ruin.  Lawn mowers and heroes are duplicable.  No sooner had we 
celebrated destruction of the red, than there was another newer Hector with a 
sharper blade.  It leads one to wondering; does a lawnmower have a soul?   
A-Jack, stuck to the blade like a gob of bubblegum saved me from this 
resurrected Hector.  It is a debt that I can’t repay—the easiest kind: the kind that 
you don’t need to repay, but merely need to lower your head about before 
ignoring.  Sorry, oh thickheaded one.  I’m glad I lived, but then here comes the 
reaper again.  Are you still there, my lump?  Tell me that I can spring off of you 
to fight another landscape engineer! 
As suddenly as it starts, the motor sputters and dies.  Out of gas again.   
“Damn!” shouts a voice that isn’t Klopstock.  The gardener must still be 
recovering from his battles with action figures.  Oh! A-Jack!  Your death has not 
been in vain! Then a boot kicks me through the air and onto a transparent blue 
mixed recycling bag. 
Out: 14. 
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There were moments in the laundry basket in the garage where the tangle 
of bodies, the legs on arms in eclectic positions could be quite pleasant.  True 
adventurers embrace all experience.  And novelty is what makes one journey on.  
One would think that an invincible hero would scoff at protection, but this is not 
necessarily so.  Those heroes who charge into battle without armor do live on in 
legend, but often require a bit more storytelling to pad their legacies.  If their 
tenure is short-lived, their deeds must be grander to expand their glory to 
timelessness.  Therefore, as I am presented with an orgiastic opportunity to 
mingle with milk jugs, laundry bottles, pickle jars, spaghetti sauce containers, and 
beer cans, I deny the presumed cowardice of the membrane that separates us.  The 
figures and the basket were devoid of fluids.  The company in which I now find 
myself is potentially toxic, and safe sex is merely a matter of self-preservation.  
For who can say which of these vessels have truly been rinsed? Which one leaks a 
corrosive agent that will dissolve a polymer?  While I have been open to all 
experience, the blue bag that separates us is not unwelcome.   
Having enjoyed unsafe contact, in the past, I explore contact through the 
membrane and find it not to be altogether unpleasant.  Certainly  sliding over the 
curves of the fabric softener is a special guilty pleasure; the scent of laundry 
would paralyze me with guilt over my dear neglected Penny, who must wash and 
fold, collect and wash, as if weaving and unweaving a shroud, and waiting by the 
bus-stop for my return. But as the blue bag protects me from her scent, I can 
requite a yearning for the slope of an hourglass figure that long has tantalized. 
Despite the membrane between us there is … 
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“Little guy, whatcha think yarupta?” 
“Erp…’ A leathery hand disengages me from my latest lover like a 
screwdriver pulling the lid off of Benjamin Moore. 
Out: 15. 
 “Where’s the glory in that?” asked the voice attached to the leathery hand.  
“You ain’t no recycling.  You Mongo.”   
“I’m Owlix, thank you very much.  Hero.  Adventurer.  Kinsey 
researcher.” 
“So you all that, huh?  Guess I’m wrong. You is on the wrong side of the 
bag, or you wanting to swim the hopper pool. 
The hand lifts me to the face of Matthew Henson as played by Moses: a 
wise work-weary face that whose gravitas makes his coverall a statement of 
integrity.  Dark eyes probe the lies of my life and gently urge candor.  I resist 
them.  I hate that kind of honesty. 
“Only crazy people and children believe in plastic toys,” I warn. “Which 
one are you?” 
“Heh, hah! You a funny one. In my business you seen it all; you believe 
anything.” 
“Business is picking up?” 
“You really do want a taste ‘o that hopper juice boy.” 
“No, wait!” I retreat.  He has me.  “Tell me why you can hear me.” 
“Y’see that there recycle bag you was pleasuring?” he smirks. 
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“I don’t know what that has to do with anything.”  I can see the Woolite 
bottle winking at me.  Don’t give up, sweet cleaner, I will get back to you… 
“No you see this ain’t clean, son.  Ain’t fit for recycle.  Nope.  Got liquids 
in ‘em.  They ain’t nothing but landfill.” 
“But they could be rinsed…” 
“Could be, son, but they ain’t BEEN rinsed.  You think sanitation worker 
gotta clean the world?  You get another think, boy.  I’m just getting it up.  Just 
getting it up.  You rinse y’own bottles, see?  You pour your own stink into the 
water supply. This’n can’t be reworked, nohow. They lazy— half drunk soda, 
number 7’s oil bottles, laundry—” 
“Hey stop with the laundry bottle.” 
“I got you,” he winks.  “We all got someone we shouldn’t love. You 
coming with me or going back on the curb with your Woolite?”   
“Goodbye my love,” I promise silently as the man carries me away from 
the bag, “I’ll get back to you…” Then to my rescuing captor, “I’m Owlix.  I’m 
afraid I didn’t catch your name.” 
“I ain’t done tole you that, son.  You gonna say some smart aleck thing, 
and I’m gonna chuck you back in the recycling so they can melt you down.  I’ma 
tell you.  But you gonna keep your smart mouth shut less’n you think you can do 
something about it.  Name’s Charon. Charon Obol.” 
“Karen?” 
“Charon.  You let me know if you gotta problem with that.” 
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“No sir, Mr. Obol—Karen.” I keep my tone steady and calm except for a 
choked spasm.  Care-ON.   I don’t have a problem with any of that.  I have lived 
alongside Killy-Zee, after-all.  I know a lot about weird intergender stuff.  “Where 
are we going Karen?” I ask.  He throws back his head, laughs and sings:  
“Some gal would giggle and I’d get red 
And some guy’d laugh and I’d bust his head… 
“Where we going Karen? Charon?”  
And Charon walks southwest.  And I can hear the river. 
Out: 16. 
 “You aren’t from Troy.” I observe as Charon shoves the end of his paddle 
against the shore“You ain’t as stupid as you look, dolly.” 
“Easy with the dolly talk… Karen.” 
“You one step away from being pollution, boy.” 
“At least you can breathe out here on the water, K.  This feels like living 
free.” 
“This about as free as you gonna see, son.” He nods gravely.  “We done 
fought for our freedom and exchanged it for slavery.  You work for Massa, you 
work on chart, it’s all the same. Somebody always own you, ‘cept when you 
owning your own self.” 
“Oh,” I agree.  “I know what you’re talking about.  “I’m owned by so 
many, I’m not always sure who I am. 
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“They saying I’m too old to go kayaking up and down the river, want me 
to take someone along.  ‘fraid that I’m gonna get myself lost.  Well I done what 
they tole me and Now I got company.”  He paddles out into the middle of the 
river, driving us away from the litter of tires, used diapers and crumbling 
Styrofoam.   
You gonna have to do.  Still it would be nice if my daughter could come 
away from tech like she promised. ‘d do her more good’n me.  But she got some 
internship or something, and a part-time and a boyfriend, and that’s much more 
interestin’ a summer than paddling along Muhheakantuk with the old 
garbageman.” 
“I thought it was the Hudson. 
“Yeah it’s that too. You can call it the slave name or the name it wants to 
be.  It’s all the same river and it goes both ways.” 
“No it’s not.” I argue.  “It’s gotta be one thing or nobody knows what 
you’re talking about.” 
“Well it’s gotta be one thing for some folks.  That’s fer sure.  Some folk 
won’t understand nothing unless you tells ‘em what they want to hear it called.  
But others won’t understand it unless you makes that effort to call it what it is.”  
An Eagle soars overhead. 
You just gotta let it be what it is, and let people call it what they want. 
Karen talks of the city and of garbage collection. How much trouble and 
paperwork there is when someone actually stiffs a body into one of the long 
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sausage bags they pick up at the apartment buildings.  Then he changes the 
subject and talks about birds. 
Around the bend, we come upon a flatboat as long  as an aircraft carrier, 
but heaped with putrid muck.  Clawing like a fist, a floating backhoe clutches at 
the river as if trying to capture it and hold it, but comes up with nothing but silt 
from the bottom. 
“You think people in Troy are gonna come after us?” I ask. 
“You think people stupid?” retorts my companion.  “What sort of idea in 
that little plastic head of yours gives you the slightest idea that anyone gonna 
come after an old man and a toy.” 
“You’re pushing it Karen.” I threaten.  “Do you have even the slightest 
idea of how important I am?” 
“You ain’t important to nobody nohow!” laughs Charon.  “You just a little 
plastic toy got set out on the curb with the old ketchup bottles. I don’t fault you 
for it.  It’s why I picked you as my copilot.  Young folks got no use for an old 
man and a toy.” 
“I’ll have you know, that I’m a g-d-damned war hero!” I scold him.  
“Have some respect!” 
Charon looks as if he is about to laugh, but then his lip twists into a 
grimace of pain and his irises dip up into his eyelids, before emerging like fiery 
black suns. 
“Your damn self ain’t nothing like it,” he whispers with seething control.  
“ain’t like it ‘tall.  No you ain’t.”   He paddles hard and silent but for an 
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occasional grunt with the tug of the paddle.  A pair of Canadian Geese approach 
the kayak, expecting to be fed.  He skims the surface of the water and sends a 
cascading splash toward them.   
“Get on, you!  Get!” he cries.  “Go on now!” 
The Geese retreat, but follow our trajectory as Charon steers a wide berth 
around the barge. 
He pulls at the Kayak paddle, left, then right, then left then right, around 
the barge and downriver as if the claw of the dredge were about to fall on him, 
pull him out of the boat, toss him back and forth in its jaws, then dump him, 
forgotten in the heap of muck on the scow. 
The rest of the day is silent, except for the occasional wake of a 
motorboat.  The geese continue to follow, hissing each time they come too close 
to the paddle.  
Out: 17. 
As it grows dark, Charon pulls up at a wooded island, pulls off the apron 
and removes his gear from the kayak before pulling it up and stowing it safely in 
the trees.  He looks at the sky, decides that the tent will be unnecessary, and blows 
up his air-mattress.  Lighting a small camp stove, the garbage man boils a can of 
baked beans and eats them in the dark with a spoon. 
“That barge’s dredging out the bottom of the river,” Charon announces, 
bringing to an end his period of silence as he looked back upriver toward Albany.  
“River is all full of PCB’s.  They gotta dredge the whole thing up, or they’ll never 
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know  how bad and how deep it goes.  “cept I can’t help feeling that they just 
spreading it further.” 
“Damn those PCB’s” I agree. 
“You so full ‘o sh&*,” He turns on me. “You don’t know which end it 
coming out. You just a little plastical man, but you go about thinking you a man.  
You sayin’ sh&* about wars and rivers as if YOU knows something about 
something.  You start to irritate the hell outta a man.” 
“What’s the matter.” I protest. “I was just saying..” 
“You just saying sh&*!  You tell me.  You tell me what them PCB’s is. ” 
“Well, you know… “ 
“Go on..” 
“They are a terrible thing that make the bottom of the river all, you know 
murky… Pernicious Cesspool Bollocks.”   
Charon laughs.  “Well ain’t you just all scientific.  Pernicious, huh?” 
“Yeah… and they get down there on the bottom of the river and they suck 
up all of the color…” 
“Now shut your mouth boy, and save your bullsh&* for someone who 
buys it” 
“Look K.” I snap back indignantly. “You want me to lift you from 
ignorance, you gotta listen to me when I’m trying to explain it all to you.” 
“Shet it little plastical man,” orders Charon.  He grabs me around the arms 
and holds me in front of his flashing eyes.  “You see me eating out a can a beans?  
That a man’s meal? You know a man gotta kill his supper.  Then he knows he’s a 
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man. But then we want them televisions and telephones and teleputers and such. 
You know what’s in ‘em?” 
“PCB’s, of course,” I guess.” 
“Yessir.  Them little transistors in the TV set and the radio and all them 
other gadgets full up to the top with them.” 
“So the dredge is looking for TV sets.  Who is the ignoramus who dumped 
them into the river?” 
“I might school you yet.” Charon relaxes his grip and I can stretch my 
arms.  “Them PCB’s is left over from the TV sets after the box gets made.  Some 
chemical they made, then when they finish making stuff they dumped em all in 
the river. That sh** makes boy fish into girl fish and such.  Makes ‘em eat you 
out from the inside.” 
“Okay, so they’re picking them up.” 
“About 40 years late.” 
“And why does this have you all worked up. Because I’m happy to play 
trivia games with you all night, but you could get to the point.” 
“About 40 years late if you eating fish outta that river.  I was always a 
good fisherman. We ate a lot of those fish.  Right there in Troy. An’ it’s why my 
Elsie died of cancer, and its why my young son got all crazy, and it’s probably 
why my daughter don’t want me around, and it’s probably why I go kayaking 
down the Hudson talking to a little plastical man.” 
“Some little chemical did all that?” 
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“They an awful lot of electronics in the world. And they put it in the fish 
and they put it in the birds and they put it in my children and they put it in me. 
Guess I’m just some kinda waste product.” He relaxes his grip.  The lights from 
the other side of the river glimmer on the currents. 
“I’m sorry about your family.” 
“It ain’t nothing.  You know it just hurts a bit more that they all sick and I 
can’t do nothing for them.  That I been away from ‘em all through it.  That you 
can’t ever go back.” 
“Go back,” I urge.  “They’d take you back.  You’re gentle.  You paddle 
boats down the river.  That’s what families want, to go floating down a river.  
Now when I get back to my family.” 
“What family, you talking about, Dolly? Ain’t no family for a toy.  Family 
needs blood.” 
“You don’t get it, do you.  You’ve got the ability to see me, but you can’t 
get it through you addled brain that I might have a life beyond you.  Let me tell 
you about how I went to war…” 
“You ever tear a man’s chest open with a M-16?  You ever walk through a 
man’s brains while he looks up at you still twitching?  You ever camp in the 
swamp in the rain ‘til your balls about to rot off just hoping that Charley’ll shoot 
you quick and get it over?  You live waiting to die, then come home and die 
waiting to live.  Don’t tell me no pretend war in some pretend place. Real man 
ain’t no hero.  He just wanting to breathe and hear the water, and maybe see some 
birds fly overhead.  He just wanting to pull a fish out the river and have it feed 
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him without it killing him.  He just want pictures to stop, and right to come into 
the world.” 
“I feel your pain, brother.” 
“Shut the f#$% up.”   
*** 
Our tiny kayak is caught in the wake of a motorboat, and I am washed 
overboard. I sink beneath the dark waves, and know what it is to die.  The water 
envelops me and removes me from all else.  Sound is thick and slow.  The 
sensation passes as I am buoyed to the surface and hear the voice of Charon 
echoing into the night.  It is an urgent cry that is as remorseful as it is inarticulate.  
I can’t sift it into specific words, but I know that Charon is calling to me, 
regretting his inability to remain cool under fire. He denied our kinship as 
warriors, but his tone belies  
the denial.  
 
Out: 18. 
And I wait. And I float along the river watching the stars, trying to 
remember a time when I commanded ships and Waryuz and struggled against 
Neptune in the open sea.  By day I the blue turns to wispy feathers of cloud, to 
rolling thunder, to angry storm and the current swells and pulls me down and 
turns me over so that I travel for some days looking downward into the murk, 
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looking for PCB fish, that must have strange growths and speak in unnatural 
tongues.  But the only creatures I see look normal, and I am disappointed.   
A giant bird descends upon me.  Is it an albatross? The dove of peace? The 
Fury? No, it is only a gull, who pecks at my my armor thinking that it is food.  
Finding nothing of interest, it flies off, and I am left to dream the dreams of the 
dead, ongoing and eternal, until we find the unfamiliar shore. 
Washed ashore, I lie in muck, and tree branches wave above like moth 
wings, trembling in awe of the sun.  I call on the branches to fall, to provide me 
with wood for a ship to take me back out into the current, where death is more 
interesting.   
I wonder at the passage of time—has Edison grown to manhood?  Has 
Karen become one with his river?  Has Penny, long suffering Penny given me up 
for dead and gone off with some suitor or other, faithless at my return?  Has my 
Woolite bottle escaped the recyclers?  Is she searching for me now, in order to 
consummate our chaste, but interrupted passion? 
I stare at the branches, watch the leaves follow the sun, see them suck up 
light and turn it into food, and for a moment feel hungry too. 
Late one afternoon I am struck by an unearthly music that feels like oars 
turning and leaves dancing. I find that with a great effort, I am able to turn my 
head, and there on the dryer outcropping of the riverbank sits an elven creature 
with face like papyrus and eyes like a serpent.   
She strums on her autoharp with a joint hanging out of her mouth like a 
Marlboro.   
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"Carterhaugh, it is my own, 
My daddy gave it me, 
I'll come and gang by Carterhaugh, 
And ask nae leave at thee." 
Her hair is red like sorrel and her earrings are pentagrams, as are the 
ornaments on the bicycle paniers behind her.  She sings forty stanzas of Tam Lin 
and he transforms into hot steel and colicky babies, thorns and slimy creatures 
until she wraps him in her mantle and steals him from the fairy queen.   
 
Out: 19. 
Instead of talking to me, the witch talks to the bits of driftwood that she 
gathers.  I coo, I comment on her lovely pink highlights, I commend her on her 
choice of driftwood.  Nothing provokes a response.  She stacks her collection of 
driftwood into a panier, and puts the autoharp into the other.  She straddles the 
bike as if to leave, then comes back for me, as if I were an afterthought.  Still 
playing hard to get she drops me unceremoniously face down into the driftwood 
panier. One would think that I at least merited the autoharp, or better yet, she 
could have had me ride between her bosoms.  It must be the drug.  Her eyes are 
green and red like an exploding parrot. 
She drops the bag on the floor in her studio, at least that is what I hear it 
called, as I remain tangled among the fragments of weathered lumber for a week 
or a month.  Although the witch seemed to find the wood entertaining, I find that 
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the fragments are quite limited in their range of conversation topics.  They speak 
of creaking doors, of weatherbeaten docks, of sunken pleasure-boats, of decks and 
wildlife blinds, of old rocking chairs, of bolts and rusty nails that they have 
known.  I listen patiently, and think of ways to hustle them for splinters, but they 
are not easily taken in like A-Jack or gullible like Farmer Fi.  They listen to my 
plans for a few seconds then start speaking around me, turning the topic back to 
tree-stumps, brushpiles and half-remembered legends of photosynthesis. 
The day comes when I hear the door creak open. The witch enters with 
measured footsteps. She circles the room, muttering some sort of incantation.  She 
must have been made aware of my power and has to protect herself with spells 
and charms from my charm.  Finally I see the light once more as she gets the 
courage to dump out the bag. 
It is a dim light, another garage, but this is not a man haven.  There are no 
signs of sporting equipment except for the rickety girl-bike with the big poufy 
seat.  Where the car should be there is a broad table housing a doll-house like 
nothing I have ever dreamed.  Like a canyon, a mountain or an otherworldly tree, 
the structure rises from the table like a monument.   
The witch selects a wood fragment from among my companions, and 
circles the structure before squeezing some substance from a gun and adding the 
piece to the structure.    
“Hey!  Shitball!”  harangues the voice of a dead man.   
“A-Jack? But you’re…” 
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“Art-Jack to you Ow-licks-me.” responds the voice.  I search for the 
sound, coming from somewhere on the structure.  Looking closer, I see a goat.  Or 
at least half a goat.   The other half melded to the goat’s body is the partial upper 
torso of A-Jack cutting a satyrical figure. 
 “Jack!  What happened?  Where are we?” 
“Athens I think, Some of the other Waryuz are here.  Menetheus is here. 
“Quack!” affirms the coward, who is not Menetheus, but a body that could 
be him with ducky’s head grafted on.  He hangs by a toe from one of the angled 
platforms, frozen in mid-leap over a reflective pond of glass. 
“Minnie never looked so good!” laughs A-Jack. And I am feeling a bit 
randy.  Check the nymph!  She’ll give ya a real tumble.” 
“Let’s go shopaaarrrgggaaaaaHHHh!  I recognize Effie-Jean, and I 
recognize Steg, but they have been mated.  A quarter of Effie’s scalp has been 
replaced with horned hide of the dinosaur-man, and one of her long lashed eyes is 
now the golden orb of a lizard.  I recognize her magical curves but his powerful 
limbs  sporting a battleaxe in her grip and a princess phone wrapped around his 
neck. She is poised to chop through a woodpile of outstretched action-figure arms, 
and is unusually sexy. 
Polites has the snout and hooves of a pig and is wallowing in a sty of 
muck that is magically frozen in mid splash.  Elepnor is squatting on the roof as if 
on a toilet, with his head coming out of the wrong end. Eurylocus, who should 
have escaped such indignity is grafted to a long black boat, his head the figure, his 
limbs the oars, his crew, a jumble of legs and large green plastic ears. 
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And others of  the men, some recognizable, some not, are placed on this 
mount of morphery.  A potato locked in a Tango with a tomato, her arms graceful 
and Spanish.   A robot with the head made of scissors bending to kiss a girl with 
the head of a walrus and with ray-guns for hands as a poodle-man shoves a stone 
toward the edge of the platform above. 
I am so mesmerized by the creation, that I momentarily forget the creator, 
but when I glance away from the living sculpture, I find her studying the table. 
She reaches toward me and I have a vision of being dissembled and reassembled 
as a match-girl-palm tree.  Her calloused hand passes over me and touches a worn 
scrap of wood. As she tightens her fingers around the fragment, her knuckle 
brushes me ever so slightly and I wriggle off of the table and fall into a box filled 
with packing peanuts. I dive down as far as I can, hoping to hide at the bottom. 
Out: 20. 
For days or weeks I experience the world of sounds through the box.  I 
dream that Charon opens the box, and rescues me.  He puts his finger to his lips, 
motioning me to silence. He takes me to the front of a white elephant of a salad 
wagon.  The old man bungee cords me to the grill of the garbage truck.  He drives 
me through a hellish and cavernous city.  I watch as he and another man in 
coveralls pick up sausage bags from housing projects and carry them to the 
hopper.  Banana peels used condoms and maggot riddled chicken legs fly out of 
tenement windows.  Charon ducks, and lifts, carrying refuse indiscriminately to 
the yawning hopper.  Another truck feeds ahead of us.  I watch the jaws clamp 
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down on hamburger waste and antifreeze, teeth drooling fluorescent hopper juice 
like insect blood.  Sacks of unrecyclable plastic food container brethren devoured 
digested and belched out onto a barge and floated down the river toward some 
indeterminate graveyard.  Charon takes off his gloves crouches to step back into 
his kayak and paddles back upstream, leaving me on the truck.   
“K!” I shout, in a doll voice.  “Charon!”  But he is gone.  Even a hero 
looks for heroes sometimes, and maybe I missed mine in the old garbageman. 
As I am driven out of the transfer station by a man I cannot see, a fleet of 
trucks come in the other way each grill adorned by a vixen eyed Smar-Mee doll, 
who calls to me so yearningly that I can almost feel myself straining against the 
bungee cord, which snaps, throwing me into the air, and I land back into the dark 
softness of the packing peanuts.  The packing material is snug like a womb or a 
zentai suit.  I hear the chuckling of the witch, and wonder if I will still be 
conscious after my internal elastic bands are severed. 
 Squeals clangs hisses and shrieks could be monsters or airplanes.  I am 
disoriented and can’t sort out which.  I listen to long expanses of silence and loud 
cacophonic interruptions.    
Out: 21. 
Finally, The box opens to a drop ceiling of long glowing fluorescent 
panels.  The radio is playing some sort of island music, ska? Reggae? Or is it 
Calypso. 
Yes. That must be it.  Her name has to be Calypso. 
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“Mad gyal CeeCee! Mi cyaan believe yu sen’dis a mi from foreign.  She 
waan mek poppy show a mi! Dem gwaan tink mi mad!”    She pulls a bouquet of 
legs springing from a vase, with tropical flowers for feet.  She smiles wryly, puts 
the sculpture aside then picks up the box with me in it, and carries me toward the 
door.  The bottom of her chin is satin and her nostrils are like coffee beans in dark 
chocolate. 
She drops me to the floor and I am thrown out of the packing peanuts like 
being belched out of the digestive system of a Yeti. 
“Oh!” She sees me. “Who are you?” She carries me back into the lab.  Her 
ivory frames against her wenge skin make her face an ornate inlaid table.  She is a 
goddess in a flattened cloud of a tunic.  I love her, although the ergonomically 
handled scrub brush in the lab sink is also terribly attractive.  I decide to woo the 
goddess first and the servant later. 
I start to introduce myself, but she pretends not to hear me.  She holds me 
in front of the leg bouquet, and tries to see where I fit, but cannot place me.  I am 
not one to be placed.  Giving up, she sits me against the base of the vase and turns 
her back on me, turning toward the glass structure and strokes it like a harp.  I 
strain my ears to hear her heavenly music, but it is beyond my perception. 
 And I sit under the tree of legs, and the days pass as she plays her silent 
music on the glassophone, which is all it can be possible to call it.  She builds it 
and changes it, adds tubes and globes as if constructing a universe.  She measures 
liquids into it and causes them to whirl through the channels within the 
instrument. Occasionally when she enters or exits the lab, she looks in my eyes 
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and says, “Yu facety bwoy!” I am sure that I understand.  It is recognition of our 
mutual desire.  She sees my look, and pretends that I am bothering her with the 
steadiness of my gaze.  But she does not rest. 
She gives instructions to young technicians in matching white lab tunics, 
telling them amounts, and where to move equipment.  She milks the glass 
apparatus and injects drops into arrays of test tubes with a multi-dropper that 
resembles Stegotron’s teeth.  She stares for long hours into a microscope.  Her 
long fingers glide over a computer keyboard, sending cryptic numbers into space. 
At night, the liquid in one of the globes glows like a captive moon in a 
transparent harness.   
During the rare moments when the scientist addresses me directly, she 
speaks in her musical private language, but when the men in the suits come, her 
language changes to a different one that is equally difficult to understand.   
“… a finer scaffolding… dual layer mesh, with nano-technology 
adherence that creates a better fit… cosmetic applications…diabetics, burn 
victims and Hollywood actresses.” 
I tune out the scientific stuff.  The men listen attentively, then leave.  
Calypso shakes her head.  “Crick and Watson,” she mutters.  “Dem de same 
ginnal. An mi gwaan play poor Rosalyn Franklin. What di hell can one woman 
do?”   
She brings down her hand and the petri dish shatters, spraying me with the 
substance inside.  Maybe she isn’t Calypso after all.  Clumsy.  I smell blue and 
feel orange.  I taste glass and straw as the broom comes toward me like 
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camembert.  An excruciating pain of seeing waves over my sinuses as I am 
broomed into cans and dumpsters and barges.  The lapping swishes my haunches 
and I submerge in the dream of an ocean. And water is again upon the Ow Ow 
Ommmm.  
* * * 
I whirl through a hurricane. I dash in ten foot waves.  I am becalmed 
among a flotilla of  plastic ducks. I swim among the flotsam of the great Pacific 
trash vortex. I am thrown by a Tsunami.  I am swallowed by a whale.  I am cut 
out of its belly by a Chinese fisherman. I am given to a boy.  I am taken by a man.  
I am prodded by men in surgical masks.  
“It feels.” says a voice. 
“There are nerve endings.” says another. 
“But it isn’t flesh.”  
“We can graft circuitry onto it.” 
“I think that it is a distinct possibility.” 
“This may be a breakthrough.” 
“This is a revolution.” 
I am laid on a bed that molds around my face and I can feel the knife 
slicing through my plastic head, down my torso as I am gutted like a fish and 
repacked with silicon and metal.” 
End Book III 
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Book IV 
Can a Blind Man Go Homer Gain? 
Repatriated, regurgitated, spread like waste on the pavement of life, 
pulling a newspaper from the wire basket chained to a lamppost, travel-weary 
Alex Weaver coughs vapor into the winter air.  The ketchup stain highlights a 
forgettable corner of the science section, page fifteen, an article apologizing for 
yet one more concession made by the National Aerospace Administration, one 
more dream relinquished, one more opportunity to achieve greatness forgone in 
the interests of mediocrity and budgetary vote-pandering.  “Mars Mission 
Scrubbed,” reads Weaver, itching the stubble on his chin.   
There is a cafeteria in his head.  A clutch of children straining to see a 
snowy black and white television image.  There is the wooden untrained voice, 
the metal flag and then the dancing ghost with the hollow head.   “One small 
step…” mutters Alex.  “Whatever happened to Tang? The space program… 
Capricorn One?...O.J.”    
The jumble of images flutter through his head as Alex Weaver, wise guy, 
womanizer, dreamer, vanishes into a sea of unremarkable pedestrians, briskly 
pursuing superficial goals: getting a job, getting a raise, closing a deal, getting 
toilet paper, getting a new action figure, getting laid, getting, getting gotten.  
Somewhere in the same crowd is his son, Edison. Perhaps they pass each 
other on their way across the crowded mid-town street, coming within a glance of 
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recognition, before Alex turns with a cough, or Edison turns, distracted by a 
woman or a window display. Were Edison to make a quarter-turn of the head at 
the decisive moment he might see in the balding remnant of an old photograph 
wearing an ill-fitting army surplus jacket.  Were Alex to turn the same distance in 
opposition, he might catch a glimpse of his lost and wasted youth, not only in the 
strong young limbs and the earnest sports-club tone, but also, more importantly in 
a cleverness about the eyes, a spark of invention, that once seethed in his own.  
But involuntary obstinacy drives without wavering, and with hereditary 
predictability, each man presses toward his goal.  Perhaps the older man passes 
the revolving door of the office building from which Edison recently emerged.  
Perhaps Edison steps upon the same discarded newspaper, his sneaker 
taking up traces of the bloody hot dog ketchup.  Lacking a nudge, jostle, or look, a 
“Don’t I know you?” misfires. 
Edison won’t even notice the ketchup, which will rub off of the rubber and onto 
the pavement within a block.  If ketchup was an alien fungus, it would grow into a 
forest along the street behind him, were it the teeth of a dragon, it would sprout a 
host of Spartoi—which maybe is what really happens, because the people on a 
New York street at rush hour appear as if by magic, and might as well be made of 
magical dragon-tooth ketchup-blood.  Blocks apart, unaware of the existence of 
the other, Edison Weaver and his father are both devoured by the underworld as 
they descend into the depths and a train growls and shrieks into one station or the 
other.   
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Not quick enough with his metrocard, Edison is left standing on the empty 
platform as the train hurtles into the tunnel without him and he is left with the 
contents of his pockets in his hands, and within moments of being sardined among 
the commuters, Edison finds himself alone with the rats.  And the blind man… 
who stares at him through filmy eyes and says, 
“I am your father.” 
And it is true.  I am his father.  I am the father of them all.  I am the father of all 
the world.  I am fafa fa fa falalalalalalalalalalaaaaaa. 
“Shut it rummy,” orders Edison.   I can hear that yearning in his voice, the 
voice of the son who wants a father that will be proud of him, the son that can 
complain to his friends about the harsh discipline that the old man imposes on 
him, the son that can change his grooming habits, or musical tastes or politics or 
sexual orientation, (well that isn’t a part of it) but rather a youth changing in 
opposition to oppression by a domineering paternal force, struggling for definition 
against a pre-established male hierarchy, a princeling struggling to outdo the 
monarch that precedeth him, a young buck locking horns with the tested stud, a 
juvenile challenging the silverback with the aim of establishing his place among 
the troop and thereby ensuring his place in the genetic code of the species, in the 
lore of the clan, in the oral history of the tribe, in the legend of the hero, yet 
Edison Weaver is 21
st
 century man, in a world where manly enterprise is no 
longer of value, where feats of strength are valued only on the prison yard, where 
metrosexuals pluck their eyebrows and obsess on their diets, where alpha males 
seeking to spread their seed are humiliated publicly in the blogosphere and the 
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portly night managers who surreptitiously doctor the product, produce hundreds 
or thousands of pudgy offspring who fail to match the profile in the sperm bank 
brochure, a disappointment un-gauged by a young man chasing after a shadow-
father who may end up being a grubby middle-aged derelict, a laid-off middle 
manager, a failed dreamer, a faded womanizer, a diabetic or perhaps a diminished 
figure with no more testosterone than a BPA impregnated disposable bottle or a 
nine-inch plastic action figure, which is enough to make the expression of any 
fatherless son forlorn, and that is the expression underneath the ostensible 
puissance of Edison Weaver. 
He who says, “Shut it rummy” looks like he could use a hit off of the 
bottle.  I hear him sidle away from me down the platform, and I say, 
“Eddieddieddieddie. Don’t leave me hanging.” 
And he stops moving. 
“You heard me Eddie, I want to to to chat, and you are the one who must 
hear me.” 
His sneaker scuffs the gummy platform.  
“Y’see I have what is called strange powers of speech. I mean, ‘I’ve 
looked at life from both sides now…’ or  ‘The force is with you young 
Skywalker, but you are not a Jedi yet.’ or ‘But thou, my babe! shalt wander like 
the breeze.’ or ‘..but long experience hath taught me, son, tis not the powerful arm 
but the soft enchanting tongue that governs all.’ 
…and I can sense his mouth forming into a question, but I can hear the 
number two train roaring and screeching, like the Minotaur in his death throes, or 
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like the Midgard serpent stirring in its sleep and dreaming of uncoiling, and with 
clatter and spark, the train is upon me. I shout into the storm, “Think you’re 
escaping and run into yourself. Longest way round is the shortest way home!” 
The doors lurch open and feet fast and sluggish slap the gum-spattered 
slab. I hold my cane under my arm, my jingle can with one hand and a dollar in 
the other, and address a pair of leather soled Italian wingtips. “If my lord regrets 
being surprised into an act of charity and cannot spare a hundred ducats to assist a 
fellow creature, let him yield the opportunity to me.” They stomp on, but a pair of 
bockety bock pumps hesitate and rustle a leaf into my bean-can of change.  An 
unlaced sneaker drops a Halls into the cup where I can feel it sticking to the bills. 
Last week, (if there was a last week) the same boy (if there was a boy) would 
have knocked me over and taken the seven dollars and change as a down-payment 
on a pack of cigarettes. (if there were such things as cigarettes.) 
The footsteps dwindle and I am left alone with a large round waste barrel 
like a hydrogen bomb, and a nervous tentative guest who ‘cannot chuse but hear.’ 
“You’re breathing, Edison,”  I inform him. 
“You know my name,” he replies.  “Why?” 
“Oh and far more and far more. What do you know?  What do you want to 
know. About Leah who raised you?  About Penny who worried about California 
more than you, perhaps with good reason? and about a little toy man…” 
“You?” he says with an air of filial piety. “Ow… Alex?” 
“I’ve been called a lot of things.  You are looking for a father a dadda a 
pops a patriarch, a male role model, a mentor.  I am probably not a very very very 
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great example of that. You can find anything and anyone in the underworld.  
Maybe I’m a prophet and maybe I’m Pantilides or Tyra Banks or Tyree Sees.  I 
am the blind poet, or his stand-in, or a metaphor for the evolutionary destiny of 
humanity.  Maybe I’m just a down on its luck line of type on a page that nobody 
will read but my proverbial mother. There are other Alex Weavers out there in the 
world, much more glib of tongue, much more clever and deceptive, so you should 
wait for one of them to come around, and then you will claim a more dignified 
pedigree, or you could settle for Anthony.” 
“Alex! You are real.  You are here. and you are almost home.  And we 
need you, cuz like you said, Anthony… and Callie… and it’s all sort of a mess…” 
“Which I am sure that I would only complicate for you….” I shout as 
another train arrives. He is unsure whether to embrace me out of father fantasy or 
to cover his nose and mouth to avoid infection, because I have been thinking and 
conjuring and sweating and creating, and there is so little reason for bathing when 
one has lived in the underworld for thousands of years.  While he hesitates, I 
disobey the mechanical warning, I fail to “stand clear of the closing doors, 
please,” and jump into the train.  
As he attempts to follow, the door closes on his hand.  He stands there 
pleading silently with the conductor, who gleefully entertains the image of an out 
of towner running backwards toward the tunnel.  The boy holds steady, the 
conductor holds firm on the doors, the boy’s aspect hardens from a plea to 
defiance.  The conductor searches for a button to press that will make the 
mechanical voice say “Get the F*&$# off the train or I’ll drag you ‘til you line the 
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tunnel with blood,” but settles for the intercom, and the old-school “asdkffh, 
gresdh, trt  if youadasfd clearasdfsdoor sfd out of service, one, two three…” and 
he opens the doors as Edison pushes his arm in further, for taking the train out of 
service would suit his need.  And as Edison bolts aboard the train, I slip off, and I 
wave to him as the train screeches and jerks into service. 
C. Homer Klopstock, failed screenwriter, failed lawn-boy, blinded by 
shards of plastic from dismembered toys, has become a Klop—stuck in the city 
hustling change in the subway.  Maybe I discover a mandolin, and teach myself to 
play it, singing stories from my failed screenplay and dream of a cartoon spin-off.   
This is who I am the next afternoon when the boy finds me once more, 
salvaging half a sandwich from the barrel. 
“Alex?” he is tentative. 
“Call me Homer.” I reply. 
“H..?”  
“Yeah, undercover, underground, undertaker undertow underestimated.  
Definitely underestimated Homer.  Who cares about writing it all down. I used to 
care about writing it down, wHOOOeee.  And the voices were there, and you got 
tinfoil on you?” 
“Homer then,” he says, but I can tell that he thinks I am his long lost 
departed deceased diseased daddywaddydingdongmerrilyon hi! “Good to see you 
again.” 
“Yes, I” 
“Turkey.” 
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“What?” It is a recoiling what, offended. 
“Turkey sandwich.  Only one bite out of it.  Half of it still wrapped. Want 
some?” 
“No!” now afraid of giving offense. “Not that it probably isn’t okay, I 
mean can you eat.. no I uh mean, if they clean the cans and all?”  
“Can’t see it. Must not be there.  Gotta eat a pound of dirt in your lifetime. 
What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger.” 
His voice trembles and I want to feel guilty, but he feels bad enough for 
both of us “I want, I mean I don’t want to bother you but I wanted to ask…” 
“About My-T-Waryuz, right?” I grin dental neglect. 
“Well not really that…” 
“What is it.  You don’t like the show?”  It is awful to be slow old dirty and 
crazy and ignored, but being slow, old dirty and crazy when some impatient 
youngster wants something is delicious revenge against the inequities of the 
passage of time. 
“Uh.  The show.  Yeah.” 
“My-T-Waryuz.  You’re one of those critics, aren’t you. Give it to me I 
can take it.  No don’t say it! I can hear you, ‘Preposterous, poor quality 
poppycock with unsympathetic characters and a superfluous dinosaur robot that 
has no connection with any purpose other than gratuitous violence.’— You see? 
That is the only review, and it was on moviesthatmakeyoutearyoureyesout.com”  I 
dig long and hard for an irritating clump of dried snot, and fling it toward where 
the youngster stands.  “What is the name of the dinosaur-robot?”  
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“Wha?” 
“The dinosaur.  What was his name?  What did he like to eat for snack?” 
“Uhh…” 
“You haven’t seen it.  You don’t know what I am talking about.” 
“Wait.  A dinosaurobot. A dinobot.  I think there was something.” 
“Well at least you got the emphasis right.  You have three days.  You are 
going to find the Waryuz, and then we can talk.” 
“But…” 
“Your train is coming.” 
“Scree screeeeeecccch…” says the train.  “Psshooo!” say the doors.   
“This is the uptown 2 express train,” says the bloodless enunciating mechanical 
person. “Stand clear of the closing doors, please.” 
“Your train.” 
He obeys and gets on the train, but looks back as he does so and the doors 
try to slice him up the middle.  The doors jerk open and close again in rapid 
succession, and he gets further in, and the third time he is able to pull in his leg, 
but loses his sneaker.  I can’t see it of course but there is a difference in the sound 
of doors hitting each other, doors hitting a torso, doors hitting a leg, and the sound 
of a sneaker dropping to the platform. I pick up the shoe and put it into my bag of 
empty cans and leftovers, and think about places where homeless blind men 
would care to pass the time, sleeping on the platform, on a seat in a subway car, 
going to the men’s shelter, looking for a spot in the park, hustling change, taking a 
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sink bath in the public library, making crowds of perfumed yuppies with adorable 
children scatter like pigeons. 
* * * 
I have planted seeds, seeds seeds that will grow grow grow into ideas for 
the boy.  He will fantasize about taking me with him in a volkswagon van back to 
Ithaca to pull down a giant bow from the mantelpiece of a non-functional 
fireplace, and demonstrate manly virility by cracking axes and slaughtering 
everyone in Süter’s He will find the pilot of My-T-Waryuz.  He will find a way to 
watch an old VHS tape.  He will watch it again.  He will memorize the name 
Stegotron, and think of a dramatic way to say it, to pretend that he knew it all 
along, or to act the good schoolboy who has completed the homework 
unsupervised. He will try to overcome moral objections to snacking on fluffy 
kittens. Then he will look for the name Weaver in the credits and find naught 
more than the humble cowardly C. Homer Klopstock, shamed soldier, tinfoil 
helmeted barfly, inept lawn-boy, failed film-maker.  Lightbulbs will glimmer in 
Edison’s cranium.  He will have questions. He will have ideas. I will await him on 
the platform. 
But several hours before Edison Weaver leaves his temp job to seek 
whispers of a father, the erhu player at the other end of the platform is assailed by 
a pair of adolescent urban warriors, who rob him and kick him, drumming on his 
ribs and  leaving him bleeding on the platform.  When the paramedics come and 
take him away, they leave the instrument behind, and it becomes mine.  A long 
thin neck attached to a wooden box, strung with two fine strands of silk that 
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vibrate in tandem with a snake skin, it is a smooth otherworldly instrument, and 
changes the tune of the underworld when caressed with its horsehair bow. It sings 
of pain and temptation and obedience and delicacy and virility and if I have to 
defend my atonality, I will claim culture. 
I experiment with the sound, and when I learn that the silk will awaken the 
snake if I touch it gently, I want to sing old tales of Mongols and Emperors, of 
court intrigue and arranged marriages, of brilliant battle strategies and hymns to 
glorify the worker, but I know none of this, and so I search for melody with 
unwieldy fingers and try to imagine A-Jack and Stegotron mutilating women and 
children in the desert, while a killing machine named Hector tries to return the 
favor.  I see heroes and drag-queens, glory-seekers and wiseguys scrambling to 
turn carnage to cash.  I hear women wailing and I hear them carrying water; I hear 
the sound of a single strand of thread being pulled through the warp of the cloth to 
create old-school pixels that have yet to resolve into a definable image.  I smell 
urine and chocolate, perfume and mildew.  I hum and mumble and lurch into 
incomprehensible song.  Then I hear Edison Weaver. 
“Eh—excuse me Mr. Klopstock?” 
I nod and keep playing, Mumblehumming. 
“Can I take notes? 
I continue to play, the horsehair strumming the silk, cocooned stallions.  I 
lied before, or rather, committed a sin of omission in failing to correct his 
misconception that I was the genetic progenitor.  I don’t think that I ever made 
such a claim, but he took it that way, and failed to understand on a metacognitive 
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level that I am much more.  The genetic predecessor, Alex Weaver, is stumbling 
around the upper-world, reading articles in ketchup stained newspapers retrieved 
from the trash.  If Alex provided Edison with a genetic predisposition to 
falsehood,  I brought him to life in my song, and he will grant me immortality by 
carrying it and passing it along down through the ages, or perhaps the animation 
clips that he creates from the nine –inch action figure, the replacement patriarch, 
will go viral on the interwebs and will bring me out of the subway and into the 
light.   
* * * 
One steeped in the Homeric classics still expects me to solve the riddle of 
how one shoots arrows through axe-heads or handles or assets.  Shouldn’t Alex 
Weaver reappear, guns blazing, demonstrating feats of strength on a Seinfeldian 
Festivus pole, to prove his virility?  Should he not then explain away twenty years 
with a memory of a duplo tree that once and forever stands triumphantly and 
somewhat uncomfortably in Penelope’s bed? There is no place in this world for 
such loyalty when marriage is no longer the fashion, and people just move on. 
Finally deciding what she wants in life when the children have grown and 
moved on, she will get a ladder and take down the neon sign.  Axes?  She don’t 
need to axe nobody.  She will buy plants.  She will add table-cloths, decorative 
lighting and post-post-modern art displays featuring works by resident artist, 
Circe.  Juddo will be  moved outside of the door, put on a steady diet of caffeine 
drinks and, is trained to enforce a dress-code.  The space will be transformed from 
dive-bar to fern-bar, the barflies, from swine to gentlemen who will come to 
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Penelope’s Place with dates and good behavior.  The television news will report 
the immanent release of feminist prison legend, California Weaver, and, Anthony 
the bar manager will suddenly and mysteriously vanish. Bemis will lead a jazz 
trio playing easy-listening background favorites every Friday. Mentor Pantilides 
will emcee the open–mic poetry readings on Tuesdays, supported by a small but 
loyal group of wordsmiths. On Wednesdays, the astronomer will hold court in the 
establishment with his disciples gathered round to learn the mysteries of the 
universe.   
A man claiming to be Alex Weaver will indeed appear one day, in 
belligerent disbelief at the transformation of Süter’s in his absence.  He will 
appear ready to start a fight with the patrons, but will be dissuaded by the 
proprietress, who after a private conference, will obtain divorce papers and 
enough money to fix the roof, expand the kitchen and build an atrium.  Rumors 
will circulate that after astronomy night, Penelope may be seen closing early and 
accompanying the astronomer to his observatory at the top of the falls to look at 
patterns in the stars. 
Edison Weaver will vanish into a computer screen where he will become a 
presence in every junk email social media post for weeks, and for millions of hits.  
He will take over the world with a dinobot, a marine in an Effie-Jean evening 
dress, a berserker and a scheming self-centered Owlix. He will take highlights 
from the original My-T-Waryuz pilot, mix in new animations and effects and will 
compress them into 30 second digitally enhanced entertainments that will become 
wildly entertaining. 
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California Weaver, released from prison, championed by the feminist front, 
and lionized for striking a blow against the patriarchy, will become prominent on 
the talk-show circuit, even as Owlix and the My-T-Waryuz will be on the 
interwebs. After the hubbub surrounding her release subsides, she will find a 
kindred spirit in Delilah Nestor, sharing an appreciation of badass female action 
heroes, sharing a proclivity for sharp objects, and sharing the secret of who 
liberated Agamemnon of his manhood. Together, they revamp the feedlots and 
slaughter houses of Nestor to make upstate New York competitive with Nebraska, 
expanding the business in order to hasten the inevitable melting of Greenland. 
With the help of Mama Calypso’s genetic discoveries, they will splice DNA into 
cattle, breaking the laws of God and Man, and breaking, as well, into the 
replacement organ market where their transgenic kidneys will be a great success. 
Their patented Bovagina
® 
 surrogacy system will produce relief for the reluctant 
wombs of career oriented mothers everywhere, and will accelerate the 
replacement of male politicians, executives and action heroes, with hot babes who 
can do the same work with better communication skills and fewer incidents of 
violence. (Notwithstanding the occasional sporadic and unfortunate gelding of an 
uppity bull.)  
A Chinese fishing boat will pull the action figure, along with a flock of 
yellow rubber ducks from the belly of a whale floundering in the great Pacific 
trash vortex. Owlix will have yet another resurgence in the popular imagination as 
the action figure. Imbued with sensory capability, due to Calypso’s synthetic skin,  
and microcircuitry from the best laboratories of the East, the doll will become an 
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avatar for interplanetary exploration.  Calypso will work with other bioengineers 
to find an interface that will allow users on earth (for a reasonable fee) to walk on 
distant worlds, piggybacking on the artificial senses transmitted by the avatar. 
Emanuel Atreus will make billions by providing the venture capital to develop 
Calypso’s biotechnology, setting her up in a state of the art facility in Runaway 
Bay, and setting up Helen in whatever pretty clothes or parrot costumes she 
desires. (She will continue to refuse his financial support for her performance 
career, preferring to rise on her own talents.) Atreus will take the space program 
private and buys up rights patents trademarks and anything else necessary to 
control all aspects of the enterprise. Rumor has it that his team will include a very 
shrewd chief advisor and arms dealer named Weaver. 
* * * 
In a teleconference chatroom, the virtual shareholders meet through 
portals scattered around the world.  
“Plastic doll?  You’ve got to be kidding. 
“A plastic doll is much more economical to send through space than a 
human. Heck, you could send ten of them if you wanted.” 
“Yeah, but what is the point?” 
“Dr. Daedalus, please explain the point of the ActAtar in layman’s terms.  
“It is really quite simple, ladies and gentlemen, if we look backward to the 
glories of the Apollo program, and try to bring its essence forward. What made it 
work?  the secrets of outer space,  giant phallic projectiles that pierced the soft 
fabric of the sky, Cold War competition to see which country could send their 
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phallic projectiles farther and deeper. and perhaps, more than anything else, the 
impossible idea that a man could plant a flag on the moon like a European 
explorer conquering new worlds.  Why, we might ask, has the space program lost 
so much of its luster, so much public will, and how might we regain it?” 
“The answer my friends is that watching a dull-voiced pilot walk on 
distant planets is no longer adequate to meet the needs of virtual culture. We want 
to be astronauts without the years of training. We want to dig for precious metals 
on an asteroid and still have time to watch the ballgame. The ActAtar system will 
reinvent space travel, physical science, wargaming, reality TV and video games in 
one tidy package.” 
“A would-be My-T-Warya simply dons a full body InterAckt suit, much 
like the Japanese zentai costumes that are becoming so popular with young folks 
these days. However, this costume is infused with a patented bio-nano-technology 
interface that bonds the wearer’s nerve endings with corresponding receptors in 
the ActAtar drone.  The My-T-Waryuz experience the actual sensory input 
recorded by the ActAtar drone and transmitted back and forth by laser signal in 
real time.  In short, an ActOrian puts on a costume and walks on Mars.” 
“The My-T-Waryuz Mars exploration is part of the prestige line, including 
The Everest climb, the Marianas Trench dive and the Volcano virgin sacrifice, 
specialized experiences that will aid scientific exploration while offering prestige 
tourists virtual tours to affirm their mastery of the universe.” 
“To explain the more earthly pleasures to be found in our consumer line, I 
will turn your screens over to Circe Ryder, our avatar designer and our costumer, 
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Paul Proteus of Lace-Daemon costume industries, who will outline some of the 
many out-of body adventures to be had in our most innovative designs.   These 
ActAtar drones are in full production, in Shenzhen and will hit the street, the air, 
the water and the bedroom in the next few weeks…”  
* * * 
The hero is a vehicle who carries weak-kneed humanity to heights that are 
otherwise impossible to attain.  Un-slouch, oh couch potato! Rise to your full 9 
inch stature! Embrace adventure, and throw off your limitations. Show courage in 
the face of adversity and be home in time for lunch.  The risk is assigned 
elsewhere, but you will need a valid credit card for payment. If you lack the 
means to play, you will have to sit under the stars and ask the old folks to tell 
stories about gods and heroes from the days when they too once dreamed of 
becoming greater than themselves. 
* * * 
The lander bounces and rolls into a dry sea on the dusty red surface of the 
fourth planet, then the packages unwrap themselves, and Owlix stands in the red 
dust and thin air of the planet of the god of war.  The hero (if you truly believe 
that he is a hero) is flabbergasted to find unexpected company; looking out over 
the red sands he sees Mars, Venus and more.  
 “Let’s go shopping” says Effie-Jean, breaking off in a moment of static “-
--sssssssssss--- for signs of Martian life.”  
“…in the Citayyyyayayayyyy” agrees Killy Zee. 
“Grrr Yeah, and then kill it!” snarls A-Jack.” 
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“Roaaarrrrrrr!” says Stegotron, the dinobot, “GRrrrRRRaaaAAAAHHH!” 
 “Try your hands there and lose them,” warns California. 
“I see circles,” says the Cyclops. “I feel someone inside of my head.” 
 
 
END 
